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BSPBACT 

The experiments described in this thesis were designed towards 

reaching an understanding of the control of flux through the arginine 

pathway in Neuroapora orassa. 	The previous algebraic analysis of 

steady state enzyme networks has shown that the flux is a syetem.to 

property and that, typically, the relation between flux and effector 

is non-linear. It was therefore necessary in the present experimental 

analysis to apply the method of modulation, i.e. to determine the flux 

response to a series of small changes in the concentration of a. putative 

effector. It was already known that argl-r'1rie effects the rate of each 

step in the arginine pathway by controlling the amount (induction or 

repression) and/or activity (activation or inhibition) of the Individual 

enzymes. The principal and largely successful aim of this study, there-

fore, was to develop and apply an experimental method whereby the mycelial 

arginine concentration could be predictably modulated over a wide range, 

under steady state conditions; than to monitor and interpret the aystnio 

response, as indicated by the changes in i) the levels of other pathway 

intermediates, ii) the specific activities of the connecting enzymes and 

iii) the measured fluxes. This was achieved by controlling the rate of 

oitrulline uptake and, consequently, the steady state concentration of 

mycelial arginine in the anxotrophic mutant ar-12. Oniithine than 

becomes an "end product" with its accumulated steady state concentration 

indicating the pathway flux. From the experimentally generated relation-

ships between metabolic pools and between pools and enzyme specific 

activities the mechanisms of importance in the control of the pathway fluxes 

were revealed. It is shown that there is no unitary solution to the problem  

of flux control; a number of different mehen1  sma effect the control of 

flux through the arginine pathway with the proportion of the control 

exerted by each depending absolutely upon the level that the flux has. 
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1. INTIODUCTION 

Ebrperiznente described in this thesis were carried out to 
lkt 

elucidate furtherL factors regulating argin4 ne biosynthesis and 

degradation in the Asoomycete fungus Neuspora cras sa. Earlier 

investigations from this laboratory demonstrated the effect of quant-

itative variation in enzyme specific activity on the metabolic flux 

through the pathway. These variations in enzyme activity were achieved 

by using (a) geographically-isolated and genetically-distinct wild-type 

populations (Curtis, 196), (b) heterokaryons containing different 

doses of mutant and normal alleles (Watson, 1969; Tateson, 1971) and 

(c) partial revertants of mutant alleles (Donachie, 1961; Barthelmess 

at al., 1974). A general theory of the control of flux through 

metabolic pathways has also been developed (Icacaer and Burns, 1973 and 

1979) and it is gratifying, though not surprising, that the results from 

the aforementioned individual studies are in complete accord with the 

predictions of the generalised theory. Flint (1977), in this laboratory, 

examined the role of oompartition1  of pathway intermediates in the 

regulation of flux to and from argi nine. 

The particular aim of the work described in this thesis has been 

to develop an experimental system by 'which flux through the same arginine 

pathway could be controlled "externally" (rather than "internally" by 

varying the activities of enzymes mutationally or as a consequence of 

variations in gene dosage)i to study the consequences of such 

externally imposed conditions on intracellular fluxes, and to deduce 

The literature on this subject has made use of the: terms compartment-
alias, compartmentalised and oompartmentalisatiOfl or oompartmentation. 
Following Rolleston (1972) the least redundant and most precise and succinct 
verb, adverb and noun namely compart, comparted and compartition, have 
been used throughout this thesis. 
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the nature of the intracellular regulatory mechanisms that must have 

been operating during the experiments. The work to be described is 

thus a natural extension of earlier work from this laboratory. The 

impact of work from this and other laboratories to the present 

investigation will be discussed later in the thesis. The bulk of 

this Introduction will be devoted to descriptions of the characteristics 

of Neurospora cracsa, of the arginine metabolic pathway and of current 

approaches to the understanding of the control of metabolic flux. 
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I • 2 characteristics of Ieuroapora orassa 

Neurospora crassa occupies a distinguished position as an 

experimental organism for genetic research. The contribution of 

experimentation with Neurospora erases to the field of genetics has 

been extensively documented (see Pinoham and. Dar, 1971 and Whitehouse, 

1973). The characteristics of this organism which favoured its use 

in the past ,were essential to the type of system analysis proposed 

and are important to an understanding of the experimental approach 

adopted will therefore be only briefly outlined. 

Neurosoxa cras8p is a hetarothallic fungus belonging to the 

Asconiycete class. The principal feature of the class is the ascus; 

formed in the perithecium (the sexual fruiting body), the asci contain 

the meiotio products, aaoospores. In Neu.roapora erases fertilization 

only occurs between strains of opposite mating type, A and a. After 

cell contact and membrane fusion between two such strains, nuclear 

migration and, subsequently, nuclear fusion takes place to form a 

diploid zygote within the asous. Two meiotio divisions take place to 

produce eight, linearly arranged, haploid. ascoaporee • After maturation 

the asoosporea are ,xpell ed from the asous and, under suitable 

conditions, they germinate to produce a rapidly growing, branched 

multi-nucleate mycelium. The haploid vegetative cycle is maintained by 

the formation of conidia which, on germination, produce fresh branching 

The principal advantages of this organism for genetic and 

biochemical studies may be summarised. 

(a) Vegetative growth is rapid and exponential with a doubling 

time of approximately three hours. Neurospora orasea grows on fully 

defined liquid (or solid) medium which, in the case of wild-type, can 
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consist solely of a simple carbon source (e.g0 glucose, sucrose or 

glycerol), biotin and inorganic salts. The requirements of auxotrophio 

mutants can be relieved by the translocation of an exogenously supplied 

compound which is subsequent, metabolically, to the enzyme deficiency. 

These characteristics are particularly relevant to the work to be 

described. In addition, the growth morphology of Neuzoaom is an 

important advantage to the type of study to be described. A consequence 

of the multinucleate, snoitial nature of the fungus in vegetative 

growth is that this organism is effectively in one meta.olio phase at 

any one time; there are no cells as such and therefore none of the 

problems inherent in the analysis of multicellular tissues where more 

than one cell type may be present each in a different metabolic 

state nor, as with unicellular organisms, the problems associated with 

specific metabolic activities being discontinuous within the cell 

cycle. 

(b) The se=al cycle is short (approximately ten days under 

optimum conditions) and controlled genetic crosses can be constructed. 

The relative ease of phenotypic and genotypic analysis of meiotic 

products coupled with their linear arrangement within the asci has, 

for eaznple, lead, to considerable insight into the phenomenon of 

gene conversion and the mechanism of genetic recombination (Whitehouse, 

1973). 

(a) Heterokaryons are readily fonned between compatible 

strains through myceua.l (but not nuclear) fusion (Beadle and Coonradt, 

1944). }Ieterokaryosie is a powerful test for establishing functional 

alleliam (or otherwise) of phenotypically identical mutants and for 

investigating the hetero-. or homo-mnultimeric nature of proteins. As 
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alluded to in section 1.1 the ability, through heterokaryosia, to 

control gene dosage and hence study the effects of variation in enzyme 

activity can lead to insight (Watson, 1969;  Tateson,  1971  and Raeser 

and Burns, 1973)- 
(d) Mutations can be easily induced, selected, isolated and 

characterised by standard genetic methods (Firiobam and Day, 1971). 

The experimental advantages conferred by the biology of this 

fungus were recognised by Beadle and Tatum (19141) in their endeavour to 

determine how genes control known biochemical reactions; Neurspoa 

oaesa became the first organism in which aaiotrophto mutants were 

induced and their metabolic consequences characterised (Beadle and 

Tatum, 19141). (The idea of a connection between genes and enzymes 

had been present for nearly forty years previous, almost from the time 

of the rediscovery of Ilendel's theory of inheritance. Early attempts 

to establish the link sought to do so by examining the biochemical 

nature of known genetic characters (e.g. Garrod, 1909).  The evidence 

prior to Beadle and Tatum (1941) for a direct relationship between 

gene and enzyme was substantial but not conclusive). The methodology 

of Beadle and Tatum (19141) has been widely used; their experimentsl 

procedure will be briefly outlined. 

Conidia were X-irradiated, crossed with a strain of opposite 

mating-type and the resulting ascoeporea germinated and cultured on 

"complete" medium. Three mutants were found which grew normally on 

"complete"  medium but hardly at all on "m4ri4mni"  medium. The nature 

of the induced mutations was establiahe&by systematically adding 

particular compounds to 'm3im1"  medium to establish what, if any, 

synthetic capacity was deficient. By this method Beadle and Tatum 

(19141)established that the three mutants were associated with the 
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inability to synthesize pyridox cx' , thiniin and para-eminobenzoio acid 

respectively. They showed, by genetic analysis, that each of these 

character differences differed from wild-type by a single unit of 

inheritance. The "one gene - one enzyme" hypothesis based on their 

work forged the link between Mendelism and biochemistry and catalysed 

the pursuit for an understanding of the underlying relationship between 

the genetic constitution and metabolic capacity of organisms. (It 

should be realised that the type of mutations originally isolated and 

characterised by Beadle and Tatum (1941)  was fortuitous • Had they 

induced mutations affecting heteropolymeric, nxultimerio or "regulatory" 

enzymes the illuminating but, in retrospect, oversimplified "one gene - 

one enzyme" hypothesis might not have been formulated. The rapid 

advance which we have witnessed in our understanding of the gene-enzyme 

relationship and enzyme structure and function would probably have been 

seriously retarded). 

Ever since the pioneer work of Beadle and Tatum (1 941) 

Neurospora crassa has been a frequent choice for scientific investiga-

tion (Pinohwn and Day, 1971;  Whitehouse, 1973). Consequently we now 

have an extensive knowledge and understanding of the genetics, 

biochemistry and physiology of this organism on which to base further 

studies. 



Figure 1: The arginine pathway in Neurospora crassa. 
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Legend to Figure 1: 

Metabolites abbreviations* 

aKG, x ketog3.utarate; GLU, L-g].utamate; acOLU, N-acety1g1utanate; acGLUP, 
N-acetylglutamate phosphate; acGSA, N-acetylglutsivate seinialdehyde; 
aoO1N, N-acetylornithine; OB1, L-orn.ithine; CIT, L-oitrtilline; ASA, 
erginino swcinate; ARG, Ir-arginine; UBE, urea; CAP, carbamoyl phosphate; 
ASP, apa::tate; FUN, fumarate; GSA, glutamate seinialdehyde; PC, 

O. L-iroline; PUT. putrescine. 

Enzymes; 

Step Genetic Locus 
	

Abbreviation 

	

1 	am 	 GLEase 

	

2 	arg-L,7 
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Figure 2. The subcettutar structure of the arginine pathway in Neurospora crassa. 
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Legend to Figure 2s 

Metabolites; abbreviations: 

HIS, L—histidine; ASP, aspartate; PYR, pyrimidines. 

All other abbreviations, see legend to Figure 1. 
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1.3 	The or inine metabolic pathway in Reuroepora oaaaa 

A knowledge of the metabolic structure, sub-cellular organis-

ation and regulation of the arginine pathway in Neurosra Qrassa 

is prerequisite to an understanding of the experimental strategy 

adopted in this work, of the results obtained and their interpretation. 

Two flow diagrams illustrate the essential features of arginine 

synthesis and degradation. Figure 1 shows the metabolic routes 

to and from arginine and the metabolic relationship of the arginine 

pathway to the biosynthesis of proline. The enzymes which catalyse 

individnal reactions in these metabolic routes and the structural 

genes specifying the enzymes are given in the accompanying legend. 

Figure 2 displays the same metabolic pathways (together with those 

leading to pyrizuidine synthesis), depicts the compartitioning of the 

intracellular components and indicates some of the relationships 

between the intracellular and eztraceflular environments • It should 

be appreciated that the structural elements and transformations 

illustrated in Figure 2, additional to those described in Figure 1 0  

while identifying a hierarchy of biological organization, are 

simply and formally equivalent to an extension to the metabolic 

structure • The translocation of CIT from the medium to the cytosol 

or of ARC from the cytosol to the vesicle are no lees transformations 

than the conversion of CIT to ARC via ASk. Each transformation, 

whether locational or chemical, is a kinetic process; the concen-

trations of pre- and post-transformed components are in thermo-

dynamic relations whether as 'kubstrate" and "product" of an enzymic 

chemical transformation or as "X EXTERNAL" and "X jNm1AL" of a 

(enzyme mediated?) locational transformation. 
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With regards to this thesis in particular, the following 

features of the arginine metabolic pathway in Neiiroaiora are Important. 

We can be confident that all substrates, oofaotors, 

intermediates and end-products of the arginine iie metabolic pathway are 

known; so too are the enzymes which oatalyse specific steps in this 

pathway. We are equally well inforned about those related pathways 

whiCh compete with arginine for carbon- and nitrogen- oontMrrtng 

precursors. We are less well informed about the mechanisms facilitating 

tranelocation of substrates across extra- and inter-my-celial membranes 

though the phenomenon of tranalocation of specific solutes is well 

documented and will be dealt with in more detail presently. 

Methods are available for determining the concentration 

of each of the metabolites shown and enzymes listed in Figures 1 and 2. 

Methods are also available for determining rates of trauslocation of 

solutes into and out of membrane-enclosed compartments. A particular 

and important advantage of working on the arginine pathway is that 

most of the metabolites are Ninhydrin-positive and separable by an 

aminoaoid autoanalyser and therefore each metabolite concentration can 

be determined in a single culture sample with a single analytical 

procedure. 

Methods are available for selecting mutants in which one 

or more enzymes or membrane-tranelocation mechanisms is partially or 

fully defective. 

The subeellular organisation of the pathway (see Figure 

2) may be assumed to play a significant role in the regulation of 

arginine biosynthesis and degradation. Equally significant is the 
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regulation of enzyme activity by repression, induotion arid/or 

Inhibition mechAnisms. 

How these features were established will be described. 

1.3.1 	The metabolic structure of the pathway 

Srb and Horowitz (1944) investigated the steps involved in the 

syrthesis of L-arginine making use of the method of Beadle and Tatum 

(1911) (see 1.2) for the biochemical oharacterisation of induced 

mutations. They isolated fifteen mutants, irulaioed by either X- or 

tJV-irradiation, which were found to map at seven different looi each 

leading to an inability to synthesize L-arginine. They oonfiraed the 

functional allelism of mutants mapping at the same locus by the hetero-

karyosia method of Beadle and Coonradt (1944). The seven genetic 

classes of mutant were divisible into three phenotypic classes on the 

basis of their nutritional requirements; four genetic classes were 

found to grow on iiin4m& medium supplemented with L-ornithine, 

L-oitrulline or L-arginine, two classes only when supplemented with 

Ir.Oitrulline or L-arginine and one class only when supplemented with 

L-arginine. They concluded that L-arginine was synthesised in 

Neurospora crease by a mechanism involving at least seven different 

genes and presumably seven different enzymes and resulting in the 

conversion of L-oroithine to L-oitrulline, the latter being the 

inunediate precursor of L-arginine. 4rginase and urease enzyme 

activities were also detected in wild-type Neurospora crassa suggesting 

that an oroithine cycle, similar to the urea cycle previously 

demonstrated in mmnn1 a, might operate. 
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Since the pioneer work of Srb and Horowitz (19144),  the 

complete arg(nlne metabolic pathway has been characterised biochemically 

and genetically (see Figure 1 and accompanying legend). This history 

will be outlined. 

Newmeyer (1957  and  1962)  demonstrated that the class of 

mutants showing growth 01317 on L-arg(nfne supplemented medium was 

composed of mutations mapping at one or other of two non-allelic 

loci, designated ar-1 and g'-10 respectively. All ax-1 mutants 

lacked argininosucoinic acid synthetase (SYNaae) activity and 

accumulated L-oitrulline (CIT) in the mycelium. Fincham and Boylen 

(1957) demonstrated that all mutants at the arg-10 locus lacked 

argininosucainase (ASAase) activity and accumulated arginino- 

suocinate (ASA) in the mycelium. Donachie (1961) confirmed arg-10 

as the structural locus for &SAaae by the demonstration of altered 

Km's and pH optima for the enzymes formed by arg-10 revertants. 

A mutant, originally designated a and described as a 

suppressor of pyrimidine-recjuirement by Houlahan and Mitchell (19147), 

was shown by Davis (1962a and b) to have an approimately 9 

reduction In omlthine tranecarbazxr1ase (OTCase) activity with 

respect to wild-type. The OTCase enzyme formed in the mutant also had 

altered Kmts for both of its substrates, oarbaanrl phosphate (CM)) 

and L-oniitb.tne (oriN). I'hitants completely deficient in OTCase 

activity were selected from a and also directly from wild-type 

(Davis and Thwaites, 1963). All mutations were found to be allelic 

and the structural gene locus for OTCase was designated arg-12 

with a being redesignated a&12 S 
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Davis (1963) described two other classes of mutant which 

behaved nutritionally in the same way as arA,12 mutants but which had 

norma]. OTCase activity. These two classes of non-allelic mutants, 

designated ar-2 and r-3, were both found to lack oaxbaznyl phosphate 

anthetase activity (Davis, 1965a and b and. 1966). Davis (1965b) 

proposed that the two loci coded for different sub-units of a 

beteromultimeric protein which catalysed the formation of o&rbsmyl 

phosphate (CAP) from glutimfrie (GLN) and CO2. 

Vogel and Bonner (1 954) described mutants (later designated 

@-x-,R-8 and ai-9) capable of growth on L-.arginine, L-proline, Lu.oitnilline, 

L-orriithine or glutamio aemialdehyde. They proposed that glutamic semi-

aldehyde was a common precursor of both arginino and proline. Later 

evidence suggested however that the principle source of L-ornithine was 

via aoetylated intermediates. Vogel and Vogel (1963) detected aoetyl-

ornithine tmnam4ne (AOTaae) activity in mycelial extracts and 

acetylomtthine glutamate transacetylase (AOGTase) activity found to 

be absent in ark-4.7 mutants. Morgan (1 96) demonstrated that a class 

of ornithine requiring mutants, designated ar-5, accumulated aoetyl-

glutamic semialdehyde and were deficient in AOTase activity. 

L-arginine is hydrolysed to urea and L-omithine by arginase. 

This activity is absent in a6m strains (Davis et a]. , 1970 an 

Morgan, 1970) which are obaracterisod by the inhibition of growth 

on arg{nine and supplemented medium. This growth inhibition is 

reversed by the addition of I-ornithine, epermidi.ne  or putreacine 

to the growth medium (Davis et a]. 9 1970). Putresoine, which is 
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formed by the deoarboylation of L-ornithine (ODCasa activity), is 

essential for growth. The growth inhibition by L-arginine of Aa 

strains can be understood in terms of feedback inhibition by 

arginine o1 ornithine biosynthesis (see 1.3.2.2)  coupled with the 

lack of oatabolioaUy-derived otthine normally produced by arginase 

activity (Davis et al, 1970). 

1,-ornithine is aonverted to glutainic semialdehyde by 

ornithine transs&mineee (OT&ase). This activity is absent in ota 

strains (Davis and Mora, 1968). Although imposing no requirement 

in itself, the effects of the OTAaae-less mutation when in combination 

with certain = mutants is of interest to an understanding of the 

regulation of arginine metabolism to be discussed in the next section. 

Urea is hydrolysed to CO2  and 1W3  by ureaae, the activity 

of which is dependent on the product of two non-allelic loci, ure.-1 

and ure-2 (Klmaxk, 1969a and b). 

1.3.2.The oNLanization atjon  of the RglkwU  

The main purpose of this thesis has been directed towards an 

understanding of the control of flux through the arginine pathway. 

Two general phenomena are illustrated by the pathway and are 

intuitively of relevance to control of flux. These will be described. 

1.3.2.1 	Coiapartition of enzymes aiid inteiiediptea 

Before proceeding with this section it is pertinent that a 

clear distinction is made between what is meant by Iheflomena and what 

is meant by meohRnt ems. In so doing certain descriptive terms which 

will be used repeatedly in the text will be defined. Inspection of 
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the metabolic map reveals that several metabolites are common to more 

than one pathway, being produced and/or utilised by different enzymes. 

A frequent observation is that such metabolites, however produced, are 

not equally available for utilization by the sharing pathways. This 

phenomenon, that the metabolic fate of a common intermediate is to an 

extent deteii4 nod or restricted is generally referred to as 

A pool of an intermediate normally destined to a particular metabolic 

fate may, under certain circumstances, become available to another 

utilising pathway. This phenomenon is generally referred to as de-

2Lmnneling or, alternatively, the pool is said to $pill-over to other 

pathway. The terms pbapneliniz, de-ohermelin and spill-over describe 

experimental observations; no MOWMAism. underlying these phenomena is 

implied by the use of these terms. 

Mechanisms can be defined as demonstrable structural components 

of a system capable, at least potentially, of dete3m1rifng a particular 

phenotypic character or, more particularly, of resulting in an observed 

onorneion. The sub-cellular localisaflon, 	atitio and eecuetrtjon 

of enzymes and intermediates are mechanisms concluded to effect the 

phenomenon of metabolic channeling specifically and to be of importance 

to the regulation of metabolism in general. ocaliaatipn is used 

specifically to mean a restriction or concentration of components to 

or in a particular sub-cellular fraction. Con1Dartitiox similarly 

implies a heterogenous sub-cellular distribution but specifically 

means a division of the total amount of a component between more 

than one sub-cellular compartment separated from one another 

Physically and/or kinetically. Finally, seciuestration denotes the 

seclusion, isolation or setting-apart either kinetically or 
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physically of a component. Thus, the corn atition of the ornithine 

pool, more than 9C1A of the total extractable being sequestered within 

the vesicle, together with locali3attofl of producing and utilising 

enzymes has a significant effect in deten1n4rIe the fate of bioaynthetio-

ally derived, as opposed to endogenously supplied or catabolically 

derived, ornithine. 

(a) Carbaxnyl Rhogphate 

Carbamyl phosphate (CAP) is an inteniediate of both the 

argThIne and the pyrimidlne metabolic pathway (Figure 2). The 

evidence for the channeling of CAP and the mechanisms whereby it is 

achieved have been reviewed (Davis, 1967 and Reisaig It al 1967); 

only the essential elements will be described here. 

Unlike E. cpU Neurostora cxassa has two carbaniyl phosphate 

synthetase enzyme activities, one specific to the pyrimidine pathway 

(CPsase-PxR), the other specific to the arginirie pathway (CPSase-). 

These activities are absent in r3a and in arg-2 and/or ag-3 mutants 

respectively. The xA-2 and ar-3 loci code for the two different 

subunits of a heteromultiiuer which baa CP$aae-ARG activity (Davis, 

1965a and b and 1967). 

GAP is utilised by the pyriinidine pathway enzyme aspartate 

tranacarbamylase (ATCase) and by the argirli!le pathway enzyme ornithine 

trezisoarbarnylaae (OTaaae). These enzyme activities are absent in 

py'r3d and in arg-12 mutants respectively (Reisaig et al. 1965 and 

Thwaites, 1963). 

The py-3 locus (including both mmt and DyT34 mutations) 

specifies a bifunctional protein having both CPSase-PR and .TCaae 

activity (Davis, 1907; Williams and Davis, 1970 and. Williams et a 

1970 and 1971). These activities are largely restricted to the 
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nucleus (Bernhardt and Davis, 1972). 

The location and activity of CSaee-ARG and OTCase are 

restricted to the mitochondria (Bernhardt and Davis, 1972  and Weiss and 

Davis, 1972). 

The metabolic fate of CAP is assured by the sequestration 

of the synthetaso and traneoarbaznylase of the arginine pathway from 

those of the pyrimidine pathway by the nuclear and mitochondrial 

mambranea • This physical mechanism for the channeling of CAP is 

enhanced by a kinetic mechanism; OPSase-PYR said kTCaae activity are 

functions of the same protein and consequently most of the pyrimidine 

pathway CAP is not free but present in an enzyme-substrate fonn 

(Williams et a)., 1970 and 1971). 

The suppressive effect of the arg-125  mutation on the 

pyz-3a mutation is explained as follows. The ark-125  mutation results 

in the reduction of OTCase activity to about 6 (Davis, 1962a and b) 

and, as a consequence, a reduction in the arginine pool to about 100% 

of that observed in wild-type groun on minimal medium (Barthalmeas 

et al, 1974). A; a consequence of the lowered arginine pool anabolic 

enzymes of the arginine pathway, including C ase-ARG, are derepreesed 

(Gybis and Davis, 1975).  The net result of a decreased OTCase 

activity and an increased CPSae-ARG activity is that CAP accumulates 

and "spills-over" to the pyrimidine pathway, thus satisfying the CAP-

requirement imposed by the riyx-3a mutation; (Davis, 1967;  Reiseig et al, 

1967). The suppressive effect of the arg-128  mutation is annu3led 

when pyr3a expas 	double mutants axe grown on arginine supplemented 

medium; the resultant high internal arginine pool causes the 

repression of CPSaae-LRG activity (Cybia and. Davis, 1975)  and hence 
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there is no accumulation or "spill-over" of CAP. In a reciprocal way, 

the suppressive effect of partial revertants of pr3d imitations on 

a-2 or arg-3 mutations is explained by CAP, no] ly destined solely 

So the pyrimidine pathway, accumulating and "spilling-over" to satisfy 

the requirement for CAP by the a.rginino pathway (Davis, 1967  and 

Reiseig et al, 1967). The channeling of CAP is a good illustration of 

the regulatory significance of compartition. Of more direct 

relevance to this work is the observation and implications of the 

compartition of the ornithine and the arginine myoalial pools. 

(b) Ornithine and. As5r1ne 

The growth requirements of the arR-8 S mutants (see 1.3.1) 

provided the first evidence that mycelial ornithine exists in more 

than one pool with different metabolic sources and. fates. Vogel and 

Kopac (1959) demonstrated that the basic requirement of these mutants 

was for L-proline (PRO); L-ornithine (ORN) supported growth through 

its conversion to glutamic semialdehyde (GSA) and thence to PRO, 

I..arg4 1ne (ARG) (and also L-oitrulline (CIT) through catabolism firstly 

to ORN and then to GSA (see Figure 1 and Legend). The inability of 

arg-8.9 mutants to grow on minims-1  medium was interpreted (Davis, 

1968 and Davis and Mom, 1968) as evidence for biosnthetioally and 

exogenously derived OBN being sequestered and having different 

metabolic fates, the former being principally destined to an anabolic 

fate with the latter being substantially available for catabolism to 

GSA# 

Further evidence for multiple ornithine pools came from the 

growth requirements of arg-5 and ar-128  single mutants and the 

am-5 ark-12 8  double mutants (see Figure 1 and accompanying legend 
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and 1.3.1).  It was found that the concentration of ORB in the medium 

required to support the growth of the arg-5 ar-128  double mutant was 

100-fold higher than that required by the a x P--5 single mutant (Davis, 

1968). This observation had to be reconciled with the fact that the 

mutation itself does not impose a nutritional requirement 

(Eou1ihu and Mitchell, 1947).  It was suggested by Davis (1968) that 

the mutationally-altered. OTCase enzyme, determined by ar-12 a, is 

able to compete successfully with OT.Aaee for biosynthetically derived 

OEM but, unlike normal OTCase, cannot compete auooesafully with OTAase 

for exogenously supplied OEM. This view was substantiated by the 

finding that strains can be selected from g.-5 arp.-128  double mutants 

which are able to grow on low concentrations of omithine in the 

medium (Davis and Mora, 1968). This ability is dependent on an 

additional enzyme deficiency, namely OTAaae (Davis and Mora, 1968); 

in the absence of a competitive catabolic fate the mutant OTCase is able 

to utilise exogenonsly derived ORN (Davis and More, 1968). 

The prototrophy of a-8,9 arg 12 double mutants is presumed 

to result from the elevated biosynthetically derived 01T pool (a 

consequence of the ar-128  mutation) being sufficient to allow 

catabolism by OT.&ase to GSA and hence relief of the PRO requirement 

imposed by the arg-8,9 mutation (Davis, 1968). This inference is 

supported by the observation that a-8.9 arg'-125  ota triple mutants 

are obligatory PRO requirers (Davis, 1968).  The slight leakiness of 

ax-8,9 mutants is probably due to a very low level of ORB catabolism 

to GSA occurring in cultures grown on minimal medium. 

These observations at the single and combined effects of 

complete and partial enzyme d.fioienoiea support the thesis that (a) 
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biosyntheticly derived and exogenously derived O1N are sequestered 

within the Mycelium and that (b) biosinthetio ORN has a predominantly 

anabolic fate being preferentially avail&ble to OTCaae whereas 

exogenously derived ORN has a predominantly catabolic fate being 

preferentially available to OTAaae. 

It is now established that ORN is located in three different 

sub-cellular compartments and while all of these pools equilibrate 

with one another they each have predominantly different metabolic 

fates (Weiss, 1976; Karlin et Al, 1976; Bowman and Davis, 1977a and b). 

Weiss (1973) demonstrated by cell fractionation studies that 

more than 90 of the ORN and ARG in N 	epora mycelium is associated 

with an osmotically fragile, probably membrane bound, auboellular 

organelle. This organelle, called the "vesicle", is distinct from 

the mitochondria, glyoxyaomes and vacuoles (Weiss, 1973). The results 

of pulse labelling (SubrarnLjnfan et al, 1973; Rerun  et al, 1976; 

Weiss, 1976 and Bowman and Davis, 1977a and b) and label equilibrium 

(Flint, 1977; Rerun et al,  1976 and Bowman and Davis, 1977a and b) 

studies suggest that the physical compartition of the oxnitbine and erg-

in.tne pools is an effective mechanism for the metabolic channeling of 

these aminoacids. The following general conclusions can be drawn from 

these studies. 

Itre than 90016 of the total myoeliaJ. 0i1 and ARC is sequestered 

in a metabolically inactive compartment, the vesicle. 

The ARC not held in the vesicle is located in the oybosol. 

Less than 	of the total inycelial OlIN is located in the mito- 

chondria and about 1% is cytosollo. 

The niithoacid pools in different sub-cellular compartments 
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equilibrate with one another although each pool has a predominantly 

different metabolic rate. 

The effect of the oompartition of metabolic pools on the 

regulation of the arglri1ne pathway will become apparent when the 

evidence for the auboellular looalisation of the pathway enzymes is 

considered. 

(C) 	2 	 t0Pr  of argiaipe  pathwa-v enzymes,. 

The following auboellular locations of the arginine pathway 

enzymes have been established by the co-purification of enzymes with 

marker enzymes (Weiss and Davis, 1973),  histochemical techniques 

(Bet'nhardt and Davis, 1972)  and cell fractionation studies (Weiss 

and Davis, 1973 and Cybis and Davis, 1975)- 

AGKaae is a cytosolic enzyme; all of the other enzymes of 

the acetyl cycle are m.ttoohondrial. (Cybis and. Davis, 1975; Weiss and. 

Davis, 1973). 

The location of both CPSase-ARG and OTCaae is restricted 

to the mitochondria (Demhs'-edt and Davis, 1972).  The remaining anabolic 

enzymes TMase and AS.Pase are oytosolio (Weiss and Davis, 1973; Cybis 

and Davis, 1975). 

The catabolic enzymes arginase, ureass and OTAaae are all 

cytosolic (Weiss and Davis, 1973). 

.&rginyl-tRlt& synthetase, the enzyme which charges arginyl-

tKNA with ARG, and ODCase, the enzyme which decarboxylates OlIN to PUT, 

are both oytosolic (Weiss and Davis, 1973). 

Taking together the evidence for the aubeellular localisation 

of enzymes and the oonipaxlition and sequestration of intermediates, 

Davis and colleagues have interpreted the data in the following way. 
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E:oenou1y upp1ied ariL1ine or ornithine enters the cylosol 

where it has a predominantly catabolic fate (Davis, 1968; Weiss and 

Davis, 1977). A physical association with the outer eell membrane for 

the utilising enzymes arginase and OI!Aase has been postulated (Karlin 

ci al, 1976 and Flint, 1977). ORN is foned and consumed biosynthetically 

within the mitochondria; very little enters the cytosol where it can be 

catabolised. (Bowman and Davis, 1977a  and b). The concentration of bio-

synthotioally derived oati in the cytosol is probably less than the Km 

for OTAaae (Weiss and Davis, 1973)  which explains the observation that 

trnssm(tion of OBN to GSA in cultures grown on minimal media is 

insignificant (Davis, 1968).  The affinity for ORN of ODCaae is much 

higher; some of the oytosolio ORN can be used for polyamine 

biosynthesis (Weiss and Davis, 1973). 

The majority of the .ARG formed anabolic-ally in the cytosol 

is sequestered to the vesicle (Weiss, 1973 and Subramanian, et a]., 1973). 

The low eytosolic concentration of arginine, which is probably less 

than the Km for arginase, restricts the amount of catabolism to ORN 

(Subrmnian et aL, 1973;  Weiss and Davis, 1977). Localisation 

of enzymes and compartition of intermediates serves to effectively 

sequester exogenously derived from endogenously derived ornitMne and 

arginine, to separate the anabolic and catabolic pathways and hence 

to limit the potentially "wasteful" cycling of ORN (Bowman and Davis, 

1977a and. b; Karlin et a]., 1976). 

1)hile the terms and concepts in which the foregoing experi-

mental interpretation are framed are open to criticism it is neverthe-

less clear that the compartition of enzymes and intermediates is an 

important regulatory feature of the arginine pathway in NeuroaDora 
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crasa, The Fi000nd mechanism of sin.iuicanoe to the control of flux 

through the pathway is the regulation of enzyme activity. 

1.3.2.2. 	Regu]ption of enzyme activity 

Induction, repression and/or inhibition mechanisms regulate 

the activity of each of the enzymes in the arginine pathway in 

Neurospora orassa. 

Derepression of each of the anabolic enzymes is observable 

under conditions leading to a reduction in the mycelial arginine 

pool below that observed in wild-type grown on mrt1mi medium 

(Barthelmesa et al, 1974 and Cybis and. Davis, 1975) (Figure  3). 
CPAaae-ABG activity is almost completely repressed by growth on excess 

arginine; there is about a LO-fold change in activity between fully 

repressed and derepressed conditions (Cybis and Davis, 1975). All the 

other anabolic enzymes show much lower levels of derepreasion (less 

than 5-fold) and are not repressed below their wild-type minimal 

media levels, (Cybis and Davis, 1975; Barthe]iues, et al, 1974). The 

signal for derepression is arginine and the co-repressor is believed 

to be the inteixal arginine pool or a directly related metabolic pool 

Barthelmess et al, 197L1). 

The activity of the acetyl-oycle enzyme, AGKase is, in 

addition, inhibited by arginine in vitro (Cybis and Davis, 197L). 

Consideration of the dete(ned Ki for arginine in vitro, the assumed 

cytosolic arginine concentration and the cytosolic localisation of 

AaKae enzyme suggests that feed-back inhibition is operative in vivo 

(Cybis and Davis, 1975) and is consistent with the belief that the 

main regulatory signal for the pathway is the o3rtoaolic arginine pool 
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(Cybis and Davis, 197 ancL  Bearthelmess et al, 174). 

The catabolic enzymes, axginase, urease and OTAaae, are each 

induced by arginine, the end-product of the anabolic pathway (Davis 

et al, 1970; Castaneda at al, 1967; Canedo et al, 1967  and Weiss 

and Anteraaian, 1977). About a five-fold increase in these 

activities is observed following the addition of arginine to wild-

type cultures grown on inintmi.1  medium (Weiss and Davis, 1977 and. Weiss 

and Anterasian, 1977). This increase in activity- is due to new 

protein synthesis and not the 1?nnt*Rk{1g of pre-formed enzyme (Weiss 

and Davis, 1977 and Weiss and Anteraaian, 1977). Little catabolism 

takes place in cultures grown on mthimi  medium despite significant 

levels of enzyme activities (Tateson, 1971; Subramanian et al, 1973; 

Weiss and Davis, 1977; Weiss and Anteraaian, 1977). Explanations 

for these observations have been in tenna of enzyme localization and 

the compartition of omithine and argn. In addition to these 

explanations must be added the evidence for the inhibition of argixaae 

activity by ORN and CIT In vitro and in viva (Mora et al, 1972 and 

Flint, 1977). 

1-3-3 	e,Jiiine Tiat 

The metabolic and enzymic components of the arginine pathway in 

Neuz!opora are known and quantifiable. Superimposed upon the metabolic 

structure of the pathway (Figure 1) is another level of biological 

organ.isation, namely the eubcellular localisation of enzymes and 

intermediates, their oompartition and sequestration (Figure 2). These 

latter structures may be viewed simply as an extension to the 

description of molecular transformations embodied in the metabolic 
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Thf jy ruct therefore be taken into account in any analysio of the 

control of metabolic flow through the aginine pathway since they 

influence the availability of specific substrates to specific enzymes 

and therefore the rates of respective reactions. In addition, the 

rate of individual reactions and consequently the overall metabolic 

flow through the pathway will be affected by the mechanisms of 

repression, induction and/or inhibition of enzyme activities. 
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1.4 	 •appipacaes to the understsadi 	:Uiecoutro. Of 	tupa 

xnetabpUc :pathwaya 

Some consideration of the parameters and variables thought or 

known to control the flux of material through a metabolic system will 

help to describe the complexity of the system and the variety of efforts 

that have been made to understand it. It will also help to define the 

particular approach used in the present investigation. 

A cell may be viewed as a apace separated from the environment 

by a boundary (the cell-surface membrane) which is selectively 

permeable to the uptake and egress of ions and molecules, the 

exceptions being gases and water which appear to pass through 

biological membranes with exceptional ease. Within the cell space 

is a set of enzyme-catalyzed molecular transformations which maintain 

the system as a whole in a state of non-equilibri. A cell, or 

organism, is thus a highly organised entity (by utilising the free 

energy of nutrients it staves off, at least temporarily, its own 

entropia doom) which maintains its molecular components at concen- 

trations such that the oYerall chemical reactions of the system are 

not at thermodynamic equilibrium; individual components of the 

overall chemical reactions may be at, or very close to, equilibrium. 

A consequence of this situation is that there is always a net 

flux of material into, through and out of the cell or organism. Life 

is characterised by flux, death by the lack of it. A further 

feature of flux through a living open system is that the intracellular 

components may increase or decrease in concentration with the passage 

of time, or they may be maintained in a steady state for a period of 

time (Iaceer, 1963; ICacaer and Burns, 1973 and 1979). 
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Inspection of any reasonably oomplste mc tabolie map 

illustrates the complex inter-relationships of different metabolic 

pathways. Nevertheless even a complete elucidation of the metabolic 

map would not tell us how a cell or organism behaves, i.e. the 

quantitative aspects of its components. The behaviour of a cell is 

detenfned by the interactions between its component parts; it is 

not a simple sum of single steps. The universal phenomena of 

dominance, pleiotropy and epistasis confirm this view. The 

structure, or phenotype, of the organism will thus be deteined 

by these interactions and their consequences on the relative fluxes 

through different metabolic pathways catalysed by specific arrays 

of enzymes and consequently on the 'accumulations' of all its 

molecular species in their various locations. 

To approach an understanding of this we must have as much 

information as possible on the metabolic structure discussed above 

as well as on the interactions affecting the activities of the 

enzymes in such structures. From these it may be possible to 

describe in quantitative terms the molecular amounts and their 

rates of trensfoimation which constitute the phenotype. 

If we are to study the control of metabolism we must there-

fore ask what factors control the rate of enzyme-oatalysed molecular 

transformations • The catalytic activity of an enzyme in vivo is a 

function of (i) the genetically determined concentration of 

enzyme present which may be variable (induction, repression) or 

considered to be a parameter and (ii) the kinetic properties of 

the enzyme defined by the Km  'S and V's, again genetically max 

determined parameters. 
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The 	
in  

Is and an 	's caa become variables if the enzyme in question 

is subject to activation or inhibition; an alteration in either 

kinetic characteristic is operationally equivalent to a variation in 

the amount of enzyme present (Kaceer and Burns, 1973)  though the 

mechanisms involved are quite distinct. The flux through a metabolic 

pathway Will also be influenced by the suboellular organisation,, 

where enzymes are located and intermediates produced and consumed. 

The effect of the compartition of enzymes and inteiiediates on the 

regulation of metabolism is well illustrated by the ar4nine 

pathway in Neuo.apoa  orassa and has already been discussed as has 

the regulation of the activity of the arginine pathway enzymes 

(see 1.3.2.1 and.  1.3.2.2).  The oharaoterietios of the arginine 

Pathway In NeoaDora crassa confer several advantages on the 

experimenter (see preceding sections). 'we might hope that study of 

this lower eukaryote will lead to insight into the behaviour of higher 

organisms less amenable to genetic analysis. If the analysis of a 

particular system is to tell us anything other than how that specific 

system behaves then we must establish that the specific phenomena 

illustrated by our system are general properties of metabolic 

systems. 

Genetic systems arid remlatoa Dbanomena 

A phenomenm of considerable importance for the regulation of 

flux through a metabolic pathway is the induction and repression 

of the synthesis of enzymes and of specific translocators or 

"carriers" which subsequently function as porters for the movement 

of selected solutes through membranes. The elegant elucidation by 
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Jacob, N=od and co-workers (see Jacob and kIcnod., 1961) of the lac 

operon system for the regulation of lactose utilization in E,00li 

K12 precipitated the search for similar genetic units of regulation 

of protein synthesis associated with other metabolic pathways in 

this and other organisms. The general and particular features of the 

operon system of controlling the synthesis of particular proteins are 

now too well known to require detailed description here. In contrast 

the search for operon systems in eukaryotes has met with little success; 

several fungal systems have been described where metabolically related 

enzyme activities are apparently coded by distinct but tightly linked 

loci which are expressed in a coordinate fashion but in most cases 

the evidence is insufficient to define an operon and alteiative 

explanations for the observations are possible. Some of these genetic 

systems and the regulatory phenomena illustrated by them which are 

of greatest interest to the author and relevance to the present work 

are described in Appendix I to this thesis. 1evertheless, it is 

pertinent that some general observations and conclusions drawn 

from these studies are mentioned at this point. 

Although in its strictest foam the operon system may be 

entirely restricted to the prokaryotes several elements of the system 

are illustrated by fungal (i.e. ukaztic) systems in the control of 

enzyme activity by induction and repression meohmi sins. 

The regulation of enzyme activity through the control 

of the synthetic rate or by activation/inhibition mechanisms is by 

no means the only factor in any possible metabolic control; the 

compartition and sequestration of enzymes and intennediates, a wide-

spread observation in eukaryotic oefls, is an equally efficacious 
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mechanism for the control of metabolic flow. The highly complex, 

membrane bound, suboellular organisation of even the simplest 

oukaryote distinguishes it from the prokaryotic cell type. The 

strategy for metabolic control by compaition, sequestration 

et alia, can be seen as the direct product of the heterogenous nature 

- of the eukaryotio cell and it follows that it is largely excluded 

as a strategy which the relatively homogeneous prokaryotio cell 

can exploit. 

(It may be concluded, teleologically, that the 'operon' 

system is ideally suited to the prokaryotic cell. They have a short 

life cycle and unable to store essential metabolites to any great 

extent • They must therefore be able to respond rapidly to the 

varying concentrations of nutrients in their surrounding, natural 

environment with large changes in the synthetic rate of relevant 

enzymes. By the same philosophy, the "operon" system is not the 

optimum strategy for eukaryotes with their longer generation times and 

their ability to store, intraceflularly essential metabolites to 

various extents. In 'ieia io 	 i u -Lion and repression 
oft 

of enzyme activity in 	 L 	' :- 	ular organisms, 

where relatively large and oontinuai ehangea in the normal external 

environment might be expected, compared with mul=ticeflular organisms, 

where the organism is buffered internally to a large extent against 

changes in the external environment. In higher organisms only a 

few specialised cells are exposed to the fluctuating external 

environment with the majority existing in a self generated, homeo-

static environment. In these organisms large a}mnga in enzyme 

synthetic rates are only seen in normal development in association with 

dramatic changes in the developmental or differentiated state). 
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Closely related orga Lrns may demonstrate different 

mechanisms for solving the seine proUsm of metabolic control although 

the general similarities in achieving the overall solution are striking. 

The sphere of influence of genetic control systems is 

not restricted to individual pathways; hierarchies and complexities 

of control penneate and Integrate the whole of metabolism. 

1.4.2 	Kinetic end eneretko conside ati a: the d.etennination of enzyme 

activities and meta.bolite concentrations. 

In the preceding sections (1.3 and i.L.i) and in Appendix I 

genetic systems and regulatory phenomena have been described which 

we believe, at least intuitively, are involved in the control of flux. 

From a consideration of these mechanisms certain inferences as to 

their effects in vivo can be and have been mane, e.g. the system's 

response to the presence or absence of an exogenous supply of a 

metabolite in the level of its catabolism and endogenous biosynthesis. 

It is, however, a characteristic of such an approach that, at best, 

qualitative conclusions can be reached applying particularly to 

"extreme" conditions • Such conditions, while they may reveal the 

existence of a mechanism (or are shown to be consistent With it) 

hardly ever cover the range of "nonal" variation. Yet it is this 

range which is at least an equally worthy object of investigation. 

In fact, most of the work reported so far is in terms of structure 

and mechanism. The "synthesis" of all this information has rarely 

been attempted and, as will be shown later, requires a different 

methodology and concepts than are usual in this field. 
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\?orl'cers in this field are not unaware of the need for applying 

the 'in vitro' information to in vivo situations. The approaches which 

have en made in this direction will be discussed. 

Measurement of enzyme activities, of K and V 	on isolated 
m 	wax 

enzymes in vitro is technically relatively easy. Rapid accumulation 

of data of this kind has naturally lead to attempts to identify 

"Pacemaker", or "rate-limiting" or rate-controlling" enzymes amongst 

the array of enzymes in particular metabolic pathways. As will be 

shown, the deductions from such measurements can be, at best, 

intuitively plausible. The measurements themselves are nevertheless 

valuable. Rolleston (1972) has given an extensive treatment of the 

three main approaches to an understanding of control of flux that 

fall under this section; the following is an abbreviated account. 

1.4.2.1 	The teleological ap3,ropoh 

This approach depends on the premise that "control sites" 

(i.e. "rate-limiting enzymes") should occur early in a metabolic 

pathway and/or shortly after branch points in a linear pathway; 

the contention is that such an organisation would prevent long 

stretches of "uncontrolled" metabolic flux and would be more 

"economical". The approach requires familiarity with detailed 

metabolic maps but no experimentation and is thus untestable. 

1.4.2.2 	Analysis of the properties of 

The premise of this approach is that enzymes with relatively 

low maximum activities or which exhibit allosteric properties (i.e. 

which are subject to reversible activation or inhibition by intra. 
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cellular metabolites) are likely to be "regulatory" or potentially 

"rate-limiting" enzymes. Thisqpproach requires extensive analysis 

of the properties of individual enzymes in vitro. That an enzyme 

exhibits properties consistent with a role as "controlling" enzyme 

does not, however, peBnit the conclusion thatit does in fact play 

this role in vivo since there is no necessary relationship between 

the behaviour of an enzyme in vivo and in vitro. This is not only 

because the properties of an enzyme preparation in vitro can almost 

never be etadied wider physiological conditions. Principally it 

is because no enzyme in vivo is active in isolation; the flux 

through a metabolic pathway is a systemic property 'which depends 

upon all components of the pathway (K.acaer and Bums, 1973). 

Purtheiiore, there are purely technical reasons 'why in vitro 

measurements may be misleading, for example, the total extractable 

conoontratic*s of enzymes and metabolites often bear little relation 

to the concentrations "seen" in 'vivo because of two widespread 

mechanisms - compartition of enzymes and sequestration of substrates. 

The eukarytio cell has a complex subeellular organisation which 

affects the regulation of biosynthetic pathways through the compart-

ition of enzymes and metabolites (Davis, 1975).  Sole and. Marco 

(1970) nave discussed the metabolic consequences of the auboellular 

microenvironment and oompartition, particularly for the case where 

metabolite concentrations are low. They conclude that, as a 

consequence of compartition, enzyme concentrations may be of the 

same order as, if not higher than, that of its substrate(s). It 

follows that (depending, of course, on what the relevant Km  'S axe) 
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such enzymes may rarely be saturated with substrate in vivo and thus the 

reaction rate Wi].l be substrate concentration dependent. Fallacious 

conclusions may be formed if the enzyme is assumed to "see" the total 

extractable concentration of substrate; it is the concentration of free 

substrate that is required in considering the kinetics and the energetics 

of flux through metabolic pathways. Not only will compartition have a 

potential effect on the free substrate concentration but, especially when 

the total amount of substrate in a cell is small, a significant amount of 

it may be sequestered by enzymes,  by other macromolecules and supra-

molecular structures such as membranes (Solo and Marco, 1970). 

It happens that the effects of cornpartition of enzymes and 

substrates on the regulation of biosynthetic pathways is particularly 

well illustrated by the arginine pathway in Neuropora oraa2a (see 1.2.2.1) 

and thus the cautionary note is particularly relevant to the present work. 

Finally, the common assumption that the rates of diffusion of 

molecules are so high that they can be ignored in the overall enzymatic 

rate equation will not necessarily be valid where the effective concen-

trations of substrates are very low (as in the case where the majority 

of a substrate is normally present as an Enzyme-Substrate complex, 

e.g. in a multi enzyme aggregate (see Section 1.3.2.1  and. Appendix I), 

and thus effectively sequestered from another potentially utilising 

enzyme, the rate of the latter enzymic reaction being limited by the 

rate of diffusion of the substrate from the enzyme aggregate). Further-

more, the diffusion rates of metabolites determined in aqueous solution 

may be significantly higher than the rates in vivo. This conclusion 

arises from the realization that the absolute auboellular concentration 

of soluble macromolecules is very high. Consequently the degrees of 

freedom of movement of molecules are reduced, effectively imposing a 
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degree of physical organisation upon the solution. The rates of 

diffusion of molecules present in very low concentrations may be sig-

nificantly influenced by this level of oranieation (Sole and Marco, 

1970). 

These criticisms of this particular approach to an under- nder-. 

standing of the control of flux through metabolic pathways are meant 

to suggest that we should be cautious about interpreting the measure-

ments made; the principal criticism of this approach however, is 

that the identifying criterion is based on unsound assumptions. 

1.4.2-31.L.2.3 Entretatjon of steady state wetabolite concentrations 

Net metabolic flow is dependent on reactions being displaced 

from equilibrium. The extent to which a reaction is displaced, the 

Disequilibrium ratio (B), is given by the Mass action ratio (N) 

divided by the Equilibrium constant for the reaction (Keq.). The 

Jt:1 	n::r (G°) of a reaction is Pressed as 

AGO  = 	-.'.IT In K eq 

Thc Tse 	a reaction is expres2 

M Go + RTinM = RT I arn  KPIxD 

he i1ree LZWxa7 ia therefore determined by the Liseuilibrium Ratio and 

must always be negative since N is defined as being less than unity. 

In general the overall drop in free energy in going from 

primary substrate(s) to final product(s) is large; this drop in free 

energy (or values of D) is distributed unevenly between individual steps 

in a pathway. It has been argued that metabolic flow can only be 

controlled' through alteration in the activity of enzymes catalysing 

reactions which are far from equilibrium; if an enzyme catalysed 
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reaction approaches equilibrium, the forward and reverse rates must be 

of the same order and hence the enzyme cannot be "limiting" the flow 

through the pathway. The separation of these reactions which are 

close to thermodynamic equilibrium ("uncontrollable") from those which 

are far from equilibrium ("potentially controllable") is somewhat 

arbitary although, on quasi-thermodynamic grounds, the latter class 

may be considered to include all thouc reactions with I) values of less 

than 0.2. However, identification of an enzyme which catalyses a 

non-equilibrium step is insufficient evidence to conclude a regulatory 

role for that enzyme; positive identification can be made however 

from the determination of intermediate concentrations if the 

conditions described by the Cross-over Theorem apply. The Cross-over 

Theorem was originally developed by Chance and his colleagues (Chance 

et al, 1958) specifically in relation to their observations on the 

electron transport pathway of coupled mitoohondzia in the presence of 

excess oxygen and oxidizable organic substrate but in the presence of 

limiting amounts of UP. The key observation was that when respiration 

became limited by AD? exhaustion, the electron transporting coenzymes 

close to oxygen became more oxidised while those close to the 

oxidisable organic substrate became more reduced; at some intermediate 

position along the electron transporting system there was a "cross-over" 

in the redox state of the electron-transporting coenzymes. 

When the predicted change in flux at the "cross-over" step was 

deduced from the determined changes in concentrations of oxidised and 

reduced forms of intermediates it was found to contradict the observed 

change in flux. This paradox could be explained by assuming that a 

"flux-controlling interaction" had taken place at the "cross-over" step. 
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:'1:.itioi ct 	:.ics-ovc.: Lhcci'cr o tic 

of sites in a metabolic pathway at which control of flux occurs is 

limited by the strict requirements of the theorem: (1) all components 

of the pathway must be identified.; (a) all inteiad.tate components of 

the pathway must be conserved; (3) the concentrations of each component 

must be deteined. Very few metabolic systems satisfy these stringent 

requirements; some investigators have been unaware of these require-

ments or have ignored them. Even so it will only identify sites where 

a dramatic effect has occurred, following a shift from one metabolic 

state to another, and will not eliminate the conclusion that less 

dramatic "interactions" may have simultaneously occurred elsewhere and 

made their contribution to the change. Thrthezmor the identification 

of an "interaction" site is relevant only to the particular change in 

metabolic state which leads to its identification and has no predictive. 

value nor any necessary involvement in the response of the same system 

to a different change in metabolic state. 

All three of the above approaches to an understanding of 

the mechanisms controlling flux through a metabolic pathway imply 

that control is invariably exerted at a single, or at a few, "sites". 

In other words that there are "rate-limiting", "rate-controlling" or 

"pacemaker" enzymes in a metabolic pathway; and that these particular 

enzymes are of special significance in metabolism. The dubiety of 

this premise will be seen from a consideration of the analysis of 

the "Control of Flux" developed by Kaoser and Burns (1973 and 1979) 

which can now be discussed, 
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1,i.2.4 	 The Analysis of the Control of Flux 

In this section I will discuss in some detail the analysis 

of the "Control of Flux" by Kaceer and. Burns (1973  and 1979)  since an 

understanding of the general underlying thinking behind the theory is 

intrinsic to the purpose and design of this thesis, the interpretation 

of the results and to the criticism of other approaches to this 

general topic. 

The components of a metabolic system are divisible into those 

which are parameters and those which are variables. The parameters 

represent the constant constraints imposed upon any system (e.g. 

externally set concentrations of nutrients and genetically determined 

kinetic characteristics of enzymes) but are generally under our 

control and may be varied between experiments. The concentration of 

a particular enzyme may be a variable if, for example, it is subject 

to induction or repression; or considered to be a parameter if, 

for example, it is synthesised at a constant rate under the metabolic 

conditions studied. The concentrations of metabolites are, by 

definition, variable; it is their characteristic that they move and 

settle to certain values. At steady state these concentrations are 

time invariant, their rates of formation being balanced by their rates 

of removal. The steady state is a system property; the rate of 

formation and removal of each metabolite pool being dependent on the rates 

of formation and removal of all metabolically associated pools. These 

rates are in turn detenThed by the system parameters; thus the 

variable metabolic pools provide the links between the parametric 

system components. In principle, the steady state is a function of 

all the parameters of the system. Since the fluxes axe by definition 

the flows into and out of the metabolic pools, they too are system 
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properties. Thus, as has been previously stated, the level of flux 

in vivo and the mechanisms whereby it is controlled and maintained 

cannot be deduced solely from analyses ixi vitro even if such 

analysis were to encompass all the component enzymes and their kinetic 

properties. 

Two fundamental propositions emerge from the algebraic 

analysis of enzyme catalysed systems. The first concerns the role 

of enzyme activities (as determined by their concentration, turnover 

number and Michaelis constants) in influencing the flux through the 

Pathway in which they act. The second concerns the role of effectors 

(such as substrates, products, inhibitors and activators) in that same 

process. Both can only be understood (and experimentally determined) 

by reference to the method of modulation, i.e. to observe or consider 

the effect of small movements of some parameter or variable on some 

other variable. The effect of such modulation is expressed as 

the fractional change in, say, a flux divided by the fractionil 

change in, say, the concentration of an enzyme. In practice, infinit—

essimal changes can only be approximated and, therefore, the more 

useful definition is: 

This has been named the Sensitivity Coefficient and is a quantitative 

measure of the "importance" of a particular enzyme, B., at the value 

It has, in influencing the flux, F, through a particular pathway 

(which may be "its own" or any other pathway influenced by changes in 

that enzyme). It will be realised that, because every pathway is 



connected to every other, all enzymes, in principle, affect all 

pathways, although the quantitative vulue of the Sensitivity 

Coefficient will be negligibly small for most. 

The Sensitivity Coefficient (which is both algebraically 

and operationally defined) replaces the grouping of enzymes into 

"classes" (rate-limiting versus non-rate-limiting etc.) and gives a 

quantitative value to the measure of "control" exerted. 

An important relation between all the Sensitivity Coefficients 

is established by the Summation Property: 

f=1 P. 
E Z11 3  
n 

This states that the sum of the Sensitivity Coefficients of all the 

enzymes with respect to one flux is unity. This Property puts a 

constraint on the value of any one coefficient and, in general, 

results in the readily observable fact that most enzymes can be 

reduced in activity (sometimes by large amounts) without any 

detectable change in flux (see Figure 6). The metabolic fluxes 

are in principle the phenotype of an organism. The Sunmiation 

Property accounts for the observation that in diploid organisms most 

mutations are completely recessive to wild-type; there is no 

detectable cthange from the wild-type flux/phenotype in the hetero-. 

zygote despite there being only half as much enzyme. 

Because the coefficients themselves are systemic 

properties, the sane enzyme can have a very low coefficient at one 

value (e.ç, homozyoue wild-type) and a high one at another 

(e.g. homozygous mutant). Its controlling effect can therefore 
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ohnge with its own concentration or with a change in other elements 

in the rest of the system. Only modulation over a whole range of 

conditions can ascertain these aspects. 

The second  proposition is defined l.y ar±er o€f :tient:  

The Elasticity Coeffioiet (E) is defined by the ratio of 

the fractional change in rate of an enzyme catalysed step over the 

fractional change in some effector (s) causing this change. It is 

therefore a "local property" describing, quantitatively, the 

response at one step (and the particular milieu of all substances) 

to changes in effectors which would be brought about by more distant 

changes in some other parameter. 

Both the Sensitivity and the Elasticity, jointly, influence 

the change in a flux. This relation is defined by the Connectivity 

Property: 

o 

This says that the product of the Sensitivity Coefficients with 

respect to any steps connected by a common "linking" effector (such 

as a substrate) multiplied by the Elasticity of that effector with 

respect to the rate of that step, summed over all the connected 

steps, is zero. This relation really reflects the fact that the 

"local" Elasticities generate the "global" or systemic Sensitivities 

and displays, in an algebraically rigorous manner, the close and 

necessary interactions of all the components of the system. It 

Points to the truth that to understand the behaviour of a system it 

cannot be "decomposed" into its elements, but must be studied as a whole. 
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i1:LnO aci:i tiau'jort in uroipora as 

Before concluding the Introduction mention must be made of 

rn4noacid transport in Neuroeiom since the experimental methodology 

employed in this investigation relies on the ability to control, by 

competitive inhibition, the rate of uptake of amino acid(s) required 

for growth. The description given here will be brief and limited 

to those points of direct relevance to the experimental approach. 

A more extensive discussion of aminoacid transport is given in 

Appendix II to this thesis. 

Three distinct, stereospeoifio transport systems (each 

identified by single mutations leading to single deficiencies) have 

been demonstrated to be active in oonicUa, one specific for the basic 

azninoaoids (Roess and DeBusk, 1968)  a second specific for the neutral 

and aromatic aminoacids (oifinbarger and DeBusk, 1971a) and a third 

with a wide range of specificity (Rao et al, 197). 

At least five different systems are active to varying 

degrees at different stages in the development from germinated conidia 

through rapidly growing mycelia to stationary mycelial pads (Pall, 

1969, 1970a and b and Railey and Kinsey-, 1976). Following the nomen-

clature of Pall (1969, 1970a  and b and 1971)  these five systems are: 

System I, specific to the neutral am.thoacida, System II with a general 

specificity, System III specific to the basic aminoacids,, System IV 

the acidic azninoaoids and finally System V is specific for the S-

contst wing sinl rioacids, L-methionine and L-ethionine. 

In the experiments described in this thesis utilising the 

ar-12 strain L-citrulline was used exclusively as the growth-

supporting supplement. This ezn1roacid is only transported by the 
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i, 

used exclusively as the competitive inhibitor of L-citrufline uptake, 

is also largely taken up by the "general" system but is also 

transported via the "basic" system, and to a moderate extent by the 

"neutral" system (Peal, 1970a  and b) L-arginine and I,-ornitM, the 

only other aminoaoias employed in this study, are again both taken 

up by the "general" system. In addition, L-ornithine is taken up 

by the "basic" system but to a lesser extent than is L-argnine which 

has a strong affinity for this system (Pall, 1970a and b; Thwaites 

and Pendyala, 1969). 

Mutants, designated mtr, have been selected which are 

specifically deficient in system I ("neutral") activity (Lester, 

1966; Stadler, 1966). Similarly, the bat mutant of Thwaites 

(1967) is specifically deficient in System III ("basic") activity. 

The neua  mutant described by MaL1 et al (1972) is probably 

specifically deficient in System II ("general") activity. Other 

mutants have been described with more general permeation effects 

(e.g. the ui-t mutant of Kappy and Metzenberg (1965) and the na 

mutant of Jacobson and Metzenberg (1968)). Finally, in addition to 

the effect of developmental age, system specific transport activity is 

also affected by both the mycelial concentration of amino acid 

("traxwizthibitjoxi" (Pall and Kelly, 1971)) and the medium concentration 

of aminoacid ("substrate repression" (Nell and DeBuak, 1974)). 
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An abundance of mechanisms are potentially involved in the 

control of metabolic flux. These are well illustrated by the arginine 

metabolic pathway in Ne roaoa orassa. A number of experimental 

approaches to an understanding of these control mechanisms have 

been employed in this and other laboratories. A different approach, 

such as that adopted by the present author, might be expected to 

be particularly fruitful. 
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2 • 	MATERIALS & 1'H0DS 

2.1 	IiATIRIAL$ 

2.1.1 	Neurospora orassa straizis: ori,4ns and. descriptions 

The following strains of Neurosl)ora orassa were employed in 

this study and are held as silica-gel stocks in this laboratoxy. 

ure a 	From the d.lioagel stocks of Dr. E.Patesori. 

Ureaseless 

Backoross of original we-47 mutant of RØlma±k 

(1969a) into the St-Lawrence 71a wild-type 

silica gel stock of Dr. C.Ourtis. 

ar-12 u.re a 	From the silica gel stocks of Dr. LTatoson. 

OTCase-less, ureaseless. 

Backoroas of the original ure-47 mutant of 

K1mark (1969a)  into the ar-12a strain of 

Dr. C.Ourtia. The latter strain was constructed 

by back-crossing the OTCase-less mutant, TJ?'I 107, 

of Davis and Thwaites (1963)  into the St.Lawrenoe 

714a background. 

arp-12 ota am From the silica gel stocks of Dr. I.B.Barthelmess. 

OTCaseless, OT.Aaseleaa, argi.naseless. 

This strain was obtained from a cross of ar-12 

ure A with age, ota can 5a. The cross was 

constructed, the aegregants isolated and 

charaoterised and the genotypes detemined by 

Dr. I.B. Bartheliness. 
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2.1.2 	Chemicals 

General chemicals used for ?is*king  up growth media, 

extraction mixtures, buffers, enzyme assay mixtures, standards for  

the calibration of colorimetric methods and reagents for colon-

metric assays were all of analytical quality and supplied variously 

by BDE Chemicals Ltd., Poole, England,, Fiaoia Scientific Apparatus 

Ltd., Loughborough, Kooh-Light Laboratories Ltd., (through A • & J. 

Beveridge Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland) and Sigma London Chemical 

Company Ltd., Poole, England. 

Water was always glass distilled. 

Radio-chemicals were supplied by the Radiochemical Centre, 

Amex-sham, England. 

The following radiochemicals were obtained for use as 

substrates in enzyme assays. 

I-(u-1 c) Glutemic acid. Aqueous solution containing V16 ethanol, 

stenlised 225 mCi.imuol 

L-(u' c) Argir1ne monohydrochionide. Aqueous solution containing 

ethanol, stelisod 270  mCi.rmnol 

Roagonta used in enzyme assays and containing the-so radio chenil cals 

were made up as described under Determination of Enzyme Activities 

(2.2.7). 

N.E. 260 (Nicellar) Scintillation Fluid was obtained from Nuclear 

Enterprises Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland. 
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2.1.3 	Xou ecbae rosin 

All ohrosnatograhy columns used for the separation of 

radioective produote from substrates in terminated incubation 

mixtures (see 2.2.7) were made from Dovex 50 w x 8 (?torn 200-IOO 

mash) after preparative washing and equilibration with the appropriate 

buffer. The resin was obtained through -Siam London (2wenioa3. Company 

Ltd., Poole, England. 

	

2.1.4 	G#hiedia 

Vogel's N liquid medium containing 2% v/v gluoose as 

oarbon source and amlnô acid supplements whore applicable was used 

throughout for growth experiments. Solid medium for the routine 

1ntenanoe of Neurosuora crassa strains wea as above with 2% agar 

(Difoo Bacto-agar, Difco Laboratories, Detroit, 3.SJ.) added. 

Medium was prepared by dilution in distilled E20 from a. 

stock solution of 50  X N Vogel's salts in distilled 1120. 

Vogel' a 50 X ,  N Jalt 32lution 

15 	w/v 	tri-sodium citrate (Na3C6R07.2E20). 

2 	v/v 	Potassium dihydrogen orthophoaphate (2PO4) 

	

10$ w/v 	Ammonium nitrate 

	

1% w/v 	iegnesium sulphate ( 30 .11120). 

0. 	v/v 	Calcium chloride (CaC12.21120). 

0. 	v/v 	Trace element solution. 

0.029A w/T Biotin 
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Trace eleont spJution, in distilled 1V was as Lollows: 
v/v Citric acid (c(OH)(coo)(C.COOH)2jo) 

v/v Zinc sulphate (ZnS0.7Jio). 

1% 	w/v kxunoatum ferrous sulphate (IH) 2S0s PeSO4-61120)- 6H2o). 

0.2151" 0.2 v/v Cupric sulphate (CuSo4.Sy). 
0.6 v/v Manganese sulphate (IiS0iI120). 

0.05/ w/v Boric acid (anhydrous) (H3B03) 

0.0 	v/v Sodium molybdate (Na2  0.2aO). 

	

2.1.5 	"Neurpspqra extraotioniue" for sminoacid pool analysis 

The "mixture" contained.ea4ctlY U.4 juiiol .ini 1  I-mdrio-3- 

gv.anidino propionic acid (AGPA) in 	v/v Sulpliosalyeiiic acid (ssc). 

	

2.1.6 	affers 

The following buffers were used in (a) the preparation of 

mycelial extract supezatants for the assay of enzyme activities or the 

buffering of enzyme incubation mixtures and. (b) the pre-equilibration 

of, and sample elution from, ion-exchange chromatography columns. All 

buffers 'cr iitrated at R°T 

(a) (i) 	-irip- _gC]. bfer pH 7.5 

1 volume of 0.1M  ris-(hyiroximey1 )-axninometbaxie titrated 

to pH 7.5 with 0 • iN HOl • Dilu&I to 2 volumes with 
distilled. 11t20• 

0. 5m, PO buffer, pH 8.0 

0-5K . 	Na2BP0 
+ 0-5MNaH2PO4- 

o.oi Po buffor, H 7.5 

0.05M Na2BP0 + 0.05 N NaH2PO1  

titrated to pH B.O. 

- titrated to pH 7.5. 
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(tT) 	 T?O 	i:r 	7, 

1 volume 02 N KH2p04  titrated to pH 7.0 with 0.2 It NaOH. 

Diluted to 2 volumes with distilled H70. 

(v) 	0. 21-Z Glycine-NaOH buffer, pH 9.5 

I volume 0.1N G].yoine titrated to pH 95 with 0.IN NaOH. 

Diluted to 2 volumes with distilled H20. 

(b) 	All buffeUi U.; ii: ion-exchange chromatography were citrate 
o- SOiu.h 0r 

buffers titrated 	.iUm/llthlum citrate stock buffer to the correct 

pH with HC1. The finaL molarity of a:Ll buife 	ac 1 .0k. Ifa Jitrate 

buffer, pH 5.65 also contained 45 g NaC1.1 1. All other buffers con-

tained 0.2 gm ions. 1. 

	

2.1.7 	Protein deteininatio reagents 

Lowry reagent contained 2% v/v Na2003, 0. Lt v/v NaOH, 

0.2% w/v Naic Tartrate and 0.011/6  v/v 0S0.LH20. 

Folin-Phenol reagent was a one-to-one mix of distilled H20 

and Poiin-ciocalteau's reagent (BDH Chemicals Ltd., Poole, England). 

	

2.1.8 	Colorjnetrjc res=ts 

The colorinietric reagents used in the methods described in 

Section 2.2.7.2 and 2.2.8 were as follows. 

	

2.1.8.1 	 0-aminobenzaldehyde 

0-aminobenzaldebL: ;1.1icr (3 mg-ml-  in 20,L ethanol) was 

used for the oolorimetrio assay of -f formed by OTAaae activity (see 
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section 2.2-7. 1). The solution as prepared, fresh daily, as 

follows: 

irobenzaldehycle (Sigma London Chemical Co.Ltd., Poole, 

England) was dissolved in Analar ethanol (BiE Chemicals Ltd., Poole, 

England). Occasionally a small amount of material remained undissolved 

after thorough vortexing or a flocculent precipitate was fomed on 

addition of ethanol clue to the presence of a small amount of poly-

merized o-aininobenzaj4ehyde. Undissolved substances were pelleted by 

centrifugation (5 min at I.,500  rpm). The supernatant was removed and 

diluted 5-fold in distilled 1120  to give a working solution containing 

3 mg-ml-1  O-sminobenzaldehyda in 20 ethanol. (If any additional 

flocculent precipitate was foined on dilution with 1120  this was 

removed by centrifugation as before). 

2.1.8.2 	Bt311 Reagents 

An automated colorimetric assay for urea and. L-oitrulline is 

described in section 2.2.8.1. The assay was based on the Blood Urea 

Nitrogen (BUN) method of Marsh et al, (1965). 

The reagents were as follows: 

Acid reagent 

Acid reagent consisted of 20Y v/v n2 04, EP1  V/V E2POL1, and 

0.0033% w/v Pe013.61120. 

Colour reaen 

The original colour reagent contained 1.679%  w/v Diacetyl 

monoxime and 0.335/6 w/v Thioeemioarbazide. It was found that on 

prolonged standing crystals and precipitates were formed at these 

concentrations of components with a concomitant reduction in method 
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prolonged, without loss of method sensitivity or stability of 

coloured complex, by reducing the component concentrations to 0.25'/016  

v/v Diacetylinonoxime and 0.012 v/v Thiosemicarbazide. In all but 

some eax].y determinations the later colour reagent composition was 

used. All the results axe, however, intercomparable since a 

calibration curve from known concentrations of urea and. L-citrulline 

was always constructed for each batch of samples and reagent. This 

was a precaution rather than a necessity since, except under the con-

ditions alluded to above, the method sensitivity was stable and 

consistent between reagent batches. 

2.1.8.3 	PA.ULY Reagents 

An automated colorimetric assay for L-hiatidine is described 

in section 2.2.8.2. L-histidine was assayed by means of the diazo 

reaction using Pauly reagents (Dawson et al, 199). 

The reagents were as follows: 

sodium Nitrite 

1.L NANO in distilled H20. 

Suiphanilic acid. 

0.9 	Su.lphanilio acid (MI 	50311) in 	1101. 

2.1.9 	Other materials 

Filter paper - hatman No.1, Caalitative filter paper 

(hatman Ltd., gland) was used exclusively. 

Siljoa Rel - 4-6 mesh non-indicating  silica gel was 

obtained from Fisona Scientific Apparatus Ltd., Loughborough, England. 
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PfL1n" - sealing tissue was obtained from Gallenkamp, 

England. 

"Dricold" solid 002  was obtained from I.C.I. Ltd., U.K. 

/ 
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2.2 	1Th0DS 

2.2.1 	grage and Maiiitenance ofNeurosDom orassa strains 

Long tema storage of strains was ahieved by preservation of 

oonicjja absorbed on sterile, anhydrous, non-indicating silica gel 

("'sons, 4-6 mesh) (Perkins, 1962). Glass tubes (15 x 60 
1mfl) half-

filled with silica gel, cotton wool plugged and cork-stoppered were 

dry Sterilised by overnight heating at 1200C. A dense oonidial 
suspension in sterile water was made from 7 to 10 day old agar slant 
Cultures of atraina for preservation, TWO drops of the oonidial 
suspension with two drops of a sterile 1C w/v solution of commercial 

dried skimmed milk were added to a sterile silica gel tube. The tube 

was held in an inclined position and tapped as the drops of solution 

were added to maximize the distribution of conidja amongst the silica 

gel crystals and to minimize the heat of absorption (Perkins, 1962). 

The tubes, clearly dated and labelled with full strain description, 

were restoppered, recorked and finally sealed with "Pa.rafilxa". 

The silica gel tube stocks were stored at -1500. Stocks 
were checked Periodically for viability by tapping out one or two 

crystals onto appropriately supplemented agar slants. Stocks have 

been successfully maintained for several years by this method in the 
laboratory. 

Strains were successfully maintained for periods of several 
months by transferring 

freshly_oonidj5 Parafijm...sealed agar-slant 
cultures from the 290C incubator to a L.°C Constant-temperature room. 
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Strains in regular use were routinely sub-cultured, at 

approximately monthly intervals, onto fresh, appropriately 

supplemented, agar slants and incubated at 29°C. 

Strains in current use were sub-cultured onto fresh 

appropriately supplemented agar slants 7 to 10 days before required 

for a growth experiment and incubated at 29 
0
C. 

2.2.2 	Strain Identification 

The following routine genotype tests were carried out. 

Their validity was confirmed by the observations on growth 

behaviour, enzyme activity and metabolic steady states under the 

experimental conditions described in the text. 

2.2.2.1 	The tire genotype 

The ureaseless genotype was periodically tested by a method 

based on that of Klmark (1969b). A clump of oonid.ia from the 

strain to be tested was placed on a I cm long strip of Whatinan's 

]MR indicator paper, narrow range pH 6-8, adhered to the inner wall 

of a 2 ml plastic test tube and presoaked in a 1% urea solution. 

The tube was stoppered and incubated at 37°C  for 10 minutes. The 

absence of urease activity is indicated by the absence of a colour 

change on the filter paper (pale yellow). The presence of urease 

activity is indicated by a colour change from pale yellow to deep 

blue (due to the formation of ammonia which causes the pH to 

become alkaline). 

Using this particular indicator paper and with the presoaked 

paper adhered to the inside of a translucent test tube the test is 
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simple, reliable and unequivocal . The incubation step is not 

essential, serving only to standardise the method; a colour change 

is always observed alter a fairly short time at ROT with strains 

having urease activity. In the stoppered tubes the colour change is 

stable over a period of days. 

2.2.2.2 	 The arg-12 genotype 

The omithine carbamyl tranaferase-less genotype was 

routinely tested by the ability to grow on L-oitrulline or L-arginine 

supplemented but not minimal or L-ornitbine supplemented agar slants. 

2.2.2.3 	 The kg-12 ota am genotype 

This strain has the sane growth requirements as.rg-12 but 

germfrites and conidiates comparatively slowly, probably due to a 

pubxesoine-limitation resulting from a restriction on endogenous 

oimithine synthesis. This is an effect of arginine supplementation in 

combination with the arginaseless mutation (sea 1.3). 

2.2.3 	Mycelial Growth 

The procedures adopted for conducting growth experiments 

with Neurospora crasap were as follows: 

2.231 	 Prepration of strains for -Inoculation 

Dense conid.ial suspensions were made from well conidiated 

agar slant cultures by flooding the slants with sterile 1120, 

vortexing vigorously and filtering the suspensions through sterile 

cotton-wool filters. The concentration of conidia in the filtrate 
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wa deteiiineo. by dilution end haexuoey- ometer counting. Accurate, 

identical aliquots of the original or appropriately diluted suspension 

were added to each growth flask resulting in known inocuJ.Q., 

typically of between 5 x io 6 and I x 107 conidia per flank. 

2.2.3.2 	Prenaration of growth flasks 

Conidial suspension were inoculated into 1 1. dimpled, flat-

bottomed growth flasks containing 400 ml sterile Vogel's N liquid 

medium, 2% w/v 1)-glucose and amino acid supplement where applicable. 

The growth flasks containing Vogel's medium were sterilised by auto-

claving for 20 min at 120°C. Glucose solution was autoclaved separately 

to aoi c4iei.ization ect added, after cooling, to the Vogel's 

iedi.um utidr tcile conLk..1ion. Amunoaoid supplements were made by 

dissolving in sterile H 
2  0 and adding to the sterilized growth flasks 

under sterile conditions. This procedure was adopted after it was 

discovered that certain amino acids decomposed on autoolaving. This 

method of supplementation never resulted in growth contamination. 

munoaoids which were used to compete for uptake with essentialamino-

acids were generally not added to the growth flasks until at least 

ten hours after inoculation to circumvent potential inhibitory 

effects on germination and early growth. 

2.2.3.3 	Growth rate dete,'miiition: culture conditions and 

mycelial harvesting 

The inoculated growth flasks were incubated at a constant 

290C with constant agitation (200 rin) on a New Brunswick gyrorotary 

shaker rack. Under such conditions the cultures were kept continually 
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aerated and, at later staj~es of growth, mycellal clumping uas prevented. 

An exponential increase in inycelial dry weight with time, at least 

over the range 5 to SOO mg, was observed. 

roelia were obtained for 	experimental analysis and, 

contemporaneously, the growth rate determined by harvesting growth 

flasks at various times after inoculation. The contents of individual 

growth flasks were rapidly filtered under suction through two layers 

of filter paper in a Buchner funnel. The mycelia.l pad so produced 

was peeled off, placed in a labelled plastic vial and plunged into an 

acetone or alcohol/)ricold" (solid co2) mixture to achieve rapid 

freezing. The pads were then vacuum—dried to a pressure of less than 

0.01 Poxr, weighed and stored at OT in a desiccator for subsequent 

analysis of internal metabolite concentrations and enzyme activities. 

2.2.3.4 	Medium. sampling 

The growth media were sampled at various times by drawing I 

to 5 ml volumes through a fine "Nillipore" gauze which excluded 

mycelium from the sample. The medium samples were transferred to plastic 

tubes and stored at —i?c for subsequent analysis of amino acid 

supplement and metabolite concentrations. 

2.2.4 	Preparation of mypelial extraqjiomogen.iaation and centrifugation 

1rcelial extracts, whether with the purpose of determining 

enzyme activities or aminoacid pool concentrations, were prepared as 

follows, unless specifically stated otherwise. The particular 

extraction buffer or mixture is stated in the text (see also 

2.1.5 and 2.1.6). 
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All steps were carried out at 4°C. Freeze-dried mycelia-1 

powder (5-20  zng.nil_) was homogenised with 15 strokes at 5,000 rin. 

(mi-li STIR-li honiogeniser, mI-li Instruments, New York, U.S.A.). The 

homogenate(s) were centrifuged for 15 min  at 4,500 rim (MSE Super 

Minor Centrifuge, MSE Ltd., London, England). The supernatants were 

removed and either assayed for the approprate enzyme activity or 

stored at -15°C  for subsequent amino acid pool analysis. 

2.2.5 	Amino acid pool pnalysia 

2.2.5.1 	Sample preparation 

An accurately known weight of freeze-dried mycelial powder 

was homogenised in exactly 50 times the weight in volume (i.e. 

20 mg.ml 1) of "Neuroapora Extraction Mixture" ( see 2.1-5).  After 

acid-precipitation of insoluble protein in the cold, the homogenate(s) 

were centrifuged, the superoata3 removed and stored at .1500 

for subsequent sutoanalysia. 

2.2.5.2 	Autoanalsis of mycelial extracts 

Two amino acid analysers, one a modified Techmicon,-

the other a modified Locarte - aiitosnalyser, were used routinely 

throughout this study. Both used a Nunhydrun based colorimetric 

detection system and gave consistent and comparable results. 

2.2.5.3 	Calculation of absolute amunoaoid concentrations 

Amino-acids present in mycelial extract supernatants were 

identified by comparison with the elution profile of a standard 
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mixture containing known amounts of specific 2ztthoacids. 

Their absolute concentrations were determined by oomparing 

the aminoaoid peak areas with that of the internal standard, AGPA. 

AGPA was used as the internal standard because (a) it is not a 

naturally occurring eiwtho acid and (b) it elutes distinctly under the 

chromatographic conditions employed, from all zun1noaoidu occurring 

naturally in Neuroapora orassa. 

The aminoacid concentrations, expressed throughout as iunol. 
-1 

100 mg dry weight, were obtained by multiplying the Area Ratios 

(aminoacid peak area + AGPA peak area) by 2 (there were exactly 

2 pmol. AGPA per 100 rag dry weight in the mycelial extracts) and 

finally by an empirically deteined "colour value" which takes into 

account the variation in extinction coefficients for the different 

Ninhydrin-aminoacid complexes. 

2.2.6 	Protein detexmination 

The concentration of protein in mycelial extracts was 

detened by the Folin-Phenol method of Lowry et al, (1951)  (see 

2.1.7 for reagents). To a swrrp].e volume of 0.14 nil, 2.0  nil of fresh 

Lowry reagent was added with immediate mixing. After standing for 

20 minutes at R°T, 0.2 ml of Folin-Phenol reagent was jetted 

in with immediate mixing. Alter standing for 30 rain at ROT the A7 
 00 

of the samples was determined using a Beckman Double Beam Spectro-

photometer (Beckman Instruments Ltd., G.B.). 

The protein concentration in samples was estimated from a 

calibration curve of Log A700  versus Log pg for accurately knom 



amounts of bovine serum albumin (BSA, crystallised and 1yophilied 

purest obtained from Sigma London Chemical Company, Ltd., Surrey, 

gland). The standard error in mean A70  for duplicate aliquots 

of BSA was less than 20/6. The calibration curve was linear over the 

range 4-400 iig BSA. The slope was calculated from the regression of 

Log A
700 

 on Log tig SSA. The standard error in the slope was less than 

2%. The sample protein concentration was deteined according to 

Stauffer (1975)  from the following formula. 

-i 
S 

jig protein in sample = A
700  sample 

I 

where I is the intereept (A700  for 1 ug) and S the slope calculated 

from the regreaon of Log A 700 on Log jig BSA. 

2.2.7 
	

Determination of Enzyme Activities 

The specific activities of two anabolic and two catabolic 

enzymes of the arginine pathway were determined in mycelial extract 

supernatants. The preparation of xnycelial extracts has been 

described (see 2.2.6). 

2.2.7.1 
	

Calculation and expression of enzye secifi o activities 

Initial rates were always measured under conditions of macimal 

activity (excess substrate and cofactor) and at specified pH and 

temperature. 

All assays relied on the estimation of the amount of 

product formed in terminated incubation mixtures as detailed under 

the assay procedures for individual enzymes • Initial rates were 

calculated from the regression of product formed on time. The 

standard error of the slope was consistently less than 10%. 

Protein concentration in mycelial extracts was determined 
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as described in 2.2.6. The A7)  of duplicate aliquots of niyoelial 

extracts were determined. The standard error of the mean was always 

less than W and usually less than . 

Enz)'me specific activities were universally expressed as 

nmol product formed* mi protein.min 1  at a specified pH and 

temperature. 

2.2.7.2 
	

Ornitbine tranasxr4raae (OTAaae) (Ir-ornitMne: 2-oxoacid 

mfnotransferase, E.0.2.6.1.13). 

The reaction catalysed is as shown below (see also Figure 1). 

L-omiththe 	OTAase 	 L-glutamate 

+ 
c-ketoglutaxate 	 L-i;1utcic-Y-semia1dehyde 

-p/ri'oiine-5-cabor1ate 

izytne activity in xnycelial extract supernatants was determined by a 

method based on that of Vogel and Kopac (1960) and Dr. S. Bamberg, 

Personal communication. Transmfntion from the amino group of 

L-oxnithine to c-ketoglutarate proceeds virtually to completion due to 

the spontaneous cyclization of the product, L-glutanhio-Y-semialdehyde 

(GSA) to 	-pyrroline-5-.oarboxylate (A PC). The assay relied on 

the reaction of this last compound with o-aminoben9saldehyde to 

form a deep yellow dihydroqunzolium derivative with a minnim 

absorption at 443 in and a millimolar extinction coefficient of 2.71 

(Jenkins and Thai, 1970 and Davis and Mora, 1968). 
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Assay procedure 

Freeze-dried mycelial powder was homogenised in 0.1}I KP01  

buffer, pH 70 (approximately 5 	ma). The homogenate was 

centrifuged and the supernatant removed and assayed for enzyme 

activity. 

The incubation mixture contained the followings 

0.05 ml ?Tycelial extract supernatant in 0.1N KP0 buffer, pH 7.0. 

0.25 ml O.$M  P0 buffer, pH 8.0. 

0.05 ml 0.01M Pyridoxal phosphate - fresh, in distilled E20. 

0.20 ml 0.05M -ketoglutarate - fresh, in distilled R20- 

0.05 ml 0.214 L-oxnithine,HCl - in distilled Y. 
The reaction was initiated by the addition, with mixing, 

of mycelial extract supernatant. The mixtures were incubated for 

0,20, 40 and 60 min at 370C. 

The reactions were tenfted by the addition, with mixing, 

of 1.2 ml, 0.N HM to the incubation mixtures. 

Two minutes before the reactions were termin-ted, 02 ml of 

0-m4nobenzaldehyde solution 0 mg.mf in 20 ethanol, see 2.1.8) was 

added, with mixing, to the incubation mixtures. 

Estimation opQne 

The A
140  
 of undiluted, teminated incubation mixtures was 

measured in a Beckman Double Beam Spectrophotometer or, after 

appropriate dilution, by a Teobuicon-detection system. The amount of 

PC formed (assumed to be the same as the amount of enzyme product, 

GSA, foxined) was calculated from the known millimolar extinction 

coefficient of the dihydroquinazolium derivative (see above). 
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2.2.7.3 	Arginase (L-arginine ureohydxvlase, E.C.3.5.3.1) 

The reaction oatalysed is shown below (see also Figure 1). 

Iarirne 	 Urea + IoitIüne 

Enzyme activity in iiyceiiai extcact supernatants was 

determined by a method based on that of Middeihoven (1 96L.) and Davis 

and Mom (1968).  The original method of Middelboven (1964),  as with 

several other published methods (e.g. Meseenguy et p1, 1971) included 

an enzyme activation step. No activation step was included by Davis 

and Mora (1968) nor was it by the present author. The principal aim 

here was not to detenine maximum enzyme activities but to develop a 

simple, reliable and repeatable method for dete_ninf rig  initial rates. 

This aim was achieved by adopting the assay procedure to be described. 

The assay relied on the determination of the reaction product Urea, 

by the B1JI' method (see 2.2.61). 

Assazv procedure 

Freeze—dried mycelial powder was homogenised in 0.0% ThIS—

HC1 buffer, pE 7.5, approximately 5 mg-ml . The homogenate was 

centrifuged and the supernatant removed and assayed for enzyme 

activity. 

The incubation mixture contained the following: 

0.1 ml Nycelial extract supei'natant, in 0.05M ThIS—ECi buffer, pH 7.5. 

0.5 ml 0.05 N Glyoine—NaOH buffer, pH 9.5 

0.1 ml 1.0 N NaCl, in distilled 
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0.1 n12 h20, in dlisti1iec 

0.2 nil 0.125 N L-arg1'1ne. HC1, in 0.05 H Glycine-NaOH buffer, pH 9.5. 

The reaction was initiated by the addition, with miYine, of 

uiycelial extract supernatant. The mixtures were incubated for 0, 59 

10, 1$ and 20 min at 300. Either a complete incubation mix was used 

for each time point, the reaction being terminated by the addition, 

with mixing, of 0.2 ml W. S lphosal'olic acid (ssc) or successive 

0.2 nil aliquots were removed from a single incubation mixture with 

time and added, with mixing, to 0.2 ml. 0.2 N HCl. In the former 

case, zero time points corresponded to an incubation mixture where SSC 

had been added before mycelial extract supernatant; in the latter case, 

to aliquots removed and added to HC1 immediately after initiation of 

the reaction. 

Estimation of product formed 

It was shown by column chromatography that the total. BUN-

positive material accumulated in terminated reaction mixtures over 

that present in zero time point mixtures was urea. The rate of 

product (i.e. urea) formation was calculated from the determined 

extinction coefficient at A520  for urea complexed with BUN reagents 

and the rate of accumulation of total BUN positive substances deter-

mined at the same wavelength (see section 2.2.8.1 for description 

of BUN method). 

2.2-7.4 	 (ASAase) (L-argmnlnoauccinate 

arginine-lyase, B.C. 14.3.2.1) 

The reaction catalysed is as shown below (see also Figure 1) 
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ASAase 

L-arginine + fumaratp _ 	 1-argin{nsuccinate 

The reaction has a Keq. of the order of unity (Ratner, 1970); 

depending on the concentrations of reactants the reaction rate can be 

conveniently measured in the forward or reverse direction. (Forward 

is used in the sense of the overall direction in vivo, is. in the 

direction of L-arginiue and fuinarate). 

Enzyme activity in mycelial extract supermtants was  

determined by an isotopic method based on that of Kato et al, 1976. 

They drove the reaction in the reverse direction; their method 

relied on the chromatographic separation and determination of L_(Thc) 

argininosucoinate, formed from the substrate (U.)40-fumario acid, 

in tei,' ntited reaction mixture • In the present method L-(U-'1 
 
4 A 

arginine HC1 was used as substrate; all other factors being equal 

this method is preferred since it is simpler and easier to separate 

and elute ASA from .ARG rather than ASA from FUN chromatographically. 

Assay Procedure 

Freeze-dried !nycelial powder was homogenised in 0.05 N PO 

buffer, pH 7.5 (approximately 10 mg.mf1). The homogenate was 

centrifuged and the supernatant removed and assayed for enzyme 

activity. 

The incubation mixture contained the following: 

0.1 ml Nycelial extract supernatant in 0.05M  PO  buffer, pH 7.5. 

0.1 ml 0.06N Na fuinarate in 0.05M P0 buffer, pH 7-5- 

0.1 ml 0.06N L(UThC)arginine.  HCl (0.01 AM-9=1-1  ) in 0.05M  PO 

buffer, pH 7.5 
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The reaction was initiated by the addition, with mixing, of 

L-(U_1 C)-argInine  HC1. The mixtures were incubated for 0, 20, 40 and 

60 min  at  370C.  The reactions were terminated by the addition. with 

mixing, of 0.05 ml 3( suiphosalicyolic acid (ssc). In the case of 

zero time points, SSC was added before I-(U-14C)-arginine HCl. 

Estimation of Product formation 

After acid precipitation of protein in the cold, the 

terminated incubation mixtures were centrifuged and the total super-

natants carefully Tha1J o,-to Dowex 50 X 6-O0 resin chromatographic 

columns (5 X 40 mrn) j;iullibrated with Na citrate buffer, pH 5.0. The 

sample was allowed to drain through the column under gravity. The 

sample was followed through with Na citrate buffer, pH 5.0, the 

first millilitre of which was used initially to "wash" the precipitated 

protein pellet in the sample tube. The first 1.35 ml. of column eluent 

were discarded and the two succeeding 1 ml fractions collected directly 

into scintillation vials each contaiiiin1O ml NE 260 (Micella.r) 

scintillant. (It had established, by taking successive, small 

eluent fractions from the time of loading a sample, that at least 95% 

of the enzxaaticaJ.ly-derived counts were recovered in the 1.35  to 

3.35 ml fraction of the column eluent). The equivalence of "counts" 

and "ABA" was confirmed by the aininoacid autoanalysis (see 2.2.5) of 

eluent fractions; all the Nizthydrin-detectable ASA was eluted in 

the 1.35 to 3.35 ml fraction and in the absence of any detectable 14RG. 

The scintillation vials were counted in a Nuclear 

Chicago Isocap 300 scintillation counter on the channel appropriate 

for 14Q The counts measured were corrected for machine counting 

efficiency by comparison with an internal 140 standard. The d.p.m. 
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were converted to Moles AU from the known input specific 

activity of L(U_%)...arginjne HC1. 

.2.7.5 	Age oxnjgAne p1utanae tra1aaoetylase (A0Gase) 

The reaction catalysed is as shown (see also Figure 1). 

c-N-acety1or.ij thr 	 c;-]-acety1glutjc acid 
+ 

IlUt1cjj 

i!1zyme activity in xnycelial extract supernatants WSB deter-
mined by a method based on that of Denes (1970). The assay  relied on 

the chromatographjo separation and determination of c-N_(ThO)_.aOetyl_ 
glutamic acid, formed from the substrate L-0- 4 )-€itj0 acid, 
in terminated incubation mixtures. 

Assay procedure 

eeze-dried mycelial powder was homogenised in 0.05M ThIs-

fl01 buffer pH 7.5 (approximately S mg-ml-1)- The homogenate was centri-
fuged and the supernatant removed and assayed for enzyme activity. 

2wo alternative assay procedures were employed. 

(1) 	Incubation mixtures contained the following: 

0.1 ml Nyoeljal extract supernatant in 
0-0-514  ThIS 1101 buffer, pH 7.5 

0.2 ml 0.05M TRIS-HO1 buffer, pH 7.5. 
0,1 ml 0-15K 	 fresh, in 0. 05M ThIS-HC1 buffer, pH 7.5. 
0.1 ml o.ii Ir.(U-1 )_giutamio  acid. (0.033 iCi.imof) in 0.05 ThIS-Rd I. 
buffer, pH 7.5. 

The reaction was initiated by the addition, with mixing, of 

I,_(U_1c)_g1utamic acid. The mixtures were incubated for 0, 20, 140 and 

60 min at  370c. The reactions were teriwtm,jecj by the addition, with 



mixing, of 0.5 ml 0.2N HC1. In the case of zero time points, HCl 

was added before L-(U-)C)-glutamio acid. 

(ii) Incubation mixtures contained the following: 

0.20 ml Mycelial extract supernatant in 0.05M  MIS-HCl buffer, pH 7-5- 

0.20 ml 0.05M  c-N-aoetylornithine, fresh., in 0.05 N TRIS-HC1 buffer, pH 7-5- 

0. 20 

.5.

0.20 ml o.isrI I -(u-1 0) glutamio acid (0.0334Ci.4m0f1) in 0.05 N TRIS-EC1 

1- nffcr. 2J- 1 

025mE 005M Tris-HCI buffer1  pH 75. 
The rea(;-W1-ion was initiated by the ad.uition, with mixing, of 

glutam.to acid. Successive 0.2 ml aliquots were removed at 09,209L0 and 

60 win from the reaction mixture, incubated at 37°C,  and added with mixing, 

to 0.2 ml, 0.2N HC1. In the case of the zero time points a 0.2 ml 

aliquot was removed and added to HC1 immediately after the addition of 

it-(u-1  Lk) glutamic acid. 

Estimation of produot formation 

After acid-precipitation of protein in the cold, the 

terminated incubation mixtures were centrifuged and the total super-

natants carefully loaded onto Dowex 50W X &-1400 realm chromatographic 

columns (5 X L0 mm), pre-equilibrated with Na citrate buffer, pH 2.0. 

The sample was allowed to drain through the column wider gravity. 

The sample was followed through with 0.1 N HC1, the first millilitre (in 

the case of Procedure (i)) or the first half-millilitre (in the case 

of Procedure (ii)) of which was used initially to "wash" the 

precipitated protein pellet in the sample tube. The first 0.5 nil of 

column eluent was discarded and the two succeeding I ml fractions 

collected directly into scintillation vials each containing 10 ml 

NE 260 (Nicellar) acintillant. (It had been establahed, by taking 



Fijre4. An automated cotorimetric method,using BUN reagents, 

for the determination of urea and L-CitrURifle. 

Mixing coil 	Mixing coil 

ROT 	 R°T 

20mm 
iUng coil 

a b c 	d 	e 	f 

Flow line 	 Flow rate (ml per mm) 

a Sample 	 016 

b Air 	 060 

C 	BUN Colour reagent 	042 

d 	BUN Acid reagent 	 060 

e 	Air removal 	 092 

f 	Developed sample 	 080 
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succeive, small eluent fraction from the tune of loading a smpie, 

that more than 90C/0  of the enzymatically-derived counts were recovered 

in the 0.5 to 2.5 ml fraction of the co].uxnu eluent). 

The scintillation vials were counted in a Nuclear Chicago 

Isocap 300 scintillation counter on the channel appropriate for C. 

The counts measured were coirected for machine counting efficiency by 

comparison with an internal 1% standard. The dçin were converted to 

Moles c-N-acetyl-ornithine from the known input specific activity 

of L-(U-C)-glutamio acid. 

2.2.8 	Lutomated Coiorimetrc Method 

L-citrulline 

An automated, colorimetric method, based on the Blood Urea 

Nitrogen (BUN) test of Marsh et a]. (1965)  and adapted from Teoheicon 

Auto-analyser Methodology N-1c, was developed for the determination of 

Urea and/or L-citrulline • Solutions analysed included medium samples, 

mycelial extract supernatants md teminated enyne assay reaction 

mixtures. 

The reagent compositions are described in section 2.1.82. 

The method is illustrated in Figure 4. 
The sample stream (a) was first segmented with air (b) and mixed with 

colour reagent (a). After next mixing with acid reagent (d) the 

single air-segmented stream was developed coloriinetrically by passing 

through a boiling coil. The coil length was sufficient for 20 mm 

boiling. The colour developed stream was debubbled (e) and the 



absorbance continually monitored at 520 xm by a Locarte or Tecimicon 

detection system (f). 

The sample stream either derived from an automatic sampling 

machine or consisted of part or all of the column eluent from a 

modified Locarte amino acid autoanalyser chromatogram. 

The autom io sampler alternated sample with H20 so that 

successive sample peaks on the recorder were clearly separated. 

The peak height 	was shown to be linearly related to concentration 

for solutions oontairdne known amounts of urea or L-oitrullina. This 

method determines the total BUN-positive substance in a sample. It 

was used when samples contained only urea or 1,-citrulline or when, 

between related samples (e.g. terminated argina.se  assay reaction 

mixtures, see 2.2.7.3),  one substance remained constant while the other 

varied in concentration. 

The urea and L-oitrulline were separated chromatographically 

in samples whore both were present and. variable. Separation and 

elution was achieved using a modified Locarte aminoacid antoanslyser. 

Samples, in Na/Li citrate pH 2.2 buffer, were absorbed onto the top 

of the column, pre-equilibrated with Na/Li Citrate buffer, pH 2.8. 

Urea and L-citrulline were separated and eluted by 25  min 0.2N LiOR 

followed by 125 min Na/Li citrate buffer, pH 2,8 at 500C  and a flow 

rate of 0.2  ml .min 1. 

Urea was eluted after about 30 min of the chromatogram; 

L-citrnlline was eluted after about 100 mm. The peak areas were 

shown to be linearly related to quantity for known amounts of urea 

and L-citruflIne. A longer chromatogram, where the LiOK was 

preceded by 300 min of Na citrate buffer, pH 5.65  was employed when 

Irbistid.tZie was also present, as in medium samples. The latter 



Figure 5. 	An automated colorimetric method,using Pauly 

reagents,for the determination of Lhistidine. 

Mixing coil 	Mixing coil 

4°C 

a b c d e 	f 	g 

Flow line 	 Flow rate (ml per mm) 

d Sodium nitrite 0-16 

b Sutphanilic 	acid 016 

C Sample 016 

d Sodium hydroxide 016 

e Nitrogen 0•32 

f Nitrogen 	removal 042 

9 DeveLoped 	sample 055 
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compound was detei'nied, by a different colorimetric method (see 

section 2.2.8.2) concomitant with urea and L-oitrulline, after 

splitting the ckromatograph.te oolimui eluent between the two automated 

oolorimetrio methods. The proportions of the column e1ent 9ring as 

"sample" for each automated colorimetric method was d,etexLthed by the 

relative amounts of urea and. L-oitrulline to L-h.tetidine in the 

particular sample. The proportionation was achieved by means of an 

adjustable cam, driven by a constant speed motor, alternatively 

opening and closing the flow to each sample line. 

,2.8.2 	 otjiethod for the detomthatipn of L-bistid.ine 

An automated colorimetric method, employing Pauly reagents 

(Dawson et al, 1959)  for the deteimination of L-histidine, was developed. 

Solutions analysed included medium samples and mycelial extract super-

natants. 

The reagent compositions are described in section 211.8.3. 

The method is illustrated in Figure 5. 

The oolorimetrio reaction only takes place under alkaline 

sample conditions. The sample stream (c) was first mixed with 1.5 

NaOH (a), segmented with N2  (e), then introduced into a stream of 

sodium nitrite (a) and sulphm-ilic acid (b) previously mixed at b°c. 

The combined N2-segmented flow was mixed and incubated for 10 minutes 

at 3500 to permit colour development and facilitate degassing of the 

mixture. The colour developed stream was then debubled (f) and the 

absorbance continually monitored at W) nm by a Locarte or Pechnicon 

detection system (g). 

The method was primarily developed with the aim of deten- 
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ining the concentration of Ir-hi ati dine in medium samples, which was 

believed to be the predominant, if not the only, Pau.ly-poaitive substance 

in the medium. Analysis of total Pauly-positive substance in medium 

samples gave spurious results. The reason for this was revealed on 

chromatogranuniug medium samples using a modified Locarte aminoacid auto-

analyser and developing the column eluent by the method described above 

D--glucose (as does sucrose) reacts with the reagents to give a strong 

A. Relatively small amounts of other unidentified substances were 

also detected. These were not positively identified but were 

probably imidazolea. Their amounts were too small for quantitative 

analysis. 

A obromatogram was devised which eluted L-histidine clearly 

and separately from all other reactive compounds. The chromatogram has 

been described in connection with an autpnated colorimetric method for 

the determination of urea and L-oitrulline (2.2.8.1). I-histid1ne was 

eluted after about 300 min of the chromatogram. The peak area was shown 

to be linearly related to quantity for known amounts of L-histidine. 

'.2.9 	Deteriwfpstion of 2Z of solutions 

Merck pU indicator strips were used for the approximate 

titration and pH detotration of buffers said reagents. Whatman-BIE 

narrow range pH 6-8 indicator papers were used specifically in a test 

for the ureaaeless genotype in Neuzospora orassa (see 2.2.2.1). 

Quantitative titration of buffers and accurate pH deterrnft.- 

ations of solutions were always carried out using a digital pH meter 

(Eir 52) with combined glass/reference electrode (Ag/Ag Cl filled cells) 

supplied by Radiometer, Copenhagen. The pH meter was calibrated with 

eleotrometricauy checked buffer solutions supplied by BIB chemicals Ltd., 

Poole, Ebgland, 



Figure 6: The relation between enzyme activity and 

the flux through the arginine pathway. 

Data from Tateson (1971 ),reproduced with the kind permission 

of the author. See accompanying text for details. 
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31. The historical background 

To set the background to the present study the two previous 

attempts in this laboratory at a quaxitiative analysis of flux through 

the arginine pathway in ite'uroaDom are worthy of mention. 

Watson (1969) and Tateson (1971)  constructed heterokaryona 

of Teuroatora containing different ratios of wilds-type to null mutant 

alleles at loci coding for biosynthetic enzymes of the axginine pathway. 

The amount of extractable enzym" formed by a heterokaxyon was shown to 

be directly proportional to the input of wild-type alleles over a wide 

range of ratios. They were therefore able to correlate the known 

dosage of wild-type allele or the determined specific activity of the 

coded enzyme with the rate of urea accumulation by the cultures, a 

direct measure of the flux through the arginine pathway. Their 

experimental observations were consistent with the general predictions 

of the Kaceer and Burns (1973  and.  1979)  analysis of the control of 

flux. They found that the activity of- each enzyme could be reduced 

substantially below that observed in wild type with no significant 

reduction in the metabolic flux through the pathway (Figure 6). In 

other words the Sensitivity Coefficients of the wild-type enzymes were 

universally low. Only when an enzyme activity was drastically reduced 

compared with that in wild-type Netzrospora did the pathway flux begin 

to respond significantly, or in other words, did the Sensitivity 

Coefficient of the enzyme, at the level it had, approach unity. At 

the same time it was observed that the proportion of gene dose/enzyme 

concentration began to deviate from unity. At very small wild type/ 

null mutant ratios derepression of biosynthetic enzymes in the hetero- 

71. 
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karyons were observed. This correlated with reduction in the 

mycelial level of arginine to values below that observed in wild-type 

Neurospora grown on in(rifmgl medium (Tateson, 1971). Barthelmesa 

et al, (1 97L) greatly extended this quantitative, systemic approach 

using revertants (bradytrophe) instead of heterokaryons. They 

introduced several different mutant alleles at each of the three 

loci which code for the enzymes catalysing the last three steps in 

the pathway leading to arginine biosynthesis. Each of the alleles 

coded for enzymes with reduced but measurable activity compared with 

that observed in wild-type grown on minimal medium, as determined 

in vitro. Each of the strains with their various combinations of 

mutant and wild-type allele were prototrophio and grew on minimal 

medium. The direct consequence of each combination of mutant and 

normal enzymes was to generate around themselves a characteristic 

steady state of metabolites which varied between the various strains 

with different combinations of mutant and normal alleles. When the 

activities of the mutationally unaltered enzymes were determined, 

various degrees of darepression were observed compared with the 

activity levels characteristic of wild-type 11eurospora grown on 

minimal medium. A strong negative correlation was found to exist 

between the degree of darepression of the three enzymes and the total 

extractable intramycelial arginine concentration. The activity of 

enzymes, however, showed no derepression when these annie strains were 

grown on medium supplemented with arginine or citmUine and when 

the mycelial arglnne pool was as high or higher than the wild-type 

pool under the sane conditions. When the steady state level of AEG 

fell to below that characteristic of wild-type minimally grown cultures 
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derepression of enzyme activity was observed. A sharp, up to five-

fold derepression was observed with a change in the arginine pool 

from approximately 0-5  to 0.1 t1mol 100 mj d.wt. (Figure 3). 

Partial correlations between derepression ratios and other metabolite. 

concentrations were additionally discernible, but these were all 

explicable in terms of the metabolic relationship between arginine 

and other intermediates. The relationship between the extractable 

mycelial arginine concentration and the degree of enzyme derepression 

irL1oid curve. This relationship is wholly consistent with 

t: be1 	:c.t the biosynthetic enzymes of the arginine pathway are 

Bubjeeto an allosteric repression system for which the intramyoelial 

concentration of arginine is the "signal" and in which arginine or 

some directly related derivative acts as the co-repressor (Barthelmess 

et al, 197L 	Burns and lCacser, 1977). 

It has already been stressed that for a quantitative analysis 

of the control of flux any attempt at interpretation of experimental 

data requires that the biological system understudy is at or approximates 

closely to a metabolic steady state. We can be confident that this 

criterion is satisfied in the strains analysed in the aforementioned 

study of Barthelmesa et al, (1974). Firstly ,all the strains grew 

exponentially with normal doubling times on Vogel's mnimni  medium. 

Furthermore, the azainoacid pools were substantially time invariant in 

all the cultures under all of the growth conditions. 

The study of Barthelmess et a]., (1974)  employed a variety 

of strains grown under several culture conditions covering an 

extensive range of metabolic pool levels and enzyme specific activities. 

Consequently their interpretation of the results is based on a series 
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of discontinuous data from different steady state conditions. It would 

be highly desirable to generate a continuous variation in the signal 

level and to determine simultaneously the levels of related intermediary 

metabolites and enzyme activities in a single experimental system and 

to compare the results with those from the aforementioned study. 

Additionally, information on the metabolic fluxes and their relationship 

with the arginine (or other) pool level and enzyme activities would be 

an essential element to an understanding of the control of flux. This 

objective could, in principle, be approached by continually extending 

the methodology adopted by Barthelmess et al (1974),  namely to produce 

and introduce further combinations of alleles coding for a further 

variety of enzyme activities and thus generating a further variety 

of metabolic steady states. The selection, isolation, characterisation 

and introduction of the appropriate mutants, however, is a difficult 

and time consuming occupation. 

An alternative and potentially more profitable approach 

would be to attempt to control the intraznycelial arginine pool by 

external means, namely by controlling the rate of uptake of exogiously 

supplied arginine, or a precursor, in an arginine requiring strain. 

Tateson (1971) attempted to do just this. The citrulline requiring 

strain 	12 was inoculated into medium containing different ratios 

of citrulline to hjstjdjne. The rationale was that since these two 

ininogoida competitively inhibit each others uptake in Neurospora 

(Pall, 1969 and  1970a), the intramycelial level of citrulline, and 

consequently that of arginine, could be controlled by controlling the 

external ratio of histidine to citrulline and hence the rate of uptake 

of citrulline. However, Tateson (1971)  was never able to achieve 
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arginine pools in exponentially growing cultures lower than that 

characteristic of wild-type minimally grown cultures which we have 

seen to be necessary for derepreseion. FurtheEnore, even at low ratios 

of histidine to citrulline in the medium the growth of cultures was 

frequently retarded. 

Flint (1977) readdressed the question as to whether control 

of the intramycelial arginine pool size could be achieved effectively 

by the competitive inhibition of uptake of an essential exogenously 

supplied aminoacid. In the light of the apparent toxic effects of 

histidine observed by Tateson (1971), Flint (1977), incidental to his 

study of compartition, experimented with glycine, another competitive 

inhibitor of citrulline uptake (Pall, 1969 and 1970a), again employing 

the arz-12 strain. He found that the niyoelial citru].line pool, and 

consequently that of arginine, could be predictably set at different 

steady state levels by controlling the exogenous ratio of glycine to 

citrulline. However, as Tateson, (1971) had observed with histidine, 

a toxic effect of glycine was clearly indicated. That high molar 

concentrations of glycine alone in the medium had a toxic effect 

on the growth of wild-type Neiiroppora was suggestive that the effect 

was one of glycine -per  se rather than an indirect effect through the 

imposition of a growth limiting rate of uptake of citrulline. The 

growth rate data relevant to the glycine effect, although not conclusive, 

were consistent simply with a retardation of geznination rather than an 

increase in the doubling time of the cultures. Flint (1977)  found that 

the toxic effects of both histidine and glyolne could be largely 

o.ated if their addition was delayed until approximately eight hours 
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after inoculation (into minimal medium in the case of wild type 

______ or oitxulline supplemented medium in the case of ar12). 

In sunnaxy, previous workers have established, through 

genetic manipulation of the amount or activity of pathway enzymes, 

firstly, the relationship between the level of arginine pool and the 

level of derepression of biosynthetic enzymes (Barthelmeas et al, 

197)4) and, secondly, some information on the relationship between 

enzyme activity and flux through the pathway (Watson, 1969  and Tateson, 

1971). waking use of the ability to control the mycelial arginine 

pool by the competitive inhibition of citru.l].ina uptake the 

experimental manipuion of the system can now be extended. 
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The ]bcperimental Sfxate 

Having described the historical background to the present 

work it remains only to state the objectives of this research and 

the experimental approach itth.tch was adopted before proceeding to the 

presentation of the results. 

The principal objective of this project was to develop and 

utilise a method whereby the intrezielial concentration of arginine 

could be controlled and varied by external means and to monitor, 

analyse and interpret the effects, if any, of such modulations on 

enzyme specific activities, metabolic fluxes and other metabolite 

concentrations. A considerable array of evidence, from a variety of 

experimental approaches, analyses and experimenters, implicates AEG 

as a primary effector in the regulation of the activities of enzymes 

of both its synthesis and degradation (see for example :Berthelmese 

et al, 1974; Cybis and Davis, 1974  and  1975  and 'ieiss and Anterasian, 

1977). With the notable exception of the study by Barthelmeas et al 

(1974), however, the literature is virtually devoid of quantitative 

analyses of the control and regulation of the arginine pathway in 

Neurospora, notwithstanding the extensive study of this area of 

metabolism. 

Control of the Dlycelial arginine pool size in an ar-12 

strain was achieved by competitively inhibiting, with histidine, the 

rate of uptake of exogenously supplied. citrulline. Hiatidine, rather 

than glycine, was preferred as the competitive inhibitor for the 

following reasons: 

(a) The minor toxic effects of histidine on growth were 

found by Flint (1977)  to be less mole for mole than those of glycine. 



Figure7 	The experimental system; the proximal and distal 

moieties of the pathway. 
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(b) Histidine chromatograms clearly and separately on the 

autoanalyser from all other aminoaoids normally found in Neurostom 

mycelia). extracts. In contrast, glycine chromatograms immediately,  

aCter citrulline. As a result, when present in high concentrations, 

glycine interferes with the determination of citrulline, particularly 

when the concentration of the latter is relatively low (as would 

generally be the case were glycine employed as a competitive inhibitor 

of citrulline uptake). 

As already Tnentioned,all the intermediates, as well as 

Products,  of the arginine pathway are experimentally accessible 

permitting steady state values and fluxes to be estimated. Assays 

for the relevant enzymatic steps have also been developed. As well 

as imposing an arginine requirement and, therefore, the potential 

for controlling the inycelial arginine pool, the ark-12 mutation has 

other consequences which could be exploited in a study of the control 

of flux through the pathway. The block at OTCase breaks the 

metabolic connection of the steps proxima]. to CIT from those distal 

to it (Figure 7). This means that the (external) control of CIT 

uptake totally replaces the normal endogenous supply from omttlthie. 

On the other hand, in the 	 strain, the presence of arginase, 

as well as being a "catabolic" enzyme for ARG, produces ORN thus 

adding to the endogenous production from GLIJ (Figure 7). Additionally, 

the presence of OTAase constitutes a flux removing some of the ORN. 

A second strain, -ex  12 eta aa, lacking both these latter enzymes, was 

also investigated. A comparison with arg-12 uze would disclose 

their contributions, both positive and negative, to the ORN flux. 



In the a-12 pta aa strain all metabolic connections 

between the two moieties of the pathway are severed (Figure 7). 

There remains, however, an indirect effect of the distal moiety on the 

proximal through the operation of feedback inhibition and derepression 

by the (distal) AEG. Thus changes in the flux and hence the "end 

product", OBN, of the proximal moiety can be studied by modulating the 

"end product" of the distal part, AILG, acting as a signii. 

The design of experiments to carry this into effect fall 

into four areas: 

The ge,inintion/growt1 inhibition by histid.ine had to 

be investigated further to establish optimum conditions for maintaining 

an exponential steady state. It was clear from the work of Tateson 

(1971) and Flint (1977) that the time of addition of HIS was 

critical. A series of experiments with varying times of post-

inoculation addition were therefore carried out and these are 

reported in Section 4.1. 

The range of HIS:CIT ratios in the medium giving an 

appropriate range of xnyoelial AEG pools had to be established. The 

approximate range of ratios was already lmc 	 work of Flint 

(1977) but these did not extend significant yLerepresoi.' 

range of ARG pools. A series of experiments establishing these 

conditions are reported in Section 4.2. 

(o) Methods or modifications of methods to determine all 

relevant pools and fluxes had to be devised. These methods are 

described in Section 2.2. The aminoaoid autoanalyBer would give 

directly the levels of GLU, O1U1, PRO, CIT, ASA, .ARG and. HIS. In 

addition to the values for the "pathway" intermediates, the 



values of the "unrelated" pools LYS and GLY were examined as 

indicators of the steady state condition. After separation by 

column chromatography the concentrations of urea and. CIT could be 

deterqined in myceLlal or medium samples by the BUN method. 

Similarly, the depletion rate of HIS from the medium could be 

determined by the PAULY method. 

(d) An appropriate choice of enzymes to cover the effects 

on the pathway had to be made. Inspection of Figure 7 shows that 

argininosucoinase (AS.Aaso) is a suitable enzyme to monitor the 

derepression of the "distal" half of the pathway. It will be 

remembered that the "coordinate" derepression of this part of the 

pathway has been well established (Bartheimess et al, 1974) (See 

Piure 3). Additionally, the biosynthetic enzyme, acetylomithine 

gutamate transacetylase (AOGTaae), was chosen to monitor 

the derepression of the "proximal" part (Cybis and Davis, 197). 

By omparison with ASAase, the overall degree of 000rdi.nacy of the 

pathway derepression could be established. 

Arginase was chosen for study since not only does this 

enzyme contribute to ORN but it was also known to be inducible 

by ARG (Canedo et al, 19G7). Finally, and for similar reasons; 

omLthine transazninase (OTAase), £ozming the lirilc to the proline 

pathway (Figure 7), was chosen as this enzyme also contributes to 

the fluxes maintaining ORN In the "proximal" part and is inducible 

by ARG (Canedo et al, 1967). 
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14. EUIITS MTh DISCUSSION 

The experiments to be described in this Section divide con-

veniently into three sub-sections. In the first, the effects of HIS 

on growth will be described and discussed. In the second, the steady 

state a-1 2 ure data will be presented. In  the third and final sub-

section the "run down" and "run up" condition will be described and 

the conclusions which may be drawn from its analysis will be discussed. 

Most of the discussion of the results will be conducted at 

the conclusion to each sub-section. The wider implications of the 

results and their relation to the work of other investigators will be 

introduced where appropriate. A synthesis of the factors shown by the 

experimental analyses performed to effect the control of flux through 

the pathway will be given at the conclusion to the Section. 

The complete experimental details and results of analyses 

performed are given in a table for each experiment which for ease 

of reference have all been placed together at the end of the thesis 

in Appendix III. Figures, employing data extracted from one or more 

table to illustrate particular points revealed by the experimental 

results, are interspersed within the text at the most appropriate 

point. 
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4.1 	Growth Inhibition by Histidine 

The following series of experiments were conducted to 

determine the effect of the time of HIS addition on the growth and 

metabolic state of ark-12 cultures and thus the optimum conditions for 

establishing an appropriate range of .ARG pools under steady state 

conditions through the Inhibition of CIT uptake by HIS. 

4.1 • 1 	Experiment I: the gemination effect of HIS on avg-i 2 strains 

The experimental design is outlined and results presented in 

Table 1 (Appendix III). 

Conidia of axg-12 ure or arg-12 ota -am  were inoculated into 

medium supplemented with 0.4 mm  CIT plus various concentrations of HIS. 

The initial HIS:CIT ratios ranged from 2:1 to 7.5:1,  in steps of 0.5. 

Duplicate flasks were used for both strains and each HIS:CIT ratio. 

After 24 h incubation, growth was only observable in those flasks which 

had been inoculated with 	into initial medium HIS:CIT ratios 

of 2:1 or 2.5:1. Indeed, no growth was detectable under the conditions 

of higher HIS:CIT ratios even after 142 h incubation. The harvest yields 

under the 2:1 HIS:CIT regime were substantially lower than would have 

been observed had the cultures been grown on CIT supplement alone. 

(Extrapolating from the relevant growth curve from Experiment VII a 

(Figure 13)  and  adjusting for the difference in conidial inoou1 the 

CIT-only 24 h yield would have been about 500 mg). The yields from 

the 2.50 HIS:CIT cultures were lower still and significantly different 

between duplicate flasks. In those cultures which grew, the .ARG pools 

were, as predicted, substantially less than those observed in 

cultures grown on CIT supplement alone but never less than that character'.. 
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istic of nrFn1mafly grown wild type cultures. These results, therefore, 

confin the findings of Tateaon (1971) that even at low BISsOIT ratios 

the addition of HIS at the time of inoculation has considerable effects 

on growth. Purtheiiore, although affecting the pool level, ARG values 

in the derepression range ware not achieved. This indicated that if 

successful experiments were to be conducted, under conditions of rapid 

exponentjal growth, cultures would have to be incubated for a certain 

time in medium supplemented with CIT alone. 

4.1.2 
	

Experiment II: the post-germination effect of HIS on a-12 ire 

The experiment was conducted in essentially the same manner 

as Experiment I (Table i), but the addition of HIS was delayed until 8 h 

after the inoculation of the coni&ta into CIT supplemented medium. 

Only those cultures grown in HIS:CIT ratios of 2:1 or 2.5:1 
had harvest yields of the order expected for the same contdial inoculum 

incubated solely in the presence of CIT. The harvest yields under each 

condition of HIS: CIT ratios greater than 2.5:1 were significantly and 

progressively lower. This indicates that even when addition is delayed 

until 8 h after inoculation HIS has an inhibitory effect on growth. 

?Ioreover, this effect is concentration dependent. 

As predicted, the CIT pool, and consequently the ARG pool, 
falls with increasing HIS: CIT ratio with the latter pool falling to well 

within the derepreasjon range at ratios greater than 3:1. However, the 

serious, concomitant growth effects mean that the 8 h delay in HIS 

addition is still too short for our purpose. However, the results in 

themselves merit further comment. 
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The first surprise comes when the myoslial HIS pool is 

plotted against the external HIS concentration (Figure 8a). An 

apparently paradoxical result is obtained; the higher the external 

concentration the lower the mycelial pool. Almost exactly the same form 

of relationship is observed when, instead of the nzyoelial HIS pool, the 

harvest yield is plotted against the external HIS concentration 

(Figure 8b). (It should be stated that the biphaaic curves drawn in 

Figures 8a and b are not intended to imply (a) biphasic process(es)). 

A possible mechanism which could explain these correlations is 

disclosed in Figure 8c which shows a substantially linear relationship 

between harvest yield and the myceliaL HIS pool. (The linear 

relationship is "improved" still further when it is realized that the 

cultures grown under the 5 highest HIS: CIT ratio were harvested 

significantly later and therefore their yields are proportionately 

elevated compared with those cultures grown under lower ratios of HIS: 

CIT). This linear relationship suggests that the rate of HIS uptake is 

a function of the sycelial "age", as reflected in the harvest yield. 

ttgQU is not meant here to represent chronological time but the 

developmental stage of the fungus. Thus the strongly inhibited 

cultures (high HIS) have developed and grown more slowly and it is 

suggested that the development of a HIS transport system takes place 

ari passu with growth and development. This concept is in accord with 

the study of Halley and Kinsey (1976) on the development of transport 

activity. 

The possibility that the growth inhibition is mediated via 

the inhibition of CIT uptake is not borne out by the xnyeeiial pool data 

(Table 2); the CIT and ABG values are comparable to or higher than the 
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Figure 9: 	Experiment III: growth rate. 

Data from Table 3 , Appendix IlL See accompanying text for details. 
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wild-type strain or bradrtroph values with perfectly nomal growth 

(Barthelniesa 211 al,  1974). At the same time the mechanism of HIS 

inhibition cannot be via the internal HIS concentration since the 

greatest inhibition is shown with the lowest internal HIS pools. 

We are therefore left with the speculation that the HIS effect must 

act "erternaJ.1y", possibly through a concentration dependent action 

on the formation, integration or function of some membrane(s) vital 

for develonent. 

Several predictions arise from these speculative hypotheses. 

Pily, the later the HIS addition, the more "mature" the cultures 

will be and therefore the lower will be the growth inhibitory effect 

of HIS for a given concentration (or HISsOIT ratio). Similarly, 

the later the addition of a given ratio of EIS:CIT the higher will 

be the corresponding mycolial HIS pool. These and other expectations 

were examined in the following series of experiments. 

L1.. 1.3 	 bcper1ment III: the reversibility or HIS-mediated growth inhibition 
In this experiment the reversibility, or otherwise, of the HIS 

growth inhibition effect was analysed. The details of the experimental 

design and the results, are presented in Table 3. Briefly, a series of 

flasks, supplemented with CIT only, were inoculated with arg-12 ure 
to 

conidia, incubated for 7 h 15 min then HIS added to eachLyield a HIS:CIT 

ratio of 5:1, incubated for a further 12 h and finally more CIT added 

to bring the HIS: CIT ratio down to about 1:1. 

The mnycelial harvest y Ids are plotted against the time 

elapsed since inoculation in Figure 9. Clearly, the growth rate is 
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vary low for the cultures in a Ss 1 ratio of HISs CIT (the nzyoelial 

doubling time is approximately 20 ii). However, the doubling time 

falls to a respectable 3 h 15 min within 3 h of the addition of 

more CIT and the reduction of the HISi CIT ratio to about 1,1. The 

HIS inhibition effect is, therefore, completely reversible. This 

reversibility must mean that the HIS growth effect is not solely 

concentration dependent but also dependent upon the HIS: CIT ratio. 

The implications of this observation on the nature of the HIS 

effect Will be disoussed at the conclusion to this sub-section. 

14.1.14 	Experiment IV: the post-geimizmtian effect of HIS on ar-12 
°L 

This experiment was conducted in essentially the same manner 

as Experiment II (Table 2) except that the ag-12 ota age  (as opposed to 

arg-12 ure) strain was used and, most importantly, the addition of HIS 

was delayed until 10 h 15 min after the inoculation of oonid.ia into 

CIT supplemented medium. The details of the experimental design 

and the results of the analyses are presented in Table 14. Note that 

two different ooni&tal inoculft were used depending on the ratio of HIS: 

CIT established. This was done to compensate for expected effects on 

the yields at higher HIS:CIT ratios and must therefore be taken into 

account when comparing yields obtained with different unoou2i. 

The most striking difference between this experiment and 

Experiment T-1 is that here the effect of increasing HIS: CIT ratio on 

harvest yield is substantially removed, with less than a 50% drop 

(as compared With over 9 drop) in harvest yield for an increase in 

HISiCIT ratio from 2.1 to 7:1. This is assumed to be a direct 

oonsequenoe of delaying the addition of HIS from 8 h to 10 h 15 min 
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after inoculation. Comparison of the results from Experiments I 

and II with the observations made here provides strong evidence for 

the efficacy of HIS-mediated growth inhibition being directly 

related to the developmental age of the culture at the time of HIS 

presentation. 

The pool data also support the contention that the develop- 

ment of HIS transport activity takes place ari gosul  with growth and 

development; the myoelial HIS pools observed here are without 

exception higher than the same pool at corresponding 1158 CIT ratios 

in Experiment II (Pablo 2). This elevation in the HIS pool with 

increasing delay in the time of HIS addition is most noticeable at 

the higher ratios of BISiCIT. 

Again, the CIT pool, and consequently the ARG pool, fall with 

increasing HIS: CIT ratio, with the values of the latter pool extending 

well into the derepreesion range at HIS:CIT ratios of 4.:1 and 

above. 

4. 1.5 	Expernent V: the efi'ect of PUT on growth jxiibition 

The purpose of this experiment was two-fold; firstly, to 

determine the effect on growth and pools of delaying the addition of 

HIS still further and, secondly, to examine what effect, if any, the 

addition of PUT to the medium had on the growth of both the am -12 lire  

and. arg-1 2 ota am- strain. The logic behind posing the second 

question was as follows: 

In Experiment I a complete lack of growth of ar-12 ota a 

coatdia was observed (Table 1). This might have been a direct effect 

of the HIS added to the medium at the time of inoculation. Alternatively, 
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the cause may have been a limiting flux to putreacine (PUT). PUT, 

which is essential for growth, can only be formed in zLvo through 

the decarboxylation of OEN. The explanation of the differential 

effects of the same treatment of a-.12 ure and ag-12 ota aa 

in Experiment I may reside in the difference in sources of OBN 

between the two strains. In ar-12 ota age, ORN can only be 

formed from acetylated precursors. As will be shown later in the 

thesis, the endogenous biosynthesis of OBN is subject to both 

inhibition and repression by the mycelial ARG pool. Thus if conidia 

in liquid CIT supplemented medium accumulate high mycelial ARG pools, 

irrespective of exogenous HIS, then the lack of growth of arc-12 ota aa 

would be explicable in terms of an ARG effect on ORN biosynthesis and a 

consequential deficiency in PUTI In support of this notion the geznf- 

ation, growth and conidiation of this strain on ARG supplemented 

solid agar slants is relatively poor and slow. Although the growth 

of ar.-12 ure is seen to be affected by HIS (Tables 1, 2 and 4) we 

would not expect a PUT-starvation effect since in this strain ORN 

can be formed catabolically from .ARG in addition to biosynthetically 

from aoetylated precursors. 

Details of the experimental design and the results are 

presented in Table 5. 
In the event, no significant difference was observed in 

either strain between the harvest yields with or without PUT added 

for the same HISzCXT ratios. The reason for the complete lack of 

growth of the ar-1.2 eta am cultures in Experiment I must remain 

unresolved. 
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However, a HIS effect on growth is still in evidence, 

though clearly the effect is less, at equivalent HISsCIT ratios, 

than in earlier experiments where the post-inoculation delay prior 

to HIS addition was shorter (Tables 1 9  2 and Li). 

Li..i.6. 

The following observations can be made from the results 

of the preceding experiments; 

The  growth inhibitory effect of HIS is dependent on the develop-

mental age of the cultures at the time of HIS presentation 

(compare Tables 1, 2 and L). 
Development of HIS transport activity takes place pgrj t,aaau 

with growth and fungal development (compare Tables 2 and 4 
and see Figure 8o). 

(o) The HIS effect on early growth and development of transport 

activity is dependent not only on the time of HIS addition but 

also the absolute concentration of HIS added (Figure 8a). 

Dramatic growth inhibition is observed despite the presence of 

an .ARG pool substantially higher than those of many brad'trophio 

strains with normal exponential growth (Tables 1, 2, L. and 5, 

Barthelmesa et al, 1974). 

Although the .ARG pools observed argue against ARG-starvation 

being the cause of growth inhibition, completely nonnal 

exponential growth can be restored by the addition of more CIT 

to the medium (Figure 9). 

We can add profitably to these observations certain results 

from experiments yet to be described which bear directly upon the effect 
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of HIS on growth and development. 

Firstly, the double effect of the time of HIS presentation 

on a) the growth rate and b) the development of HIS transport 

activity can be demonstrated clearly by plotting the growth rate 

constant and the level of mycelial HIS attained (where these 

components are determinable) against the time between inoculation and. 

HIS addition at a constant ratio of BISiCIT. These data from an the 

experiments where a 511  ratio was employed are detailed in Table 6 

and plotted in Figure 10. The figure strongly indicates that the 

development of HIS transport activity is directly related to the 

developmental age of the cultures and that growth, in general, and the 

development of HIS transport activity, in particular, are very sensitive 

to HIS, especially in the first B h or so after inoculation. There is 

an indication that development of HIS transport activity is approaching 

a maximum  at  15  h after inoculation. At 17 Ii there is no longer a 

detectable effect on growth rate (see growth rate of CIT-only cultures 

in Experiment ma, Figure 13). 

Secondly, in addition to the HIS effect on germination and 

early growth there is also an effect on late growth observed as & 

reduction in the exponential growth rate after prolonged growth in 

the presence of HIS. This effect is dependent upon the HIS:CIT 

ratio employed (Figures 11 and 13)- 

Taking all these observations together a plausible 

explanation for the HIS effects is as follows: 

Firstly, there is a direct effect of the external HIS 

concentration on fungal development and oonsequtly the development 

of the HIS transport system. The observation that the system 
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greatest sensitivity to HIS during the first 8 h after inoculation 

(corresponding to the time of germination, germ tube formation and 

primary byphal branching) supports the belief that the effect is at 

the level of myoelial membrane development. 

Secondly, there is an indirect effect of HIS on growth 

through the inhibition of ARG translocation across the vesicular 

membrane. The basic observations behind this hypothesis are 

(a) the luSt CIT ratio dependent reduction in growth rate with 

prolonged incubation in the presence of HIS, (b) the inhibition of 

growth despite the presence of a significant ARG pool and. (c) the 

reversibility of growth inhibition by CIT. These three observations 

can be explained if HIS alters the normal distribution of myoelial 

ARG such that despite the presence of a relatively large total 

extractable pool the pool of ARG available for protein synthesis can 

become growth rate limiting. Furthermore, these observations 

suggest that this abnormal distribution is caused by the inhibition of 

.ARG translocation across the vesicular membrane by HIS; the egress 

of ARG within the vesicle prior to the addition of HIS is inhibited 

as is the vesicular uptake of CIT-derived oytosolio ARG. 

In the absence of label exc.harge studies, we have no 

direct evidence for or against this hypothesis. There are several 

pieces of independent evidence which favour its operation. 

Firstly, we know that HIS and ARG are taken up at the mycelial membrane 

c, coumion uptake system (Pall, 1970a).  Secondly, we have evidence 

that 11189  like .ARG, is no'm&ly largely sequestered to the vesicle 

(Ferrier, 1978).  Finally, we know that Mai and AM inhibit each 
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other's vesicular uptake, probably through competition for a common 

carrier complex (Davisd al, 1978b)- The arvment for HIS 

inhibition of AUG tranalocation across the vesicular membrane in, 

therefore, strong. 

This working hypothesis will be seen to be applicable to a 

number of unexpected and disparate observations made in the experiments 

now to be described. In addition, certain expectations which arise 

directly from the hypothesis will be shown to be borne out by the 

experimental results. 
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.2 	Ibe "Stead& Statd' Condition 

In the previous section it was shown that the effects of HIS 

on gei'm4nttion and growth could be largely obviated if the addition of 

HIS were delayed until at least 10 h after inoculation of the la=--12 

strain into CIT-supplemented medium. The data also suggested that by 

varying the medium HIS: CIT ratio so the mycelial CIT pool could be 

varied in a predictable way, and consequently the kEG pool set at levels 

from above to well within the "do-repression" range. The following series 

of experiments were conducted to deteithe the effect of varying the 

ratio of medium HIS: CIT on the steady state levels of mycelial aminoacid 

pools, in particular that of kEG, and the corresponding effects, if any, 

on the specific activity of enzymes involved in the arghine pathway, as 

outlined in Section 3.2. 

The experimental design is outlined and the results of the 

analyses performed are presented in Table 7 (Appendix III). The sixteen 

growth flasks were divided into four sets of four, each set having a 

different initial concentration of added HIS. In anticipation of 

possible growth inhibitory effects the conidial inoculd, were varied, the 

higher HISzCIT ratios, (a) and (a), receiving double the inoculuxn of (a) 

and (b) In the event, the anticipated effect was overcompensated (see 

Yields in Table 7). After 13 h incubation on medium supplemented with 

CIT alone HIS was added to each set of flasks to yield the initial 

concentrations detailed in Table 7. After a further 6 to 7 h incubation, 

flasks within each set were harvested at successive one to two hourly 

intervals. The resultant mycelial were freeze dried and weighed, to 
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give the dry weight yields, then stored, desiccated at room temperature 

for subsequent aminoaoid pool analysis. The later analysis was performed 

as described in Section 2.2.. The concentration of CIT remaining in the 

medium was estimated in samples taken immediately before each flask was 

harvested by an automated oolorirnetrjo method employing BUN reagents, as 

described in Section 2.2.8.1. 

The following general observations can be made and conclusions 

drawn from the experimental data as presented in Table 7 and plotted in 
Figures 11 and 12. 

(i) Growth rate 

The logarithm of the harvest yields are plotted against time in 

Figure 11. A positive straight line elope from such a plot is indicative 

of exponential growth. Although the data are insufficient for any 

rigorous quantitative statements to be made, a slight effect of HIS on 

early growth is indicated. Apart from the deviation from exponentiality 

at later time points under condition (d), the highest level of HIS 

supplementation, the growth rate is much the same for all cultures. 

The yields from (c) and (d) compared with (a) and (b) at equal, early 

time points are slightly below the expected factor of two on the basis 

of inocula presumably reflecting a remaining effect of HIS on growth even 

at 13 h post-inoculation addition. The departure from exponential growth 

at later time points under condition (a) may be explained by the hypothesis 

expounded in Section 4.1.6, namely that HIS inhibits the tramalocation of 

.AB.G across the vesicular membrane. In this case the degree of inhibition 

must be such that, despite a relatively high total ARG pool, the flux 

into the cytosolic ARG pool becomes insufficient to support the flux to 

protein-ARG necessary for exponential growth. 
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(ii) )tycelial aminoacid pools 

The following general observations jmade and conclusions drawn 

from the intramycelial aminoacid pool data, presented. in Table 7- 
In general, the levels of CIT, ARG and OBN are substantially 

constant within each culture condition although there is a tendency for 

the CIT and ARG pools to fail and the ORN pool to rise with increasing 

time elapsed since HIS addition. As will be discussed later, this 

reflects the slow adjustment of the system towards the "true" steady 

state. But cultures within sets are at a quasi-steady state since the 

relaxation times of the metabolic conversions are very much faster than 

the slow pool changes observed under the experimental conditions 

employed. 

In any case the variation in pool sizes within sets is 

much less than the variation between sets of cultures; the mean level 

of mycelial CIT, and consequently that of AEG, falls progressively with 

increasing ratio of IIIS:CIT. In contrast, the mycelial HIS pool is 

substantially the same under all conditions suggesting that the rate of 

HIS uptake is the same (though not its competitive effect on CIT), 

and therefore presumably saturated, under all levels of supplementation 

employed. 

(o) The data from within and between sets of cultures reveal 

two important correlations between pools. Firstly, there is a strong 

positive correlation between the CIT and ARG pools. This is to be 

expected in view of their direct metabolic relationship. Secondly, 

there is a strong negative correlation between the ARG and ORN pools. 

Since there is a positive metabolic contribution of ARG, via arginase, 
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to the ORN pool, this negative correlation must be due to the effector 

role of AEG through deinhibition and/or derepression of enzyme( a) in 

the proximal part. The effector contribution of ARG to the OIN pool 

must obviously be greater than the metabolic one. The exact fora of 

these two correlations and their interpretation will be discussed 

towards the end of this section. 

(a) Some variation in the levels of GW is apparent both 

within and between sets of flasks but there does not appear to be any 

consistent correlation with any of the other measured variables or 

detenined parameters in the experimental system. 

(e) No strong correlations are observed between PRO levels and 

other variables or parameters although, in view of their metabolic 

relationship, some fon of positive correlation with ORN might be 

expected and indeed is indicated. 

(r) The levels of GLY and. LYS show no consistent directional 

variation either between or within sets of flasks. However, the relative-

ly high levels observed in certain cultures when viewed in conjunction 

with the harvest yields may be indicative of a possible correlate with 

deviation from exponential growth. 

(iii) The rate of depletion of CIT from the ued.tujn 

A check of the efficacy of controlling the rate of CIT uptake 

by varying the external HIS concentration is to measure the rate of CIT 

depletion from the medium. This rate should decrease with increase 

in HIS: CIT ratio. A convenient method for dete3itn4ng the rates is to 

assay aliquots of medium (taken immediately before harvesting each 

flask) by the BUN colour reaction (Section 2.2.8.1). The results of 

such an analysis are given in Table 7 and plotted against the corres- 
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pondiug harvest yields in Figure 12. Contrary to expectations the 

rate of depletion at different HIS inhibitions appear to be approximately 

the same. This anomolous result can be explained, at least in part, by 

the realization that urea, which is also BUN positive, would be present 

in certain amounts in each of the medium samples. In exp-12 ure, urea 

is a terminal end-product of the arginine pathway which is excreted into 

the medium where it accumulates. The rate of urea accumulation is 

proportional to the inrceliaJ. ARG pool size (Flint, 1977). The net 

effect of the urea accumulations would be to underestimate the true CIT 

depletion rate. The effect would be greatest in cultures with lowest 

BISiCIT ratios (and highest mycelial ARG pools) and least in cultures 

with highest BIS:CIT ratios (and lowest mycelial AEG pools). 

(In view of the effect of the urea accumulations it was 

decided that a chromatographic separation of CIT and urea was essential 

prior to detexiniriation by the BUN method and this was done in all 

subsequent experiments). 

Although the contribution of urea to the total BUN positive 

substance in each sample would be relatively small compared with the 

CIT contribution this effect does preclude a rigorous interpretation 

of the BUN-depletion data. Nevertheless, there is no evidence for a 

depressed, potentially growth limiting rate of CIT depletion from 

the medium by those cultures supplemented with the higher ratios of 

IIIS:CIT in whft a significant departure from exponential growth was 

observed. It can only be presumed that the growth effect must be an 

indirect effect of HIS resulting from the inhibition of the tramsiocation 

of ARG across the vesicular membrane, as postulated earlier (Section 

4-1.6). 
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In conclusion, the data from this experiment indicate the 

potential efficacy of the methodological strategy previously outlined. 

The range of BISiCIT ratios did in fact produce CIT and. ABG values 

straddling the values characteristic of min1m1ly grown wild-type. 

However, it was desirable that a wider range of AEG and metabolically 

related pool concentrations be generated. Furthermore, the significant 

growth rate effects observed at high concentrations of HIS (and ratios 

of BISON) in the medium were of considerable concern; unless cultures 

could be grown under exponential, steady state conditions the valid 

interpretation of results, would be seriously impaired. 

Experiment VIb: Iyoelial harvest yields and amino acid pools in 	. 

This experiment was conducted in parallel with Experiment VIa 

as a control for comparison of the effect of HIS on the prototrophic 

strain, u. The experimental design is outlined in Table 8. The 

salient features of the experimental data, as presented in the same 

table, will be discussed briefly. 

(i) Growth rate 

Taking into account the original conidial inoouli, the harvest 

yields at equivalent time elapsed since inoculation are almost identical 

under all growth conditions; there is no evidence for an effect of HIS, 

either direct or indirect, on the growth of ure under the particular 

conditions employed. 

(ii) XYcelial azmthoaojd  iools 

Although not extensive, the data on the mycelial aminoacid 

pools merit comment. Firstly, the relationship between the exogenous 

BIS:CIP ratio and the myceliaJ. CIT and .ARG pool levels in ilre agrees 

with that observed in Experiment VIa for arp-12 ure. Secondly, 



the inverse relationship between the ARG pool levels and the level of 0RT 

is again in evidence. The minor variations observed amongst the other 

pools while of undoubted interest to some are outwith the scope of 

discussion here. However, the general comments made with respect to the 

corresponding data from Experiment vIa (Table 7) apply equally. 

In the cultures grown solely on CIT supplemented medium the 

endogenously formed HIS pool is of the order of I Itmol. 100 mg d.wt. 

On supplementation of the medium with HIS the intramycelial HIS pool 

is expanded 30 to 140-fold. 

One final observation of interest is the ARG pool values 

observed in cultures grown on medium supplemented with 2. *24 HIS alone. 

Wild-type or ilre cultures grown on m1nliia1  medium have a oharaoteriatic 

AEG pool of about 2 tmol.IOO mg7l  d.wt. The two-fold elevation 

of the .ARG pool observed in the cultures grown on HIS alone is 

therefore surprising. The effect appears to be specific to ARG since 

no other pools measured appear to be so elevated. The only ad hoc 

explanation which can be forwarded for this behaviour again relies on 

the inhibition of ARG translooation across the vesicular membrane 

(Section 4.1.6).  In this case it must be assumed that the inhibition of 

AEG egress from the vesicle is greater than the Inhibition of ABS 

uptake into the vesicle with the net effect being an expanded total 

extractable pool. 



Figure 13: Experiment Vila: growth rate. 

Data from Table 9, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Experiment VIIp* 1v-celial iervest yjeld., jainoacid pools and. 

enzyme specific activities in arR-12 nra 

It was desirable to establish whether the range of ABC. pools 

generated, by the HIS inhibition method in Experiment VIa could be 

extended. The following experiment was carried out in essentially the 

same mmer as before but with the range of HIS:CIT ratios extended. 

In addition, the amount of HIS added was held constant with the HISa CIT 

ratio varied by varying the initial concentration of CIT. The design 

of the experiment is outlined in Table 9 along with the results of the 

various analyses porfoxmed. The growth rates for different sets of 

cultures were detexmined as were the rates of depletion of CIT from the 

medium and the mycelial aminoaold pools. In addition, the bpeoific 

activities of enzymes involved in arginine metabolism were determined. 

The salient features of the results are as followas 

Growth rate 

From the log plot of dry weight against time elapsed since 

inoculation (Figure 13) it is clear that the HIS growth rate effect is 

not equalised by maintaining the concentration of added HIS constant 

but in fact the effect increases progressively with decreasing CIT 

oèncentration. This HIS:CIT ratio-dependent reduction in growth rate 

with prolonged incubation in the presence of HIS provides evidence for 

the hypothesis, expounded in Section 4.1.6, that ARG egress from the 

vesicle is inhibited by HIS. Thus, despite a relatively high total 

extractable .àHG pool, the pool of ARC available for protein synthesis 

can become growth rate limiting with time. 

 

In agreement with the results of Experiment VIa the mycelial 

CIT, and consequently ARC, pools are found to be directly related to the 
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external HISaCIT ratio; the higher the ratio the lover the pool(s). In 

this experiment the range of mycelial CIT and ARG pools was extended to 

well below those previously observed. In addition, the pools attained 

on medium supplemented with CIT only are added to the range previously 

observed. Not only are differences in CIT and ARG pools observed betwean 

sets of cultures grown on different BISON ratios but within each set 

a consistent directional change in the CIT and 411G pools is also 

observed with successive harvests; the greater the time elapsed since 

HIS addition the lower are the myoelial CIT and .ARG pools. 

The two previous experiments indicated an inverse relationship 

between the ARG and OlIN pool levels. The data from the preseat 

experiment expand upon that relationship. As will be shown (Figure 214, 

discussed later) the relationship is inverse and non—linear; a large 

increase in the OlIN pool is observed for a small decrease in the .ARG 

pool at ARG values below about 2 4mol. 100 mj'  d.wb. This is what 

would be expected if the enzymes catalysing steps in the pathway prior 

to the formation of OlIN were subject to co—ordinate derepression by 

ARG, as has already been shown to be the case for the last three steps 

(Barthelmess et al, 19714). The discussion of the mechanism underlying 

the relationship between ARG and OlIN will be returned to in Section 4.2.6. 

Data from this experiment substantiate the positive correlation 

between 2110 and OlIN suggested by data from previous experiments. This 

could be explained by a simple mass action effect with respect to the 

flux from OlIN to PRO through OTAase activity or my reflect an additional 

regulatory effect on this enzyme activity (for example, through the 

induction or activation of activity by OlIN or dainhibition or derepression 

of activity by AEG). This question will be returned to after the enzyme 
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data have been described. 

The HIS pools are generally high (30 to W) Rmol.100 inj d.wt.) 

in cultures grown in medium supplemented with HIS. However, the HIS 

pools are clearly dropping with time in cultures grown at the higher 

HIS:CIT ratios. The reason for this is unknown but it is unlikely 

to be due to exhaustion of the HIS from the medium. More likely it is 

a consequence of the effect of HIS itself on growth which causes the 

rate of HIS uptake to fall. 

There appears to be a email but significant decrease in the GLU 

pool with increasing HISz CIT ratio and with the time elapsed since HIS 

addition, i.e. concomitant with the growth  rate effects. Under the 

same conditions similar effects on the GLY pooi are observed but 

resulting with the pool increasing rather than decreasing. This effect 

is even more pronounced with US. while of undoubted interest to some 

these effects on GLU, GLY and LYS will not be discussed further in this 

text. Suffice it to say that on the evidence presented so far these 

pools serve as good indicators of the general metabolic state of the 

cultures; gross changes in their levels may be taken as indicative of 

a significant change in the overall metabolic state. 

(iii) ,Enzyme Specific Activiy 

The biosynthetic enzyme AOGTase and the catabolic enzymes OTAaae 

and arginase were assayed in mycelial extract supernatants as described 

in the Materials and Methods. AOGTaae catalyses the formation of ACGLU 

and ORN from AcORN while CfJAase catalyses the transamination of ORN 

to form GSA which can in turn be reduced to form PRO. Argi-nase 

catalyses the hydrolysis of ABG to ORN plus urea (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 14: Experiment Vita: the relation between ARG and 

OTAase. 

Data from Table 9 Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for detaits. 
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Each of these enzymes show significant changes in specific 

activity within and between sets of cultures. The specific activities 

of the two catabolic enzymes OTAaae (Figure 1 L) and arginase (Figure 

15) show a strong positive correlation with the level of the ARG pool. 

The experimental data are in both oases substantially clustered around 

the two extremes of ARG pool values and enzyme specific activities; 

the full foxm of the relationship between the ARG pool and the 

catabolic enzyme activities is not revealed by this data but will appear 

in a later section. 

Nevertheless the present data are wholly consistent with ARG 

or some directly related pool acting as a signal for the induction of 

the synthesis of these two enzymes. The effect of the ARG pool on OTAase 

activity must be, if anything, in opposition to the observed positive 

relationship between the ORN and PRO pools: this inevitably leads to 

the conclusion that the latter relationship is the consequence of 

the greater importance of mass action by ORN thaii the catalysis between 

the pools. 

The specific activity of the biosynthetic enzyme AOGTase 

changes in a quite different manner from the catabolic enzymes and in 

fact shows a strong negative correlation with the ARG pool. Very 

little change in the AOGTaaa specific activity is observed until the 

ARG pool falls to values below 2 jimol. 100 mg d.wt. after which a 

sharp increase in specific activity is observed (Figure 16). This 

relationship suggests that A0GPase may be included in the same derepress— 

ion system as the last three biosynthetic enzymes of the pathway, the 

signal for which is ARG (Bazrtheimess at al, 1974). 
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(ii) 	RLteaep  let ion Qf L-citrulLine from the med.ium.. 

Four cultures were grown in medium supplemented with CIT alone, 

two containing an initial CIT concentration of 0.5 mM and two 

containing 0.3 mM CIT only (Table 9). Successive medium samples 

were taken from these flasks with time and the concentration of CIT 

remainj.n g in the medium was determined by the automated colorimetric 

method described preitioualy, but in contrast with Experiment VIa, CIT 

was first separated chromatographically from urea, as described in 

Section 2.2.8.1 (see Table 10 for raw data). The dry weight of the 

cultures at the time of medium sampling were extrapolated from the 

growth rate determined from the yields obtained when the flasks were 

harvested (Figure 13). 

The concentrations of medium CIT are plotted against dry weight 

in Figure 17.  It shows that the rate of CIT depletions were not 

significantly different between cultures inoculated into 0.5 mM or 

0.3 mM CIT. In both cases the rate of CIT depletion was approximately 

0.14 vmol. per ml per 100 mg d.wt. increase. Since the culture 

volumes were 1.400 ml this is equivalent to 56 4mol. per 100 mg d.wt. 

increase. The equality of depletion rates suggests that, at 

concentrations of 0.3 mM or above, the CIT transport system is near 

saturation. This contention is substantiated by the observed 

close similarity in myoelial aminoacid pool levels L of CIT supplementation. 

However the slightly lower CIT (and ARG) pool levels observed in 

cultures inoculated into 0.3 mM CIT compared with those in cultures 

inoculated into 0.5 mM CIT indicates that the CIT transport Km  is 

not an order of magnitude smaller than the lower level of 
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supplementation. Furthermore the CIT (and AEG) pools are lower under 

both supplementation conditions at the second compared with the frat 

harvest over which time the medium CIT concentration fell from 

approximately 0.27 to 0.06 mM and 0.12 to 0.18 mM respectively. 

Nevertheless, for this 2 to 5-fold change in the external CIT 

concentration the internal CIT concentration changed by less than 30m. 

That CIT is actively taken up into the mycelium is clearly 

demonstrated by the following calculation: the wet weight of 

Neizrosora mycelium is approximately 2.5 times the dry weight (Slannan 

and Tatum, 1964). In other words, the cell water is 1.5 tiues the 

dry weight. The mean CIT pool value for the four cultures grown on 

CIT alone was 16 iimol. 100 mg dowt. Therefore the minimum concentration 

of CIT in the cell water would have been approrlmtely 100 mM. This 

means that the interxnycelial CIT concentration is at least 200-fold 

higher than the exogenous CIT concentration under the conditions 

of CIT supplementation. 

The data (Table 9) on the concentrations of CIT in the medium 

in cultures grown on various ratios of HIS:CIT are shown (together 

with those for cultures grown on medium supplemented with CIT alone) 

plotted against dry weight in Figure 18. Because of the growth rate 

effects of HIS, the data for cultures grown on varying ratios of HIS: 

CIT do not cover a great change of dry weights and consequently only 

a small change in medium CIT concentrations. A progressive 

reduction in the rate of depletion of CIT from the medium is however 

indicated with increasing ratio of BIS:CIT. 

In suimnary, a range of ARG pool levels, extending above and 

below that observed in wild- type Neuroaioa grown on ml l mi medium, 
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was aucoesafully established under conditions of exponential growth by 

the chosen regimes of HIS and CIT supplementation. The mycelial levels 

of ARG were closely related to the exogenous RIS:CIT ratio. A general 

decline in the ARG pool was also observed as a function of the time 

elapsed since HIS addition. Limits as to the efficacy of the 

experimental methodology were, however, indicated by the slow growth 

of cultures at the higher HIS:CIT ratios and the concomitant effects 

on the levels of aminoacid pools not directly related to arg1i'ie 

biosynthesis. 

The observed variation in the specific activity of each of the 

three arginine pathway enzymes monitored is consistent with the 

activity of all three being controlled by the ARG pool level albeit 

by different mechanisms. 

Experiment VIIb: EnZyme  specific activities in 

This experiment with the uxe strain was conducted as a control 

for comparison with Experiment Ylla where the arg-1 2 ure strain was 

employed. The experimental design and results of analyses performed 

are detailed in Table 11. 

Only minor differences, not justifying further comment, are 

observed between the growth and zimfrioacid pool behaviour observed here 

and that already described in Experiment VTh. The only notable 

addition is that the regime of pools characteristic of the minimally 

grown condition is added to the range of steady states described in 
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However, the effect of the supplementation conditions on the 

actibity of the four ABG pathway enzymes assayed merit brief comment. 

The activity of a second bioeinthetio enzyme, .LSLase, was 

deten(ned in addition to those in Experiment VIIb. 

The activities of the catabolic enzymes OTAase and arginase 

show the same positive relationship with the ARG pool level as was 

observed in Experiment Vila. 

In this experiment, where the ARG pools are by definition 

greater than or equal to that characteristic of minimally grown wild-

type cultures, no significant directional variation in the specific 

activities of the bioaymthetio enzymes, A0GPaae and ASAaae, is 

observed. 



Figure 19: Experiment VIII: growth rate. 

Data from TabIel2, Appendix Ill. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 20: Experiment VLII: the time invariance of myceliat amino acid pools. 

Data from Table12, Appendix 111. See accompanying text for details. 
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.2.5 	Experiment VIII: T'ie stabijty of the steady state 

In each of the previous experiments several different EIS:CIT 

ratios were employed each determinng a different metabolic steady state 

Am4 noacid pool regime but each described by only a few cultures. In 

the experiment to be described a more extensive analysis was conducted 

into the establishment of one particular, time invariant mycelial pool 

and enzyme milieu. The experiment was conducted in much the same 

manner as before; the details and results are contained in Table 12. 

All six growth flasks were supplemented with 0.04 mm CIT at inoculation. 

After 11 h 30 min incubation more CIT (0.36 MM) and, at the same time, 

HIS (1.20 mM) were added to each flask. After a further 4 b 35 min the 

cultures were harvested at successive, approximately hourly intervals 

as detailed in Table 12. The salient features of the experimental data 

are as follows: 

Gxowth rate 

It can be seen from Figure 19 that the growth is exponential 

and the rate constant throughout the experimental time course. Neverthe-

less the doubling time 4 h 15 min is significantly longer than that 

characteristic of the same strain grown solely on CIT (Figure 13); this 

is presumably a HIS effect. However, this does not in any way impair 

the interpretation of the experimental data since the steady state 

condition depends only on exponentiality not on the magnitude of the 

growth rate. 

1&celial amino acid pools 

In figure 20 the myoelial HIS, CIT, ARCS and 0H1 pools are plotted 

against the time elapsed since HIS addition to the medium. From the 

virtual invariance of each pool it can be concluded that the cultures are 



Figure 21: Experiment VIII: the time invariance of enzyme specific activities. 

Data from Tablel21 Appendix 11 
	

See accompanying text for details. 
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at a constant metabolic steady state throughout the ex.p ce.tal time 

course. 

(iii) iizyme apeoific activities 

We have already seen that the specific activities of the AOGTase 

(Figure 16) and. ASAase (Figure 3) are fully repressed at all ABG 1)0018 

greater than about 2 xmol. 100 mg d.wt. These activities were 

therefore not assayed in this experiment. In contrast, the activities 

of the two catabolic enzymes, arginase and OTAaae, appear to be 

modulated over the whole range of AR(. pools (Figures 15 and iL). The 

activity of both enzymes were assayed in each culture. The results are 

shown in Table 12 and plotted against the time elapsed since HIS addition 

in Figure 21 • As with the AEG pool, both activities are substantially 

time invariant, having values intermediate between those characteristic 

of CIT grown cultures and those characteristic of =-grown wild-type 

(Tables 9 and 11). 

Although we have no analytical data on the past history of these 

cultures we can safely assume that prior to the addition of HIS the 

level of ARG and consequently the level of both enzymes were higher than 

the levels actually determined and that the expanded pool and consequently 

the induced activities fell with time following HIS addition to reach 

the values observed. If there were a significant lag between the 

attainment of a new signal (i.e. 4IG) level and the adjustment in the 

level of enzyme activity then the enzyme specific activity would still 

be failing at the time when the ARC pool had reached its final steady 

state value. The experimental dat&(Pigure 21) suggest that the 

beginning of the time course we have just caught the end of the pool 

transitions to the final steady state. Even at the beginning of the 
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Figure 22: The H!S:CIT steady state relation between 

[IT and ARt3 in arg-12 ure. 

Data from Experiments Via (o),VIla (Li) and VIII (t) Jab tes7,9 and l2, 

Appendixifi. 	See accompanying text for details. 
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time course no significant change in arginase specific activity is 

observed, implying that the response time for the enzyme is of the same 

order as the rate of change in ARG. However, there is a suggestion 

that the QTAase specific activity is oont4nnhg to fall marginally with 

time indicating a slower response time. This question will be 

discussed more fully in the light of further data (see Section 4.3.3.2). 

L.2.6 	Synthesis, Summy and Conclusions 

Taking together the experimental data from the five preceding 

experiments the following picture emerges. 

HIS can be used effectively as an inhibitor of CIT uptake (Figure 18). 

Depending on the ratio of exogenous HIS:CIT, the mycelial CIT pool 

can be controlled and. the ARG pool set in a4=12 uxe at steady state 

values between that observed on CIT supplementation alone to well below 

that characteristic of wild type grown on minimal medium (Tables 7, 9 and 

12). 

(a) The data clearly demonstrate two important relationships between 

metabolically related pools. Firstly, as can be seen simply from a 

visual inspection of the data in Tables 7, 9 and 12, the ARG pool is 

positively related to the CIT pool* then plotted against each other, as 

shown in Figure 22, the data reveal a non-linear relationship between 

CIT and .ARG pools. The plateau in ARG pool values beyond a certain CIT 

pool value strongly suggests that there is a saturation step between 

CIT and ARG in the pathway. 

This question will be discussed further in the light of 

additional data (see Section 4.3.3.1). 
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Figure 23: The GLY:CIT steadystate relation between 

CITandARG in arg-12 ure. 

Data from Flint(1977) reproduced with the kind permission of the author. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 24: The HIS:CIT steadystate relation between 

ARt3andORN in arg-12 ure 

Data from Experiments Via (0),Vila (Li) and VIII (ti) , Tables 7,9 and l2, 

Appendix III. 	See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 25: The GLY:CIT steadystate relation between 

ARG and ORN in arg-12ure 

Data from Flint(1977) reproduced with the kind permission of the author. 

See accompanying text for details, 
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It should be stressed that the form of the ARG versus CIT 

relationship described here matches almost perfectly the same relation-

ship described by Flint (1977) (see Figure 23). Since flint (1977) 

employed GLY as opposed to HIS inhibition of CIT uptake to generate 

his steady state pool data this close agreement between the two studies 

argues strongly that the observed CIT to ARG relationship accurately 

reflects their true metabolic relationship and is uninfluenced by the 

experimental method employed to generate the steady state data. 

It should be noted that the relationship drawn through the data 
in both Figures 22 and. 23 is, in fact, the optimised plot of both the 

HISaCIT and HIS: GLY data described by Flint, Porteous and Kaceer 

(in preparation), based on a graphical treatment described by Kaceer 

and Burns (1977). 

(d) Visual inspection of Tables 7, 9 and 12 indicates an inverse, non-
linear 

on
linear relationship between ORN and ARG in ag-12 ure. The accumulated 

data on ARG and ORN pools are plotted against each other in Figure 24. 

The OEN pool increases slowly as the ARG pool falls from about 20 to 1 

innol. 100 	d.wt. As the ARG pool falls further the ORN pool 

increases drmnaticafly. Since a reduction in the ARG pool would reduce 

the metabolic contribution to ORN from ARG this indicates a considerable 

increase in flux through the early steps of the arginfne pathway to ORN 

which must be the consequence of the effector role of ARG on the 

quantity and activity of the relevant enzymes. 

Although not extensive, the data of Flint (1977) for these same 

two pools under the GLY:CIT steady state condition agree closely with 

the relationship just described (see Figure 25). 
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Figure 26: Experiment Vila: the retation between AUGlase 
and URN. 

Data from Table 9, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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(a) The activities of each of the four enzymes studied appear to be 

affected by the ARG pool. The relationship between the ARG pool and 

OTAaee (Figure 1 L) and arginase (Figure 15)  activity are consistent 

with, though not definitive of, the suggestion that ARG or some 

directly related pool acts as the induction signal for both these 

catabolic enzymes. The correlation between the AEG pool and .LOGTaee 

activity (Figure 16) strongly suggests that this biosynthetic activity 

is regulated by a similar if not the same derepreasion system shown 

to regulate the activities of the enzyme catalysing the last three 

steps in the pathway to ARG biosynthesis (Barthelmess et Al, 1974)-

(f) In the 9.12 uM strain the flux through the early steps in the 

arginine pathway is indicated by the level of accumulated "end 

product", ORN. 

Figure 26 shove that for about a two-fold increase in JLOOT.&se 

specific activity the ORN pool increases about 25 fold. Clearly, the 

derepreasion of this and even all the other enzymes in the proximal 

part of the pathway cannot by itself account for this large movement 

of ORN. In fact, there are two additional changes whose effect is 

known to decrease the ORN pool and which have been shown to operate. 

Firstly, the ORN increase is accompanied by a decrease of some 20.-fold 

in ARG and at least a 5-fold decrease in arginase (Figures 22 and 15, 

respectively). Both these changes will reduce the 411G.-derived ORN 

considerably. The minimum decrease in metabolic contribution of ARG to 

ORN would be 5-fold  even if arginase were fully saturated. 

Secondly, the PRO values increase with increasing ORN in 

spite of a 2 to 3-fold decrease in OTAaae activity, (Tables 7 and 9). 

This again indicates a change in flux out of ORN opposite to the 

observed increase in its concentration. This leads inevitably to the 
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conclusion that an additional factor increasing the flux to OHN must 

be operating. This factor must be the d&-nh{bition of one or several 

enzymes proximal to OBN, and furthermore, the effect is likely to be 

an alloeterie one with a high Hill coefficient. This question will be 

discussed in more detail later, In the light of additional data from 

experiments yet to be described. 

(g) Limits with regards the efficacy of the experimentsl methodology 

are indicated by the effects on growth of HIS, particularly at high 

BIS:CIT ratios. The nature of the effects are complex. This data and 

the observations of previous investigators (Tateaon, 1971 and, Flint, 

1977) suggest that at high concentrations HIS both retards genntion 

and increases inycelial doubling time. These effects have already been 

discussed (Section 4.1.6). Briefly, it was concluded that medium HIS 

had a direct, concentration dependent, inhibitory effect on growth and 

development, including the appearance of aminoaold transport systems. 

These effects were largely obviated by delaying the addition of HIS 

supplement until about 12 h after inoculation. 

There appears, however, to be a second independent and indirect 

effect of HIS seen as a decline in the exponential rate several hours 

after the addition of HIS supplement (Figures 11 and 13). Unlike the 

effect on early growth on development, this effect appears to be 

related to the HISsCIT ratios, rather than the absolute HIS 

concentration, and hence to some metabolic consequence of CIT 

transport limitation. A working hypothesis (which needs to be 

tented by direct experimentation) has been constructed to explain 

this behaviour and the reversibility of HIS-mediated growth inhibition 

by axp (see Section 4.1.6). Briefly, it has been shown (Weiss, 1973 



and Flint, 1977)  that of the total extractable ARG pool only about 

is cytosolic and available for protein synthesis, the rest being 

sequestered within a vesiole. Although these two subpoola exohange 

fairly rapidly under steady state conditions (Flint, 1977)  the 

observations made here can be explained if the egress of ARG from 

the vesicle into the cytosol is izthibitable by HIS. This is & 

reasonable postulate since it is known that, like AIL, most of the 

myoslial pool of HIS is normally held in the vesicle (Ferrier, 1976) 

and, in addition HIS and ARG are known to share a comnon transport 

system at least at the myoelial membrane level (Pall, 1970a). Since 

the rate of CIT uptake, and consequently the flux to ARG, is progress-

ively inhibited at the myoolial membrane by increasing RIS:CIT 

ratios, the cytosolie ARG pool, as a result of the additional effect 

of HIS on the distribution of AEG, may fall to values below that 

necessary to maintain nonal protein synthesis. This will occur 

despite a relatively high total extractable ARG pool remaining. 

This hypothesis has been extended to say that translocation of 

AEG across the vesicular membrane in either direction is inhibited by 

HIS. 

while the steady state HIS: CIT experiments just described 

give the basis for a full analysis of the system under study the 

minor deficiencies in the approach discussed above made it 

desirable to modify the methodology. This modification and its 

exploitation will be discussed immediately following the 

description of a final steady state experiment where novel eminoacid 

supplements were employed. 
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aminoacid pools, enzyme specific activities and fluxes in 11 a. 

In each of the previously described experiments the AUG pool 

has been exclusively derived from zrryoelial CIT via SYNase and &SAaae 

activity. In the present experiment the consequences of supplying 

AM exogenously on mycelial pools, fluxes and enzyme activities were 

examined. Similarly the effects of exogenously supplied OR}J on these 

system components were also studied. The experiment was carried out as 

described in Table 13,  wherein are contained the results of the 

various analyses performed. The following general observations can be 

made and conclusions drawn from the experimental data: 

karoxib rate 

The harvest yields at equivalent times after inoculation are 

essentially the same irrespective of the culture condition. There is 

no evidence for an effect on growth arising from the addition or 

omission of either of the supplements used. 

voeUaL mipoojd  pools 

Within each culture condition each pool level is essentially 

constant whereas there are characteristic differences in the levels of 

individual pools between different culture conditions, i.e.  eh 

supplementation condition employed determines a distinct metabolic 

steady state. The pool data from those cultures grown in minimal 

medium or medium supplemented only with arginine agrees closely with 

those reported by other investigators (Tateson, 1971;  F3arthelmess 

eit al, 1974 and Flint, 1977). 

The ARG pool observed here in ARG grown cultures is 

significantly lower  than that characteristic of CIT grown cultures 
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(a.. Tables 8 and ii).. Other workers in this laboratory have 

also consistently observed this phenomenon. The underlying 

mechanism is believed to be the feedback or trans-inhibition of 

AflG on its own uptake (but not on that of OTT). 

Consequences of an exogenous, as opposed to solely endogenous, 

source of ARG are also evident in the DEN and PRO pools. Both these 

pools are significantly higher in ARC-grown compared with CIT-grown 

(compare Tables 11 with 13). This implies that both the 

arginase and OTAase fluxes are aigIticantly increased on growth in 

ARG supplemented over CIT supplemented media. This conclusion 

appears to be contradicted by the analysis of the arginaae and 

OTAaae specific activities characteristic of these different culture 

conditions. It has already been shown that the specific activities 

of both these enzymes correlate closely with the ARG pool (Figures 

14 and i). Their specific activities are several fold higher in 

ARG grown cultures than ?IN grown cultures but higher still in CIT 

grown cultures (compare Tables 11 with 13). Nevertheless this same 

conclusion about the different fate of exogenously and endogenously 

derived ARG has been arrived at by other investigators (Karlin 

et a).., 1976; Weiss and Davis, 1977  and Flint, 1977)  on the basis of 

various different observations. The apparently conflicting 

evidence from ARG pools, enzyme specific activities and fluxes 

under different conditions of growth can be reconciled by consider-

ation of the euboellular organisation of the ARG pathway (Figure 2) 

and the kinetic characteristics of the arginase and OTAaee 

enzymes in vitro, as previously discussed in Section 1.3.2.1. 

Briefly, both the ARG and OBN pools are oomparted within the 

mycelium with the bulk of each sequestered from the cytosol within 
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metabolically inert compartment, the vesicle (Weiss, 1973). The 

enzymes arginaze and OTAase are restricted in location and in 

activity to the cytoso]. (Weiss and. Davis, 1973). In  minimally-grown 

cultures of wild-typo Iieurosora the ooaolio concentrations of ARG 

and OBN are probably lees than the respective Km's of arginaae and 

OT*aee (Weiss and Davis, 1973 and Subramanian pj a, 1973). The 
low flux through these enzymes in CIT-grown cultures despite a 

considerably expanded total ARG pool, is explained by the fact that 

most of this endogenously derived ARG is oomparted within the vesicle. 

Only when .ARG is exogenously derived is it significantly hydrolysed 

by argjnaRe to OM (Weiss and Davis, 1977 and Flint, 1977). This 

ORN formed in the o3rtoaol can then be transaminated by OTAaae to GSA. 

Similarly, exogenously derived ORN is predominantly catabolised by 

Ofkase to GSA (Davis, 1968 and Weiss and Davis, 1977). 

The comparative pools for ARG and ARG plus ORS-grown 

cultures are also in complete accord with the foregoing aw=ry of 

conclusions of previous investigators. The OBN pool is at least twice 

as high and the PRO pool slightly higher in cultures grown in ORN 

in addition to ARG. This indicates a substantial flux of exogenously 

supplied ORN into cytosolic ORN in the myoelium and thence to PRO 

via GSA. The ARG pools do not however differ significantly indicating 

that the endogenous flux to ARG is essentially the same between the 

two growth conditions. Thus exogenously derived ORN appear to be 

substantially sequestered from attoohondrial OTCase and channeled 

to oytosolio OTAaae. 

(iii) Ehmme specific activities 

She specific activities of AOGTase and ASAaae are substant-

ially the same under all the growth conditions in accord with the 
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previously described relationship between these activities and the 

myoeliaJ. ARG pools (Figures 16 and 3). 

In contrast, but as expected (Figures 114 and 15),  the 

Specific activities of OTAasa and arginase vary between conditions 

in relation to the corresponding mycelial AEG pool. The modulation 

Of these activities and the fluxes carried by them under different 

conditions have already been discussed. 

It is interesting to note that the level of arginase 

observed here in ARG—fed cultures is of the same order expected for 

the same total extractable ARG poo]. in CIT fed cultures. This would 

indicate that the relationship between the signal pool and the total 

extractable pool is the same under both growth conditions • It has 

been generally assumed that the signal pool is in fact the cytosolic 

AEG pool, or directly derived therefrom. If true, it follows that 

the cytosolic to vesicular pool ratio must be the sane whether AUG 

is endogenously or exogenously derived. Consequently, the higher 

arginase flux at the same pool level under AUG fed as opposed to CIT 

fed conditions can only be accounted for by constructing the jaA hoc 

hypothesis that arginase is not only restricted in location to the 

oTtosol but more specifically is closely associated with the myoelial 

membrane in close proximity to the point of AUG entry from the 

medium (Karlin 	, 1976) (The same argument would apply to OTAase 

to explain the observed high rate of catabolism of endogenously 

supplied ORN and relatively low rate of catabolism of endogenously 

biosynthesized ORN). 

It should be added that the data of Flint (1977) suggest 

that on MIN medium the cytosolic ABG pool in ure is about 1% of the 
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total, rising from 2 to 	of the total pool in CIT led cultures 

and reading as high as 2O9 of the total pool in AIt& fed cultures. 

If thezeøtiaatea are asewned to accurately reflect a real difference 

In the cytosollo ARG pool between the AZG fed and the CIT fed 

condition, then the differenos in argi.naae flux between the 

two oondltions for the same total ARG pool can be accounted for by 

mass action. 1owei'.r, this leads to the unlikely assumption that 

the cytosolic pool is not the sinal for arginase ind*otion sins* 

the same relationebi appears to old between the total extractable 

.AltG pool and the specific acti.vity of argtheae (and OrAaee) 

irrespective of the origin of AEG. The exact torn of the relationship 

between the £BG pool and the level of catabolic enzyme induction will 

be discussed in geater detail in Section 4.5-3 in the light of 

additional data. 
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Li,. 3 	The "Run Doi and "Run Up" Condition the 	sj—Steadytate 

In section 4.1 it was shown that for normal growth to be 

maintained in the 9,x 712 strain the addition of HIS, whatever 

concentration, bad to be delayed by at least 10 b after inoculation 

into CIT supplemented medium (Tables 14 and. 5). This inevitably 

means that the initial incubations with CIT alone will produce a 

very high CIT—derived ARG pool which must fail, by growth dilution 

and metabolism, to the fina1 value determined by the degree of CIT 

uptake inhibition. The ail end" of this temporal change is in 

fact evident from the quasi—steady state data presented in Section 

4.2 as the tendency for CIT and AEG pools to fall with the time 

elapsed since HIS addition (Tables 7 and 9). 

It was decided to exploit this consequence of the 

experimental procedure by monitoring the changes in rnycelial pools 

and enzyme activities with time iiediately following the addition 

of HIS. A direct comparison of such data with the previously 

reported steady state data would be valid if the rate of change in 

the CIT pool, following the sudden, drastic reduction in rate of 

uptake, were slow enough compared with the relaxation times of 

subsequent steps. In such a case the instantaneous pool values 

correspond to steady states with equivalent pool relations. The 

advantages of such a procedure axe: 

(i) the reported effects of increasing growth inhibition with 

increasing HIS concentration can be obviated in an experiment with 

& single concentration of added HIS and hence single degree of CIT 

uptake inhibition. 
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(ii) by continually monitoring the changes in system components 

with time the past history of the system is known and hence certain 

possibilities, which would otherwise have to be considered, may be 

eliifnsted from the interpretation of responses. 

The exploitation of this method is described in the 

following experiments: 

1eriment Xa: the post—USddjtjpn chane3 ija3. amino  - 
acid pools and enz 	peoifio activities in APL-42 

Since the principal aim of this investigation was to 

generate within a single exponential growth experiment a continuum 

of myoelial ARG pools, from fully expanded to well within the 

derepression range, and to analyse the metabolic responses consequent 

upon such modulation it was decided, based on the results of the steady 

state experiments described in Section 4.2, to experiment with a 5:1 

ratio of HISWIT in the medium. The results of such an experiment 

are as follows: 

Fourteen growth flasks, supplemented in every case with 

0.4 mm CIT were woh inoculated with axg,1 2 ure oon.tdia. After 17 h 

incubation, HIS was added to twelve of the cultures, to yield in 

each case a concentration of 2.0 mM. The first such culture was 

harvested 10 min after the addition of HIS to the medium with the 

subsequent cultures harvested at successive half hourly intervals. 

Of the two cultures to which no HIS was added, one was harvested 

immediately before the time of HIS addition, the other at the end of 

the experimental time course. The complete experimental details 

are contained in Table 14, along with the results of the analyses 
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Figure 27: ExperimentXa: growth rate. 

Data from Table 14, Appendix III. See accompanying text for details. 
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Performed on the harvested mycelia. The data permit the following 

general observations and conclusions to be drawn: 

(i) xowti3 -rate  

The log of the dry weight mycelial harvest yields are plotted 

against the time elapsed since inoculation in Figure 27. Me figure 

shows that there is no difference in the exponential growth rate of 

those cultures supplemented with HIS from that of the cultures 

grown solely on CIT. It may be concluded, therefore, that, in this 

particular experiment, the addition of HIS to the medium had no 

detectable effect on the growth of arp-12 ue cultures. It will be 

recalled that in FapeAment Vila (Figure 13) under identical 

levels of HIS:CIp supplementation a growth rate effect was observed. 

It must be presumed that the complete absence of effect here was due 

to delaying the addition of HIS from 12 until 17 h after inoculation  

and presumably therefore until a later developmental stage had been 

reached (see Figure 10). 

(ii) 	 pja 

The mycelja3. HIS, CIT, ARG and ORN pool levels are plotted 

against the time elapsed since the addition of RI3 to the medium in 

Figure 28 from which the following observations can be made and 

conclusions drawn: 

a) Immediately following the addition of HIS to the medium 

the mycelial HIS pool expands rapidly from a basal, CIT-grown, 

steady state value of approximately 0.2 tm1.10O mg d.wb. Ak new 

mnyceijal HIS pool steady state value of approximately 43 pmol.100 mg1 

d.wt. is approached after about 4h incubation in the presence of 

exogenous HIS. 
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b) Prior to the addition of HIS to the medium, the mycelial 

CIT pool in CIT-grown cultures is characteristically high. 

Following the addition of exogenous HIS the mycelial CIT pool 

falls rapidly. After about 3 h in a quasi-steady state value of 

approximately 0.3 4mo1.  100 me  d.vt. is approached. 

a) Prior to the addition of HIS to the medium, the mycelial 

ARC pool in CIT-grown cultures is characteristically high. 

Following the addition of exonnoua HIS the mycelial ARC pool falls 

with time, but at a rate significantly slower than that for the CIT 

pool. In principal, rates of change of different pools will be 

different because the flows into and out of each pool are different. 

The apparent lag of ARC is therefore not indicative that the two 

pools are not at steady state with respect to each other. We have 

already seen that under defined steady state conditions the ARC 

to CIT relation is distinctly non-linear (Figure 22). The steady 

stateneas of the "run down condition" will depend on the 

relative rates of change in CIT and ARC at their instantaneous 

values • This will be discussed later in the text. 

Although the rate of fall of the ARC pool sigeifioantly 

decreases with time elapsed since HIS addition it is still falling, 

though at a low rate, and has probably not settled to & final 

steady state value. At the end of the experimental time course the 

ABC value is 2.0  imol • 100 mg 1  d.wt., about that characteristic 

of minimally grown wild-type NeurosDora. 

d) In contrast to the dramatic movements observed in the HIS, 

CIT and ARC pools the ORN pool rundmis relatively constant for the 

first 3j h following the addition of HIS to the medium. The ORN 
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pool then rises slowly but steadily throughout the remainder of the 

experimental time course. 

Amongst the other pools monitored minor variations are 

observed over the experimental time oourse. The GLU pool shows 

almost a 2—fold variation emongst the fourteen cultures, but no 

directional changes are disoexnable, nor can this variation be 

correlated with variation in any other known system component. 

GLY and LYS both 5how a small but probably significant increase over 

the experimental time course. This must be presumed to be an 

indirect or consequential effect of HIS supplementation rather 

than a function of culture age since no such increase was seen in 

the culture incubated in medium supplemented only with CIT, and 

harvested at the end of the experimental time course. 

Perhaps the most significant pool movaaent, outwith those 

of the AEG pathway intermediates themselves, is that of PRO which 

is observed to closely parallel the change in ORN. This is 

consistent with the metabolic relation between these two pools 

(Figure 1) and the positive correlation hoted in previous 

experiments (Tables 7 and.  9). 

iii) Enzyme aneo.tfic activities 

The specific activity,  of the two catabolic enzymes, 

ornithine tranaeininaae (OTAae) and arginase, and the biosynthetic 

enzyme, acetyloxmtthine glutamate transaootu0lase (AOGTaae) was 

detet'mined in each of the experimental cultures. The data are 

plotted against the time elapeed. since HIS addition in Figure 29. 

The figure shows that the activities of OTAase and 

arginase fall in parallel throughout the experimental time course, 

falling rapidly at the beginning and more slowly towards the end. 
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Although by no means definitive, this response is not inconsistent 

with a causal relationship existing between the AM pool and the 

coordinate activities of those enzymes, as was suggested by the 

data from Experiment Vila (Figure 114 and 15). 

In sharp contrast, while showing some variation, the specific 

activity of AOGkraae does not show any significant directional change 

within the experimental time course. This is again consistent with 

the data from xperiment Vhs (Figure 16) which revealed no change 

in the activity of AOGTaae until the ARG pool fell to below 2.0  xmol. 

100 mg7l  d.wt., the condition shown to be necessary for the derepression 

of the biosynthetic pathway enzyme (Barthalmese st 21, 19714; Cy-bia 

and Davis, 1975). It will be recalled that in Experiment VIha 

nrcelial ARG pools significantly lower than 2.0 unol. 100 mg d.wt. 

were observed wider a regime of BIS:CIT supplementation identical to that 

imposed here. These lower pools may be explained by the longer 

periods of time elapsed since the addition of HIS before harvesting 

the cultures in Experiment Vhla compared with this experiment. 

Certainly there is no indication here that the ARG pool has settled 

to a final steady state value. Since it was of particular interest to 

analyse the system response to modulation of the ARG pool at values 

below 2 unol. 100 mg d.wt. it was decided to repeat the above 

experiment but extend the post—HIS addition time course to see 

whether or not ARG pools in the "derepression range" could be 

attained. 
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Figure 30: Experiment Xb: growth rate. 

Data from Table 15, Appendix 111. See accompanying text for details. 
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4.3.2 	Experiment Xb: further oost-HIFJ ad41t.o chs in yceligj, 

P!nffloacid pools and enzyme specific activities in 4zr-1 2 nra 

The details of this experiment and the results obtained are 

shown in Table 15. The experiment was an exact repeat of Experiment 

Xa but with the monitoring of pools and enzmea continued until 9 h 

after HIS addition. The salient features of the data are as 

follows $ 

(i) Omvwlth rate 

Pigure 30 shows that the cultures grew at a constant 

exponential rate throughout the entire experimental time course. 

However, the doubling time of 3 h 5 min is significantly longer 

than the 2 Ii 15 rain observed in xporiment Xa under the same level 

of HIS$ CIT supplementation. The only difference between the 

two experiments which accounts for this growth rate effect is the 

earlier (i h) POst-in0culum addition of HIS in this experiment 

compared to 17 h in the previous. We have already seen the dramatic 

effect of HIS on growth when added at, or soon after, inoculation 

(Tables 1 and 2). A email effect appears still to remain even 

when addition is delayed by 15 h (see Figure 10). 

(ii) ioaijaj aRainoaojci poo.a 

The complete data on inyceLial mninoaoid pool levels in the 

cultures are presented in Table 15. The mycelial HIS, CIT, ARC and 

OiUc pools are plotted against the time elapsed since HIS addition 

to the medium in Figure 31. 

Comparison with the corresponding Figure 28 for 

Experiment Xa shows that the changes in pools observed during the 

first 5j h after HIS addition are almost exactly the same in the 
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two experiments. Not only does this mean that the conclusions 

drawn from the observations made in experiment Xa are substantiated but 

also it provides very good evidence for the reliability and repeatability 

of the experimental methodology. The findings of Rxperimei3t Xa are, 

however, extended by the observations made here of further pool changes 

beyond 5j h post-HIS addition. The pooi behaviour may be suimnarieed 

as foflowas 

As in Experiment Xa, the mycelial HIS pool expands rapidly 

iimnediately following the addition of HIS to the medium, reaching 

a plateau value at about the same time after HIS addition. However, 

it is interesting to note that the maxiily  expanded level of HIS 

observed in this experiment was significantly lower than that 

observed in Experiment Xa. Tis behaviour is consistent with the 

conclusion drawn from the comparative growth rates that an age-

dependent HIS effect on growth and ,coincidentally, development or 

expression of HIS transport activity is aitU felt even if HIS 

addition is delayed until 15 h after inoculation (see Figure 10). 

the post-HIS addition change in the CIT pooi over the 00=e0-

pending time course, is almost identical to that observed in 

Experiment Xa with the CIT continuing to remain at a quasi-steady 

state value of about 0.3 unol. 100 mg d.wt. for the rest of the 

experimental time course. 

a) The  change in the BG pool over the first 5j h following 

HIS addition is almost identical to that observed in Experiment Xa-

However, the AM pool continues to fall to values below 2.0 imol. 100 

mg 1  d.wt. with increasing time elapsed since HIS addition, as 

predicted, reaching a quasi-steady state value of about 

1.0 &mol. 100 mg7l  d.wt. some 7 h after HIS addition. 



Figure 32: Experiment Xb: the post-HlSaddition changes in enzyme specific activities. 
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d) As observed in Experiment Xa, about a three-fold rise in ORN 

is seen well before the .ARG pool enters the derepression range. 

flowever, the ORN p00l rises dramatically as soon as the .ARG pool falls 

to below 2 imol • 100 mg d.wt. The ORN pool expansion appears to 

level off at the same time as the ARG pool settles to its final 

quasi-steady state. 

a) The PRO pool a€aina  shows a strong positive ool'rèlation 

with the ORN pool but the PRO pool response levels off while the ORN 

pool continues to rise. This may indicate the saturation of the 

OTAase enzyme at these higher ORN pools, but other explanations 

could be advanced. The PRO response, as an indicator of the OTAeae 

flux, will be discussed more fully later in the text. 

(iii) EzyTne steoitio activities 

The activity of a second biosynthetic enzyme, arginino 

sucoinase (Anse), was assayed in this experiment in addition to the 

three enzyme activities analysed in Experiment Xa. Their specific 

activities are plotted against the time elapsed since HIS addition 

in Fire 32. The coordinate fall observed in Experiment Xa in the 

specific activities of arginase and OTAase is repeated here and 

continued throughout the extended experimental time course. 

The activities of the two biosynthetic enzyme, AOGTaae and 

.ASAase, are also coordinately modulated but, unlike the catabolic 

enzymes, no significant directional change in specific activity is 

observed in the first 5j b following the addition of HIS to the 

medium. This is in aeement with the analyses of AOGTase specific 

activity in cultures from Experiment Xa. The three-fold rise in ORN 

observed over this period is therefore due to a doinbibition at 

constant enzyme quantitties. From 6 b after HIS addition onwards, 
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however, both specific activities increase dramatically and in 

parallel, possibly beginning to level off at the last time point. 

Over this 3 h period both specific activities doubled. As predicted, 

the initiation of the increase in these enzyme activities correlated 

closely with the fall in the ARG p00l to values below 2.0 umol.100 

d.wt. The further increase observed in the ORN pool, indicative of 

an increase in flux through the early steps of the AIG pathway, is 

consistent with this increase in AOGTa.se  specific activity determined 

I& vitro. However, the two-fold derepression of the AOGTaae specific 

activity can account for, at most, a two-fold increase in the flux 

to 0IN; over the corresponding time the ORN pool actually increases 

about three-fold. Thus, unless the novel assumption is made that 

derepression is not co-ordinate but that another, "rate limiting" 

enzyme involved in OEM synthesis is derepressed by more than three-

fold, it can be concluded that the additional fold increase in OEM 

nan t reflect the additional effect of another regulatory phenomenon, 

presumably further deinhibition by API of OEM synthesising activity. 

(iv) kleaum QIT denletion 

Medium samples were taken immediately before each growth 

flask was harvested and the concentration of CIT remaining dste3mtined. 

using BUN co].orimetrio reagents by the method dascri6ed in Section 

2.2.8.1. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 15 and 

plotted again  the mycelial harvest yields in Figure 33. The figure 

shows that a rate of CIT depletion of about 15 4mols- per 100 mg dry 

weight increase was established immediately following the addition of 

HIS to the medium, and which continued for the rest of the experimental 

time course. It will be shown in Section 4.3.7.1  that the essentially 
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invariant pool regime reached at 7 Ii after HIS addition (i.e. 
cultures CE 15 to CH 19) must represent the final steady state in 

response to this experimentally controlled rate of CIT uptake. 

In this and the preceding experiment the reliability and 

repeatability of the experimental methodology and the analytical 

techniques have been established. However, it remains to be 

established whether or not the system is at a quasi-steady state 

throughout the post-HIS addition pool adjustments, albeit a 

continually changing steady state. This question and the 

conclusions with regard to the control of flux which may be 

drawn from the pool and enzyme correlations described by the data 

from both experiments will be discussed in the next section. 

	

4. 3-3 	perjments )Ca and b * the cnas4 steady state of the "rrn diu' 

	

4.3-3-1 	 Correlations between mi1al a jac,td pools 

In Section 4.2.6 two important relations between ARC pathway 

intei,nediatea observed Dnder steady state conditions were discussed, 

namely the positive, non-linear relation between CIT and ARC (figure 

22) and the negative non-linear relation between ARC and OHN 

(Figure 24). If these same two correlations, as described by the 

data from Experiments Xa and b, agree closely with those observed 

under defined steady state conditions then it may be confidently 

concluded that in such "run down" experiments the system is at an 

instantaneous, quasi-steady state at each point in time following 

the addition of HIS. 
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Figure 34: The ttrundown" relation between CITandARG 

in arg-12ure. 

Data from Experiments Xa(o) and b(.), TableslL,. and 15, 

Appendixil!, 	See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 35: The linear part of the "rundown" relation 

between CIT and ARG in arg-12 uce. 

Data from Experiments X  (0) and b (0), Tables 14 and 15 1  

Appendixlll. 	See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 36: The "rundown It  relation between ARG and ORN 

in arg-12 ure. 

Data from Experiments Xa(o) and b(*),Tables 14 and 15 1  

Append ix III . 	See accompanying text for details. 
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In Figure 34 the ARG pools observed in Frperimenta Ia and b 

are plotted against the corresponding CIT pool; the dashed line is 

taken from Figure 22, where the corresponding data from the "steady 

atate"experiments were plotted. Thus, Figure 31 shows that the 

relation between the instantaneous CIT and ARG pools deecibca in the 

"run down" experiments agrees very closely with the same pool 

relation defined by established, steady states. An expansion of 

the linear part of the relation is shown in Figure 3. 

Similarly, Figure 36 shows a close agreement between the ORN 

versus ARG pool relation described by the "run down" experiments, 

Ia and b, and the same pool relation as defined by the data from the 

steady state experiments, VIa, Vila and VIII (Figure 24). 

From the close agreement observed between the "run down" 

and the "steady state" relation for both pool correlations we may 

conclude that in such "run down" experiments the system as a whole 

adjusts closely to an instantaneous steady state throughout the post-

HIS addition pool and flux changes. This uniat mean that the rate of 

change in the CIT pool (following the sudden reduntion in the rate of 

uptake consequent upon HIS-addition) is significantly slower than 

the relaxation times of the subsequent metabolic tranafornations. It 

also implies that the relaxation times of the fi.uxee into and out of 

OII are significantly higher than the rate of change in the ARG pool 

and that the response of OBN to the effector role of decreasing ARG 

is essentially immediate. The question of the relative contributions 

to the OBN pool of feedback inhibition and derepreesiou of the 

pro'TiMAl enzymes by .ARG has already been introduced. This question 

will be returned to after the correlations between the pathway 

enzymes and pools have been described and discussed. 
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Figure 37: The "run down" relation between URN and PRO 

in arg-12 ure. 

Data from Experiments Xa(o) and b(),1ab1es14 and 15, 

Appendix III. See accompanying text for details. 
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Several types of "interactions" can be invoked to explain 

the fozmi of the ARG to CIT pool relation. For instance, the ARG 

pool could be effectively "looked" at a Tnlnl level by the feedback 

inhibition and/or repression by ARG on the activity of one or both of 

the enzymes involved in the transformation of CIT to LEG (Kacoer 

and Burns,  1973), Alternatively, the relationship may reflect the 

induction and/or activation by ARG of .A1-utilising enzymes. 

Finally, the relation may arise quite independently of changes in 

enzyme activity but aily through the saturation of t3TNase and/or 

kSMse at higher levels of nrroelia1 CIT. We shall return to the 

question as to which explanation is most favoured after the 

correlations between relevant p0018 and enzyme specific activity 

have been described and discussed. 

A final correlation of interest to the control of flux is 

that between the OlIN and PRO pools shown in Figtire 37. The positive 

relation between the two suggests that under these conditions the 

flux through OTAaae is controlled principally by the mass action 

effect of OlIN. This question will be returned to after the 

modulation of OTaee activity has been analysed further. 

specifio activities 

a) -RA control of the sDecifio activity of t biosyntheti 

fl 
We have already noted that the specific activity of AOGTeae 

raI1'fi substantially constant throughout the time course of 

Experiment Xa whereas this activity and also that of ASAase showed 



Figure 38: The "rundown" relation between ARG and the 

specific activity of AOGTase and ASAase in 

arq-1 ure. 

Data from Table 15, Appendix M. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 39: The rel.ation between the specific activity 

ratios of ASAase and AOGTase. 

Data from Table 15, Appendix ILL 

See accompanying text for details. 
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a sharp 2-fold increase towards the end of the time course in 

Experiment Xb (Figures 29 and 32 respectively). The enzyme data 

from this latter experiment (expressed as the ratio of each 

specific activity over the mean specific activity- at ARG pools 

greater than 2 uaol. 100 ng d.wt.) are plotted against the 

corresponding AM pools in Figure 38. The data describe a 

derepression curve, with both specific activities increasing sharply 

as the AUG pool falls to values below 2.0 timol. 100 mg d.wt., 

essentially the same as that defined by the corresponding data 

from the steady state experiment Vim (Figure 16). This 

observation implies that the derepression system responds with a 

new rate of enzyme synthesis at much the same rate as the AUG pool 

falls. 

The 000rdina cy of derepression is shown by the linear plot 

of A0Gaae SAU versus ASAase SAR with a slope of about unity 

(Figure 39). 

In neither the "steady state" experiment, VIIb, nor these 

two "run down" experiments is there evidence for a me3. level of 

derepression having been reached. This is perhaps not surprising 

since Barthelmesa  at Al (1974) did not observe the derepression 

curve to plateau until the AUG pool had fallen to below a tenth of 

the wild-type m4n4ma3 value and the specific activity increased 

five-fold. It is noteworthy that in the present experiments the 

AUG pool did not fall substantially below I W3101. 100 mj 1  d.wt. 

(half the wild type 2W1 value) except in certain cultures where 

growth had clearly departed from exponentiality. The very small 

pools which can be observed in certain minimally-grown 
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bradrtrophio strains (Barthe].mese pj jL 1974) were never 

obtained. This may be explained by the fact that as the ARG 

pool falls and the biosynthetic enzymes are derepreased so the flux 

to ARG will tend to increase. The AM pool will, therefore, be 

buffered against further change, by virtue of the aUoaterio rates 

of the derepreaaion, with the ARO pool held at around the n4nim 

slope on the curve. As can be seen in the present case, where 

the rate of CIT input is controlled by HIS inhibition and both 

ASAase and SYNase have wild-type kinetic parameters, this buffering 

effect is considerable. In the brady-trophic strains of Barthelmess 

et , (1974) the flux to AM is effectively limited by the low 

activity of the revertant enzyme. Despite derepresaion the 

specific activity of the revertant enzyme is very low. Consequently, 

the Sensitivity Coefficient of the enzyme is nearly one and, therefore, 

the enzyme may be said to be "controlling". The inhil±Uon of CIT 

uptake in erg-12 is analogous to modulation of OTCase specific 

activity; we would observe the same type of systemic response 

as described here consequent upon HIS addition if it were possible 

to replace the wildtype OTCase with a partially revertant enzyme 

and monitor the time course of subsequent pool changes in m{n4,nsi 

medium. However, we have not even succeeded in achieving the 

reduction in flux to ARG imposed by ax-128  (where the specific 

activity of OTCase is 3X, the ARC pool is 10% and the darepreasion 

about 14OQ/c of the minimally grown wild-type values (Berthelmeas 

at al.  1974))  by inhibition of CIT uptake under exponential growth 

conditions in ari&12. This is because as the ARC pools fall into 

the 'erepression range" the difference between the balanced growth 
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and a growth rate limiting flux to AEG becomes progressively 

lose; the flux to expansion of the ARG pool itself becomes 

a progressively smaller absolute amount and proportion of the total 

flux to AItG whereas the flux to protein necessary for balanced growth, 

while remaining a constant, becomes an increasingly large proportion 

of the total flux. The small degree of derepression but high degree 

of buffering capacity observed here are both the direct consequence 

of the relatively small reduction (compared with the wild-type 

minimal) in the flux to ABG mediated by uptake inhibition. The 

Sensitivity Coefficients of all the steps including the "controlled" 

step, are therefore almost equally low and no one step can be 

flux "limiting" or "controlling". A further reduction in the quasi-

steady state AEG pool to below the values seen at the and of the 

"rundown" experiment Xb (Figure 32) will require a very small 

increase in the degree of CIT uptake inhibition Imposed; any more 

and the flux to protein would become growth rate limiting. Such a 

departure from exponentiality is Been in the tail end of the "steady 

state" Experiment YlIa (Figure 13)  at BISs CIT ratios greater than 

5:1. Certainly, the some "fine" control imposed by revertant 

enzymes on the flux to ARG is potentially within the capacity of CIT 

uptake inhibition approach but would require repeated and marginal 

variation of the medium HISWIT ratio. 

An interesting phenomenon is revealed when the enzyme data 

from the "steady state" Experiment Vila (Table 9), and the "rim down" 

Experiment Xb (Table 15)  are compared with derepreasion curve in 

bradytrophe as shown in Figure W. The plot shows that when the 

AX pool is set by HIS-inhibition of CIT uptake, as opposed to 
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genetic modulation of the biosymthetio enzyme activities, the 

derepreasion curve is shifted to the right, i.e. a greater degree of 

derepreesion is observed for an identical total extractable ARG poèl. 

This effect is alight under "steady state" HISs CIT conditions, but 

quite pronounced in the "run down" experiment. All the evidence 

would suggest that the tterepreeaion system we are observing under 

the BIB: CIT condition is the same as in bradytropha. The shift 

phenomenon must mean, as has previously been swjgeated (Barthelmesa 

1974), that the dere:presion sivml is not the total 

extractable ARG pool but a 3upooi or direct derivative thereof. 

Furthezmore, an indirect effect of HIS is to alter the nonnal 

distribution of ARG between these aubpoola of the total extractable. 

In fact, this shift is what would be expected on the basic 

of the indirect effect of HIS on ARG distribution postulated in 

Section 4.1.6, assuming (as is most probable) that the aigeal 

is the cytosolic ARG pool (or a direct derivative thereof). In 

both the "steady state" and the "runJ, ' experiments, where we 

start with a fully expended vesicular pool, the addition of HIS will 

cause the total ARG pool to drop, through growth dilution and 

metabolism, consequent upon the inhibition of exogenous CIT uptake. 

However, according to the working hypothesis constructed in Section 

4.1.6, the rate of ARG egress from the vesicle to the oytoaol will 

also be inhibited to a degree by the accumulating myceli& HIS. 

Thus, for a given total .ARG pool the cytosolic AEG pool and, 

therefore, the derepreasion signal will be lower in the presence 

than in the absence of HIS. There is direct evidence for ORN, 

another metabolite held in the vesicle, competing with AEG for 
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Figure 41: The steady state relation between AR3 and 

arginase in ure. 

Data from Experiments V!Ib and I X, Tables 11 and 13, Append I x III. 

See accompanying text for details 
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tranalooation across the vesicular membrane (Davis, 1978b). 

Presumably therwiU also be a feedback of the ARC-mediated aco-

uniulation of ORI on the rate of equilibration of ABG between the 

vesicle and the cytosol. 

There does not appear to be a substantial lag between the 

attirment of a given ABC pool and the response by the derepreasion 

system. If there were, this would tend to shift the "run down" 

curve to the left of the "steady state" curve. The more pronounced 

shift to the right under the "run down" condition must reflect a 

lag in the rate of equilibration of AEG between the vesicle and 

cytosol. We believe that HIS and OR1 effect this rate, but the 

difference between the "steady state" and "run down" derepression 

curve may be largely due to the noxmal rate of equilibration 

between the vesicle and cytosol being lower than the rate of fall 

in flux to (oytoaolio) ARC from CIT. This poasib1ity receives 

support from observations , Dr. H. Flint, uflpubli2hed data, of a 

similar shift in the derepreasion curve under AM-starvation 

conditions in the absence of HIS or large OBN pools. 

b) The control of the jam-  cjjc ggjjXjUf the oatabplic 

enzymes 

Arminase 

The arginase activity dete3mdzed in Ve under several 

different steady state conditions is plotted against the corresponding 

ABG pool in Figure 41. Clearly there is a very strong positive 

correlation between the ABC pool level and the level of arginase 

induction, an observation which implies that ARC, or a direct 

derivative thereof, is the coinduoer for arginase induction 
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(Castaneda 	,, 1967; Weiss and Davis, 1977). Although the 

paucity of data precludes a rigorous quantitative interpretation, 

the foim of the relation, as drawn, between the ABG pool, i.e. "signal", 

and the level of induction does appear to be allosterio. This is 

consistent with the general acceptance of the notion that the 

binding and dissociation of ligezid in repression-induction systems 

is an allosterio tranafoniation (Bunis and Kaoaer, 1977). 

The manner in which the data plotted in Figure 41 were 

generated merits comment. A maximum level of induced activity was 

assumed to be present under conditions giving rise to the largest 

ARG pool, that is on 0.5 inN CIT supplement. The activity and pool 

levels under the other supplementation conditions are expressed 

as a percentage of these 'mlmn.  The mean specific activity and 

pool for each steady state condition has been plotted. 

It should be noted that differences in absolute, calculated 

specific activities were sometimes observed (here and elsewhere) 

between different sets of enzyme assays. These differences are 

thought to be purely experimental; the relative specific activities 

for samples grown under different steady state conditions were 

found to be repeatable when codetermined at different times, with 

different batches of reagents. Therefore, if absolute specific 

activities differed between two experiments, as they do here, the 

conversion of the data from both to comparable units, i.e. percentage 

of the "fully induced aotivity', can be justified since the two 

experiments share a common steady state condition for comparison in 

the minimally-grown cultures. 

A comparable plot of the data from the "run down" experiments 

(Xa and b)or arginase specific activity (as the percentage of the 

CIT-only, i.e. "fully induced" level) against the I.RG pool (as a 
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Figure 42: The "run down" rel.ation between ARG and 

arginase in arg-12 ure. 

Data from Experiments X  () and b (v), Tables 14 and 15, 

Appendixill. See accompanying text for details. 
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percentage of the CIT-only, i... "fully expanded", pool) is shown 

in Figure 42,  with the relationship obtained under steady state 

conditions (Figure hi) superimposed. This figure substantiates 

the strong correlation between the ABG pool and the level of 

arginase induction seen under "steady state" conditions (Figure hi). 

However, there does appear to be a significant difference 

between the relationship observed under the 11run down" as opposed 

to the "steady state" condition; for the sane level of total AIRG  

the level of arginaso induction appears to be generally somewhat 

higher under the former compared with the latter condition. A 

hysteresis is indeed expected since under the "run down condition" 

preformed enzyme must decay before the specific activity deterrtined 

in vitro reX!eota the lowered rate of synthesis in viva in response 

to a fall in the signal, i.e. .ARG pool. The hysteresis observed is 

however less than expected if argi ne specific activity decays 

simply thn ugh growth dilution of enzyme. The more than exponential 

decay (with respect to LRG pool decay) argues that erginase enzyme 

is inherently unstable or actively degraded in viva. (The enzyme 

is however quite stable in freeze dried mycelial powder where 

neither degradative mehmrji8xri can operate). It is also noticeable 

that the arginase specific activity starts to falli, almost as soon as 

the AM pool falls which argues that the time taken to translate 

a fall in signal level into a new and lover rate of enzyme synthesis 

is fairly short. 

This hysteresis in arginaae decay, albeit slight, must 

have an effect on the arginase flux at a given total extractable 

ARG pool. That the "steady state" and "run down" ARG to CIT 

relations are ind.tetinguiehable (Figure 34) shows that the 



difference in arginase activity has a very small effect on the 

flux out of AEG. 

It will be shown later in the tort that no arginase flux 

is detectable at levels of ARG where derepreasion is observed. 

The hysteresis in arginase decay is therefore not thought to 

contribute to the shift in the "run down" derepreasion curve to 

hior total extractable ARG pools compared with the "steady state" 

condition. 

How then do the obserrations and interpretations made here 

with regard to the modulation of arginase activity compare with 

those of other investigators? The induction by ARG of arginase is 

a long established phenomenon (Caataneda 21 &It 1967). The "role" 

of arginase induction in the "control" of ARG utilization in 

NeurosDora was the subject of a recent investigation by Weiss and 

Davis (1977). Following the addition of ARG to the medium of 

minimally-grown 	cultures, they observed the m3roelial ARG pool 

to increase rapidly, reaching a plateen after about 3 h. In 

contrast, no increase in arginase specific activity was observed 

for some ho to 60 min after the addition of ARG to the medium, 

after which the activity increased linearly over the remaining time. 

The arthors concluded that arginase induction, which requires 

protein synthesis, takes place at a constant rate despite a 

continually expanding ARG pool. Although they say that the specific 

activity of arginase declines after the depletion of AEG from the 

medium they do not describe the fon of the decay. Their conclusion 

that induced arginase is synthesized at a constant rate, i.e. by 

an ARG-mediated "switch" mechanism, is at variance with the 
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Figure 42: The "run down" relation between ARG and 

arginase in arg-12 ure. 

Data from Experiments X  () and b (v), Tables 14 and 15, 

Appendix ill. See accompanying text for details. 
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percentage of the CM-only, i.e.  "f].y expanded", pool) is shown 

in Figure 12, with the relationship obtained under steady state 

conditions (Figure 41) superimposed. This figure substantiates 

the strong correlation between the ABG pool and the level of 

arginase induction seen under "steady state" conditions (Figure Lii). 

However, there does appear to be a significant difference 

between the relationship observed under the "run down" as opposed 

to the "steady state" condition; for the sane level of total MG 

the level of arginase induction appears to be generally somewhat 

higher under the former compared with the latter condition. A 

hysteresis is indeed expected since under the "run down condition" 

preformed enzyme must decay before the specific activity determined 

in vitro reUeota the lowered rate of synthesis in vivo in response 

to a fall in the aigual, i.e. AB.G pool. The hysteresis observed is 

however less than expected if arginase specific activity decays 

simply thin ugh growth dilution of enzyme. The more than exponential 

decay (with respect to AEG pool decay) argues that arginase enzyme 

is inherently unstable or actively degraded in vivo. (The enzyme 

is however quite stable in freeze dried mycelial powder where 

neither degradative metthilsm can operate). It is also noticeable 

that the arginase specific activity starts to fall, almost as soon as 

the MG pool falls which argues that the time taken to translate 

a fall in signal level into a new and lower rate of enzyme synthesis 

is fairly short. 

This hysteresis in arginase decay, albeit slight, must 

have an effect on the arginase flux at a given total extractable 

ARG pool. That the "steady state" and "run down" MG to CIT 

relations are indistinguishable (Figure 34) shows that the 
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Figure 43: The "rundown of  relation between ORN and 

OTAase in arg-12 ure. 

Data from Experiments Xb(v) and IX (MIN,*;  ARG, 

ARG + URN ,O) ,Tablesl5 and 13,AppedixIII. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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corresponding to the time necessary to translate the change in 

signal into a change in synthetic rate. By a similar argument 

the synthetic rate would be expected to fall from maximal  to 

minimaLl shortly after the transfer of cultures from ARC-

supplemented to ARC-free medium through the rapid removal of the 

relatively email cytoplasmic pool. 

It follows that the apparent contradiction in behaviour of 

the induction process between the two studies is completely 

resolved by the differences in the experimental systems used. It 

has been tacitly assumed (Mainly  from precedent and partly for 

mechanistic reasons) throughout this discussion that the ooinduoer is 

the op-tosoljc ARG pool or a direct derivative thereof. In fact the 

beet evidence for this being the case comes from the observed 

behavioural difference between the two types of experimental system 

just discussed. 

OPAasp 

In the "r 	qztt experiments, Xa and b, the specific 

activity of OTAaae, like argtne, was observed to fall with time 

following the addition of HIS to the CIT-grown cultures (Figure 29 

and 32). By analogy with the analysis of arginase mohzlation 

discussed above this is consistent with QTAaae also being induced 

by ARG. However, as shown by Figure 43, an alternative inter-

pretation of the data, as it stands, would be that the specific 

actifity of OTAase is controlled by a derepression mechanism, the 

signal for which is the ORN pool. Because of the nature of the 

=P--12  ure experimental system the problem arises as to what is 

cause and what is effect. We have already discussed the relationshi? 
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Figure 44: The steady state relation between ARG and 

OTAase in 

Data from Experiments VIIb and I X, Tables  11 and 13, Appendix ifi. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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observed between the AEG and 0B1 pools under the some conditions 

(Figure 36) which we believe to arise principally through the 

effector role of ARG on the "Proximal" part of the pathway. The 

derepression hypothesis arising from the plot of the "run down" 

data in Figure 43 is Gontrad.toted by a) the work of other 

investigators which argues that OTAase is induced by ARG 

(Castaneda et &1, 1967 and Weiss and Anterasian, 1977) and 

b) is also refuted by the OTAase data from steady state 

cultures (Table 13) shown superimposed on the same Figure 43. 

It can be seen that the OTAase specific activity characteristic 

of AR(-grown 	cultures is about 2.50-fold higher than the ]4D- 

grown activity despite almost identical OBN pools under both 

oonditions. In the opposite way, both the ARG pools and the 

OTAase specific activities do not differ significantly between the 

ARG-grown and ARG + OM-grown cultures despite the ORN pool 

being about 2.5a-fold higher in the latter case. 

As shall be seen, the data from both 	and are-12 ure 

cultures under all conditions of growth are, however, consistent 

with OTAase being induoed by ARG. This was established by 

perform!  the same type of analysis as described above for 

arginase. The mean level of OTAase induction for each steady 

state condition in ure is plotted against the corresponding, 

characteristic ARG pool in Figure 44 (data from Tables 11 and 13). 

The figure shows that, as for argiriase, there is a strong positive 

correlation between the level of induction and the ARG pool level. 

Again, as drawn, the data can be interpreted as indicating an 

allosteric relationship between the sigual and the enz7me. The 
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OTAase in arg-12 ure. 
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overall degree of induction is, however, lower; the activity 

in CIT-grown cultures is only about 3-told higher than in minimally 

grown cultures. 

A comparable plot for the data from the "run down" 

experiments, Xa and b1  is shown in Figures 45 with the relationship 

obtained under steady state conditions (Pigure !i) superimposed. 

The figure agains shows a strong positive correlation between the 

ARG pool and the level of OTAaae induction. However, under the 

":run down" oonition the OTAase specific activity only falls to 

about 6cf/ of the fully induced level for a fall in ABC. pool to 

2 amol. 100 MF d.wt. whereas the specific activity characteristic 

of NIN-grown gM is about one-third of the fully induced level. 

This greater hysteresis compared with the arginase decay  suggests 

that OTAase enzyme is inherently more stable and/or less prone to 

active degradation J6n iivo. 

How then do the observations and interpretations made 

here with regards to the modulation of OTAase activity compare with 

those of other investigators? Weiss and interesian (1977) conducted 

a detailed study of the kinetics of OTAase induction following 

the addition of ARC. to MDT-grown wild-type cultures and the 

kinetics of OTAase decay following the transfer of the induced 

cultures back to .ARG-free medium. The system they used is thus 

identical to that of Wiese and Zavis (1977), used to analyse arginase 

induction; the same problems therefore apply in the interpretation 

of their rc-ulta and comparison with the present work. 

tiz and Antereajan (1977) established that induction 

requires both RNA and protein synthesis. They demonstrated that 
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inductive capacity was present within minutes of the addition 

of ARG to MM-grown wild-type cultures, but that translation into 

induced enzyme synthesis required 30 to £O mini, essentially the 

some response time as observed by 1'leiaa and Davis (1977)  for 

arginase. 

The conclusion from the present work that OTâaze is 

stable in vivo receives direct support from Weiss and Anteresian 

(1977) who showed that the specific activity of OTAaao remained 

substantially at the induced level following the inhibition of 

protein synthesis in ARG-grown cultures. 

In addition they observed an almost immediate decay in 

OTAase activity at an exponential rate equal to the growth rate on 

transfer of induced cultures to AEG-free medium. From this they 

concluded that the rate of enme synthesis fell almost iizned.iately 

on transfer from thefu ily induced rate to the basal rate character-

istic of MM-grown cultures and that the 0TAase specific activity 

decayed simply by dilution through growth. This exponential 

decay ocoured despite the presence of an extractable ARG pool still 

substantially larger than that characteristic of minimally 

grown cultures. This conclusion would appear to be at variance with 

the evidence, presented here (Figures 44 and. 5) for the level of 

induction being controlled by the level of the AM pool. however, 

as with the arginase data of Weiss and Davis (1977) discussed 

earlier, this apparent disagreement with regards to the mechanism of 

induction can be resolved by consideration of the different nature 

of experimental systems used in the two studies; the almost 

immediate fall, in synthetic rate to the basal level following the 
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complete removal of exogenous inducer is explained by the rapid 

removal of the small expanded cytosolic ARG pool, the true 

signal, and relatively slow egress of the large poel of vesicular 

ARG. 

14.3.3.3 	 Upax 

Synthesising the evidence from the foregoing analysis of 

the response of pools and enzymes to the inhibition of CIT uptake 

the following conclusions may be drawn with regards to the steady 

atateness of the system and the control of flux through the .AB 

pathway: 

From the close agreement between the "steady state" and "run 

down" AEG versus CIT and ORN versus .ARG pool relationships (Figures 

22 and 34 respectively) we can conclude that under the "run down" 

condition the metabolic tranefoxntions are at a. continuefly changing 

quasi-steady state throuiout the post-MS addition pool movements. 

Comparison of the "run down" with the "steady state" relation- 

ships between the specific activity of the biosynthetic enzymes, 

AOGTaae and MJAaae, and the ARG pool (Figures 16 and 38 respectively) 

shows that the derepression system responds very rapidly to a 

fail in signal. Furthenaore, the data suggete that under the "run 

down" condition the fall in the signal, i.e. the cytosolic AflG pool, 

leads 	the fail in the total extractable ARG pool (Figure up). 
This is believed to be due, at least in part, to the inhibition 

by HIS (and possibly also ORN) of ARG egress from the vesicle. 

However, no such effect is necessary for such a shift. A shift 

will arise if the rate of decay in flux from CIT to (cytosolie) 
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ARG is lees than the normal rate of vesicular equilibration. 

c) As the  ARG pool is caused to fall into the "derepreasion 

range", primarily by the inhibition of CIT uptake, so derepreaeion 

itself tends to buffer the pool from further change. In Experiment 

Xb the ARG pool is "held" at a value of about 1 unol. 100 mg d.wt., 

around the steepest part of the derepreasion curve. To achieve 

any further decline in the ARG pool and increase in the level of 

derepreasion would require a very small, further reduction in the rate 

of CIT uptake. This is because as the rate of CIT uptake is 

progressively reduced so the Sensitivity Coefficient of the 

step increases from a very low value ("no control") to approach 

unity ("oontroflir3g"). On the linear part of the curve very 

small change in the rate of CIT uptake will elicit a 	change 

in flux to AEG (see Figure 6 for the relation between the nount 

of enzyme and the pathway flux). Technically the attainment of lower 

ARG pools and bier degrees of derepression would be difficult by 

this method since at these values the proportion of the flux to ARG 

accounted for by the expansion of the ARG pool itself is very 

small. 

d) The  level of induction of both CfIAaae and arginase is 

related by an allosterio function to the total extractable steady 

state ABG. pool (Figures ).i.l and 114). This is consistent with the 

binding and dissociation of the coinducer and the inducer being an 

aUoetorio transformation (Burns and Kaceer, 1977). Although 

limited, the data do suggest that there is a siguificent diferenoo 

in the ARG pool function between the two enzymes. However, no 

statement can be made as to the stage(s) in the overall induction 
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induction process(ea) at which the difference(s) reside(s). 

Under the "run down" condition there is a significant 

hyateriats compared with the steady state condition in the decay 

of both arginase and OTAaae (Figures Lih and LS). This is due to 

the relative stability of the preformed enzymes in vivo compared 

with the rate of change in the ARG pool. This effect is quite 

substantial for OTtaae but quite email for arginase. In i41v&1ly 

grown ure the specific activity of OTAase is about 30 and arginase 

about 1 of the CIT-grown value (Figures Lh and 45 respectively). 

For the same fall in total ARG pool under the "run down" condition 

the specific activity of OTAase only falls to about 60 and 

arginase to between 30 and LC% of the CIT-alone level (Figures 

141 and 142 respectively). 

That the CIT to .ARG and ARG to OT relations are virtually 

indistinguishable between the "steady state" and. "run down" 

conditions despite the lag in arginase decay azri es that the 

consequential difference in arginase flu• ::J1.i 	small 

component of the total flux out of ARG. 

The lag in arginase decay under the "run down" compared with 

the "steady state" condition cannot account for the more pronounced 

shift from the bradytrophic derepression curve to higher values of 

total extractable .ARG under the former condition. As will be shown 

later in the text, no arginase flux can be detected at these levels 

of ARG. Furthe=req  we shall see that a similar shift in the curve 

is observed whore the arginase flux is mutationally lacking 

(Section 14.3.7.2). 

e) The  non-linear relationship between ARG and CIT observed 

under all experimental conditions in ari&12 ure (Figures 22,23 and 314) 
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is best explained by the flux to .ABG becoming progressively 

saturated at level of CIT above about 5  umol. 100 mj d.wt. There 

is no evidence for a change in either the amount or activity of the 

ABG fanning enzinea over this range (Davis At a, 1978a). The 

observed variation in arginase specific activity (Figures 14 and 1) 

will effect but cannot generate the relationship. The limited data 

on ASA pools and the resultant CIT to ASA and ASA 
to ABG relations 

(Flint, Porteous and Kacear, in preparation) suggests that 

saturation of SYNase at these levels of CIT accounts for most of 

the non-linearity in the CIT to AEG relation  although there is also 

evidence for some saturation of A&Aa.ee at high substrate levels. 

r) The ARC-mediated variation in the specific activity of OTAase 

(Figure 4L) must have a positive effect on the flux from 01*1 to GSA. 

However, the evidence from the PRO responses (Figure 37) indicates that 

under our conditions the effect of induction on the OTAase flux is 

much less than the mass action effect of accumulated 011. This 

implies that the concentration of 01*1 which OTAase "sees" varies 

around the Km for the enzyme. This in in complete accord with the 

observations that OTAase is loaalised to the cytooi (Weiss and. 

Davis, 1973) and that in mnimPl1y groitu wild-type uroapora less 

than 	of the total extractable 01*1 is ortoaolic with a concentration 

around the Kin for the enzyme detenninod 	vitro (Karlin  Ot 21v 1976). 

The oompartition of 01*1 and the aubc1ular localisation of the 

pathway enzymes were described and discussed at some length in 

Section 1.3.2.1  to this thesis. 

g) A dramatically non-linear, inverse relationship between 01*1 

and ABG is observed in ax-1 2 ure under all experimental conditions 



(Figures 249, 25 and 36). The ORN response to ARC can be divided 

into three parts. Firstly, the ORN pool is substantially constant, 

with a mean of 0.4 mol. 100 mg7l  tLwt. in Experiments Xa and b, at 

ABC values from fully expanded down to about 5 imol. 100 mj d.wt. 

This occurs despite the fact that the catabolic flux to O11 must 

be falling due to a) the deinduotion of arginase (Figure L2) and 

b) the mass action efiect of falling substrate. Flint (1977) 

showed that the rate o1 urea aocunnilation, equivalent to the 

catabolic flux to ORN, was proportional to the ARC pool. On CIT 

supplement alone this flux is greater than the flux to expansion 

of the ARC pool itself but in Wt on mt,thi  medium falls to only 

about a quarter of the ARC expansion flux, equivalent to lees than 

of the total flux out of ABC. The same conclusion can be drawn 

from a manipulation of data from the present work to be described 

later in the text (see Section 4.3.7.3), The work of Davis and 

colleagues (Karlin Al Al, 1976;  Bowman and Davis, 1977a  and b) 

indicates that ARC derived OW is predominantly oatabolised 

further by OTAaae. However, the PRO pool is also essentially 

constant, with a mean value of 0.44 p mol • 100 mj d.wt • in 

Experiment Xa and b, over this same range of ARC pools. No 

movement of any other metabolically related pool is observed, which 

could account for this "lost" flux. Several fomial explanations 

for the lack of ORN and PRO response can be constructed. Firstly, 

the inferred decrease in catabolic flux may be oppositely 

balanced by an AR( -mediated increase in biosynthetic flux. Secondly, 

the ORN pool may be "locked" by the feedback inhibition of ORN on 

its own synthesis. Thirdly, ORN biosynthesis may be reversible 

to an extent. Finally, the possibility must be considered that the 
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OTAaae flux over this range of ARG pools is in fact substantial 

but "lost" in GUT. In view of the centrel role of this metabolite 

in inteiinediaàzy metabolism a considerable amount of buffering would 

be expected against changes in rate of formation. A large increase 

in flux to GILT from OM via OTAaae could be "lost" as many small 

changes in rates of formation and uWization of GLU by other pathways. 

It will be shown latet in the text that this last alternative is in 

fact the real explanation for the lack of ORN and PRO response 

(see Section L.3.7.1). 

No mention has yet been made of the remaining, known fate 

of ORN, namely via ODCase to polyami.ne  synthesis. We have no 

direct estimate of this flux under our conditions and must rely 

on the evidence of Davis and coworkers (Karlin et al, 1976) that 

this flux remains substantially constant under conditions of 

'varying ARG and ORE pools; a flux of 2.2 iaol. 100 mg d.wt. 

increase was calculated. 

The second phase of the ORN response is that part of the ORN 

rise seen as the ARG pool falls below 5 imol. 100 	d.'.rt. but 

before the derepreaaion range is entered. In this phase the ORN 

pool expands about four-fold. Furthermore, as soon as the ORN pool 

increases a proportional increase in the PRO pool is observed (Figure 

37). In accord with the observations of Flint (1977), the change 

in arginase flux over this range of ARG pools can be shown to be 

very- small (see Section 4.3.7.3). The OBN and PRO pool response 

must therefore reflect an ARG-mediated increase in biosynthetic 

flux affected through the deinhibition of one or more enzymes in 

the "proximal" part of the pathway. 
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The third and final phase of the ORN pool response 

covers the rise in ORN seen once the .AEG pool faMs to within the 

deropression range • Ba.vthelnieas ç, Al (1974) have shown that the 

last three enzymes of the AEG pathway are coordinately clerepreseeth 

Prom the evidence presented. hare (Figure 39) this 000rd1ncy 

prohàbly extends to all of the enzymes in the "proima1" part;. 

Of all the pathway enzymes  there is only evidence for OPSase-

JLRG, an enzyme "beyond" OR1, being outiith this control (Cybia 

and. Davis, 1975).  Assuming that derepreasion is coordinate 

throughout the "proximal" set of enzymes the 2-fold 

increase in AOGTaae specific activity observed in flqeriment Xb 

in this last phase must lead to an equal increase in the flux to 

OI. We can estimate the change in flux from the ORN and PRO 

pools extrapolated from Figures 36 and 37 (assuming an .ARG pool 

of 2.0 jimol. 100 rw d.wt. as the minimum fully repressed 

condition (iean vlwe for = on ?= from Tables 11 and 13) and 

0.6 i:Ol. 100 mg7l  d..'rt;. as the A1C pool at 2-fold derepreasion 

(:igure 38)) as follows; 

"Repressed" flux to ORN = P x ORN + P QDCase - P 0EAaae 

1.30 + 2.2 + (0.95 -. 0.31) 

L.4.14mol. 100 mg-1  d.wt. increase 

"Derepressed" flux to ORN = P x ORN s P ODOase + P OTAase 

4.5 + 2.2 + (1.8 - 0.31) 

8.19  mo]. • 100 mg 1  d.wt. increase 

Following through the reasonable assumption of 000rdinate 

darepression this calculation suggests that in this range of ABG 

pools derepression is the only mechanism which is operating to 

change the biosynthetic flux. However, this conclusion relies 
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on the assumption that the increase in the PRO pool accurately 

reflects the OTAase flux, an assumption which as already discussed, 

is open to doubt. The question of the range and extent to which 

defnMbition and derepression operate to control the flux to OB2 

will be fully answered in Section 4.3.7.3. 

4.3.4 	Experiment XI : the "run up" condition in arg-12 ure 

In Experiments Xa and b (Section 4.3.3) we established, by 

comparison with "steady state" experiments, that under the "z,m 

down" condition the system as a whole was at a metabolic quasi-steady 

state throughout the post-HIS addition pool movements. These 

experiments also confimed and elaborated upon the effector role 

of ABG in the control of the amount and activity of the pathway 

enzymes and hence the fluxes through the pathway. Again by comparison 

with the "steady state" condition, we established that the derepression 

system responded with a new elevated rate of enzyme synthesis with 

almost no ia€.  as the ARG pool fell • In contrast we observed a 

significant lag in the decay of induced catabolic enzyme under the 

"run down" condition. This was presumably due to the stability of 

prefoned enzyme since we believe that the time taken for the trans- 

lation of a change in signal level into a change in synthetic rate 

to be relatively short. The possible effects of such delays in 

enzyme adjustments on pool and aubpool movements and metabolic 

fluxes have been discussed. 

As a result of the foregoing analyses we might well 

expect the effect of a change in the "controlling" component, i.e. 

the AEG pool on the response of a "controlled" component, e.g. 

the amount of enzyme activity to be dependent not only on the rate 
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It was therefore felt to be of some considerable interest 

to erinrtne the possibility of conducting an experiment essentially 

In reverse to those just described. That is to say, to start, 

at the beginning of the experimental time course, with an ARG pool 

well within the derepression range and with the consequent and 

characteristic levels of related metabolites and pathway enzyme 

specific activities and to monitor the changes in all these 

components following an experimentally oontrolled increase in the 

ARG pool over time. Lith this aim in mind the following 

experiment detailed, in Table 16 was conducted. 

Thirteen growth flasks were preparc(i axL. eatou ao if for 

a "run down!' experiment with HIS added oout 1 i aic 	iocuiation 

Into CIT supplemented medium. After a ft.rther d h incubation (by 

which time the ARG pool would be well within the derepression range, 

as judged by ibrperiment Xb (Figure 31)) more CIT was added to each 

of nine flasks to change the medium HIS: CIT ratio from 581 to 

essentially 1:1 • These nine flasks were harvested sequentially 

over approximately 5 h following the addition of more CIT to the 

medium and with roughly equally intervening time intervals. Of 

the four flasks to which no more CIT was added two were harvested 

before and two after the time of the addition of more CIT to the 

other nine flasks. Pull experimental details and the results of 

the various analyses performed are shown in Table 16, from which 

the following observations can be made and conclusions drawn: 

(i) Growth rate 

The log of the dry weight of uiyoelial harvest yields are 



Figure 46: Experiment XI: growth rate. 

Data from Table 16, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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41je 	eiasecL since inocu.iatjon, in Figure 46. 

The figure suggests that the growth rate of the cultures slowed 

significantly following the addition of HIS to the cultures compared 

with that noxmally observed for cultures grown in medium supplemented 

only with CIT (Figure 13). Extrapolation of the growth curve formed 

the harvest yields from the four cultures grown solely on CIT plus 

HIS (CE 1 to 4) medium ives a doubling time of approximately 6 h, 

twice that of cultures grown solely on CIT supplemented medium. 

This growth rate effect is understandable in view of the earlier 

time of HIS addition employed here compared with the "rim down" 

experiments Xa and b (see Tables 14 and 15). The effect of the time 

of HIS addition on the growth rate has already been discussed (see 

Section 4.1.6). After about one hour's incubation rapid exponential 

gowith with a doubling time of 3 Ii 20 min was restored to those 

cultures to which more CIT was added. 

(ii) celia1 airi2aci4 uooLs 

The complete data on inycelial eminoacid pool levels in the 

cultures are presented in Table 16. The 'nycalial HIS, CIT, .ARG and 

OHN are plotted against time elapsed since HIS addition to the 

medium in Figure 47, from which the following observations can be 

made and conclusions drawn: 

a) In those cultures grown only on CIT plus HIS supplemented 

medium (cHi to ) the pools are substantially time invariant with 

the exception of ORN which shows a significant increase with time. 

Its expected, the absolute pool values closely match those observed 

in 1iperiment Xb (Table 15) at equivalent times elapsed since HIS 

addition thus further substantiating the belief that the experimental 
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The CIT pool increases rapidly immediately following 

the addition of more CIT to the medium reaching a new steady state 

level of about 8 iunol. 100 rng d.wt. after 2 Ii. The overall pool 

expansion is about 20-fold. The steady state level reached is 

considerably less than that characteristic of cultures grown on 

CIT only, reflecting the continued bat reduced inhibition of CIT 

uptake by HIS. 

In contrast to the CIT pool, no expansion of the AEG pool 

is detectable in the first 10 win period following the addition of 

more CIT to the medium. Thereafter the ABG concentration increases 

steadily, settling out at about 14 4mol.  100 nig d.'wt. some 3 h 

after the addition of more CIT to the medium (and about 40 win after 

the CIT pool itself had reached a steady state level). The 

comparative time courses of CIT and AEG pool expansion must generate 

a different relationship between these two pools from that described 

by the "steady state" and '&un down" experiments (Figure 22 and 34 

respectively). Comparison of the relationships should help 

to identify the elements of importance in the control of flux from 

CIT to ARG. The exact form of the "run up" relationship and 

the conclusions which may be drawn from it with respect to the control 

of flux will be discussed in Section 4-3-5- 
The most dramatic post-CIT addition response is seen in the 

ORN pool which crashes almost as soon as an increase in the A1G pool 

is observed. This is consistent with the aflosteric inhibition 

of one or more enzymes in the "proximal" part over a change in the 

4RG pool from about 1 to 2 imol. 100 mCI  d.wt. This relatively 
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expansion of the oytoeolio pool. The question of the control of 

flux in the "proximal" part will be returned to in Section 4-3.5- 

e) The marginal fall in the HIS pool over the experimental time 

course contrasts with the rapid increase in the mycelial CIT pool 

following the addition of more CIT to the medium. This implies 

that the pro- and post-*CIT addition rates of HIS uptake are much 

the same, consistent with HIS being predominantly transported 

by an uptake system which is not inhibitable by CIT, i.e. the 

"basic" or "neutral" (Poll, 1970a and b; see Appendix II to this 

thesis). 

(iii) Enzyme specific activities 

The specific activity of each of the four enzymes, OTAase, 

arginase, AOGTase and ASAase, was determined in all of the 

experimental cultures • The data are presented in. Table 16, and 

plotted against the time elapsed since HIS addition in. Figure 48 0  

from which the following observations can be made and conclusions 

drawn: 

a) The specific activities of both catabolic enzyme, OTAa.ae  

and arginase are low in each of the four cultures to which no 

second CIT addition was made. This is as expected given the 

corresponding MIG pool and the findings of Zxperiment Xb (Figure 31). 

Both activities increase coordinately with time following 

the addition of more CIT to the other nine cu 	specific 

activity of the two enzymes increase slowly to bo, 	t;h increasing 

in rate towards the and of the experimental time course and, 

significantly, beyond the point at which the ABG pool had settled 

to its new steady state value. The induction of these two enzymes 
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b) The specific activities of both biosynthetic enzymes, 

AOGase and AS&aae, are derepressed in each of the four cultures 

to which no second CIT addition was made. Again this is as 

expected given the corresponding ARG pool and the findings of 

Experiment Xb (Figure 2). 

Both activities fall coordinately with time following the 

addition of more CIT to the other nine cultures. However, the rate 

of fall is very slow which suggests that not only are both enzymes 

stable in vivo but also that the time taken for an increase in 

signal (i.e. AI.G pool) to be translated into a repressed 

rate of enzyme cynthesis may be much longer than the time taken 

to respond with a derepressed rate of synthesis to a falling .ARG 

pool. This question will be discussed further in Section 

4-3-5. 
Clear. y the marginal decline in the specific activity of 

AOGTaae cannot account for the dramatic fall in the ORN pool 

which must, as previously stated, reflect the response to a change 

in activity rather than amount of enzyme. 

In sunmlar.y, it is clear from a comparison of the time course 

of pool and enzyme changes observed in this "run up" experiment 

with those observed under the "run down" condition that the 

rela tionehipa between system components are indeed affected by 

the direction as well as the rate of change of the components. 

In the next section these hysterec6s will be discussed and 

interpreted with respect to the control of flux through the 

pathway. 
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L. ons 	eULP" with the "uu down"  Qonditi= in 

a-12 ure 

4.3.5.1 	The. relation between the mycelial .ARG pool and the specific 

activity of the iathway on 

(i) 	Tho biosynthetic enzymes 

It was concluded from the marginal decline in the specific 

activities of both A0Gase and ASAaa. in the "run up" experiment 

(Figure 48) that both enzymes were quite stable in irivo. It was also 

suggested that there may be a significant hysteresis in the response 

to a change in ABG from "deropresaing" to "repressing" levels 

compared with the rapid response to change observed in the opposite 

direction (Figure ). This question will be pursued in toe following 

calculations 

The rate of fail in ASAsa. activity (Figure 18, slope 

estimated by eye) is approximately I nmol • mg protein~-1.min7l per 

myoelial doubling time 0 h 20 mm). By 30 min after the second 

addition of CIT (culture OR + C2) the ARG pool has risen to signifi- 

cantly above 2.0 unol. 100 	d.wt., a level at which the level 

of AS&aee activity is noznally fully repressed. Taking an the 

fully repressed level of ASAsse synthesis 12.2 nmol. Mg protein 1. 

m.tn 1 (Table 15), toe level of ASAaae specific activity would be 

expected to have fallen by approximately 4 zol.mg  protein .min 1 

within one doubling time simply by dilution. This assumes that 

a) the response in the rate of enzyme synthesis to a change in the 

"signal" pool level was immediate, and b) that the enzyme was 

stable in vivo. If toe enzyme were not stable the fall in specific 

would be expected to be even greater. That the ASAase specific 
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activity falls by as little as I nmol.ing.protein-1  . mm  
-1 
 uggeete 

that the synthesis of ASAsse continues at a derepressed rate long 

after the total ARG pool has expanded to "repressing" levels. 

Similarly the "expected" fail in the AOGTase activity in 

the first xnyoelial doubling after the total ARG poo2. has expanded 

to "repressing" levels would be about 300 xmiol. mg protein' .min 1  

However, the observed rate of decay is only one-third of the 

"expected.". 

This eymotry in response with regard to the direction 

of the change in the "signal" pool might be explained if the 

equilibrium between unbound and toimd corepressor strongly favours 

the dissociation of corepreseor from the repressor molecule. The 

persistence of derepressed enzyme levels despite a repressing level 

of ARG differs from the "cross pathway" regulation described by 

Carsiotia at. .11 (1970) and discussed in Appendix I to this thesis, 

in that here we are resupplying the same ooreprossor originally 

reduced to a derepreseing level. Certainly, as will be demonstrated, 

the persisting derepressed levels of enzymes cannot be explained 

by the cytosolic ARG pool persisting at a "derepreesing" level 

despite an increase in the total extractable pool. Whatever the 

cause of the hysteresis the effect imisi be to increase proportion-

ally the flux to ARG for a given concentration of CIT compared 

with the repressed condition. 
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(ii) The catabolic enzymes 

&rinaee 

The arginase induction system appears to respond fairly 

rapidly in the "run up" experiment with about a four-fold increase 

in specific activity for an increase in ARG from I to 10 4mol. 100 

dvt. (Figures 47 and 48) Much the awae change in specific 

activity for m equivalent pool change was observed under the 

"steady statt1' condition (Pi8ure 41). The rapid response is in 

accord with the findings of Weiss and Davis (1977) discussed above 

in Section 4.3.3.2  and implies that the oytosolio ARG pool expands 

almost as soon as more CIT is added to the medium. 

OTMSe 

In contrast with the arginase response, the OTAaae 

induction system appears to be very slow to respond to the increase 

in the ARG pool; only a marginal increase in specific activity is 

observed under the "run up" condition (Figure liB) compared with 

the change in specific activity observed under "steady state" 

conditions (Figure 44), for equivalent changes in the ARG pool. 

This substantiates the inference made from differences in the 

behaviour of OTAaae and argirzase under the "run down" condition 

(Section 4.3.3.3) that the induction systems for the two enzymes 

are fundamentally different. At what level this difference 

resides is not known. 



Fiqure49: The "runup" relation between CITandARG 

in aro--17 tire. 

Data from Tablel6, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for detaiLs. 
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Figure 50: The "rundown" ret.ation between CIT and FxARG 

in arg-12 ure. 

Data from Experiments Xa( 0) and b( • ), Tablesl4 and 15 Appedixtu. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 51: The"runup" relation between CiTand FxARG 

in arg-12 ure. 

Data from Table 16, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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'orrelatlon bcti:c 	aocloQ1 

It was apparent simply from the visual inspection of the 

relative changes in the CIT and ARG pool in Experiment XI (Figure 

47) that under the "rim up" condition the relationship between these 

pools must differ substantially from that described both by "steady 

state" cultures (Figure 22) and the "rim down" condition (Figure 314). 

The extent to which this is so is seen in Figure 19 where the data 

from Bbcpez'iment XI are plotted, connected by a solid line, and where 

the dashed line represents the "steady state"/"run down" relation. 

Clearly the AG pool responds to an increase in CIT influx in a 

substantially different way from the response to a decrease in CIT 

influx. However, particularly in view of the growth rate effects in 

Experiment XI (Figure 46), the more 	opria: plot for comparison 

of the different experiments is the relation between the CIT pool 

and the £BG concentration per unit growth, i.e. the ABf] expansion 

flux. The data from the "run down" experiments Xa and b (Tables 

114 and is) are plotted in this mner in Figure 50. The corresponding 

plot for the "run up" experiment XI (Table 16) is shown in Figure 51 

with the relationship derived from Figure 50 superimposed. 

The most striking feature of the "rim up" condition is 

the directly proportional increase in the ARG expansion flux with 

increasing CIT, but at a rate considerably lower than the 

corresponding fall in ABa with CIT observed under the "run down" 

condition. This deviation from the "run down" or "steady state" 

behaviour is particularly surprising in view of the substantially 

derepreased levels of &SAase (and, by inference, SYNase also) 

observed throughout the time course of Experiment XI (Figure L48) 
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This higher concentration of enzyme must result in a proportional 

Increase in the flux from CIT to ARG at equivalent CIT pools 

compared with the repressed condition which prevails over all but 

the tail end of the "run down" condition (Figure 32). Since no 

evidence ban been found for the activity of either STNase or 

ASAase being affected by activation or inhibition in vitro or in vivo 

(Davis Alj, 1978a) the disparity between the ARG to CIT relations 

can only be explained by the flux out of ARG being that much 

greater for a given flux into ARG under the "run up" compared 

with the "run down" or "steady state" condition. More specifically, 

the &t.Uerenoe between the "run up" and "run down" relation must 

reside in disparate rates of hydrolysis by argiriase since the 

flux of ARG to protein has been shown to be essentially constant 

under all exponential growth conditions (Tateaon, 1971  and Flint, 

1977). 

Sihat differences in experimental conditions might explain 

this unexpected behaviour? The flux through arginase will be affected 

by three factors: 

the amount of enzyme present, i.e.  the level of induction 

by ARG. 

the enzyme activity, which is feed back inhibited by OR 

(Mora A. Jai, 1972 and Mavis 	, 1978a), and 

the substrate concentration, i.e. the oytosolio ARG pool. 

The Km for native arginase determined in vitro is of the same order 

as the cy-toeolio ARG concentration in minimally grown wild-type 

Neuxoepoa (Weiss, 1973  and. Subrsrnn4an 21 aL, 1973). This explains 

why the rate of urea production is very low under such conditions 

despite substantial enzyme activity J& vitro and a high total 
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extractable AEG pool (Tateson, 1971). 

The change in arginase specific activity in response to a 

change in AEG pool is of the same order under both the "run up" and 

"run down" conditions (Figures 149 and 142 respectively) and therefore 

the first factor cannot account for the difference in the ARG to CIT 

relation. However, two additional and striking differences in pool 

movements are observed which suggest that the second and third 

factors operate to different degrees between the "run up" and "run 

down"experimenta and can explain the assumed disparity in arginase 

fluxes. 

Firstly, by nature of the experimental design, we start with 

a low mycelial HIS pool in the "run down" experiments which rises 

with time to reach a high steady state level after one or two n3yoelial 

doublinge (Figures 20 and 31). In contrast, the mycelial HIS pool 

and the rate of HIS uptake starts and remains high in the "run up" 

experiment (Pigtthe 47). 

Secondly, in the "run down" experiments the OliN pool is 

initially low and only increases significantly ter the AEG pool 

has fallen to below about 5  mo].. 100 wg d.wt. (Figure 36) 

whereas the  OliN pool starts high and crashes as soon as expansion 

of the ABG pool is detected in the "run up" experiment (Figure 147). 

Extending the argument given in Section 14.3.3,2  to 

explain the shift in the derepreesion curve under the "run down" 

condition to high total extractable AEG pools, the effect of the 

high mycelial HIS and OliN will be to inhibit the uptake of cytosolio 

AItG under the "run up" condition. Together with the derepreased 

flux from CIT to AEG, the net effect will be the rapid expansion 
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Figure 52: Experiment XI: the rate of medium urea 

accumulation. 

Data from Table 16, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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of the o7toso:Lie II.G pool to a level inu.oh hIber than the "steady 

state", or "run down" level, corresponding to the observed total 

extractable pool. Mass action will result in a high arginase flux 

despite an initially low level of enzyme specific activity.Further-

more as the OliN pool crashes so the inhibitory effect of OliN on 

arginase will fall. 

The expectation of an elevation in the arginase flux 

imoediately following CIT-2 addition in the "run up" experiment was 

tested by determining the rate of urea formation before and after 

the addition of more CIT to the medium. The concentration of urea 

present in the medium samples taken at the time of harvesting was 

estimated by the BUN method. These concentrations are plotted 

against the corresponding harvest yields in Figure 	from which 

it can be seen that the argfn*e flux must indeed have been 

considerably lover before than after the addition of more CIT to 

the medium. In fact, the plot shown in Figure 52 underestimates 

the real difference in rates of urea accumulation before and after 

the addition of more CIT for two reasons. Firstly, the rate of urea 

accumulation would have been initially very high but fallen 

progressively with time following the addition of HIS to the 

medium (flint, 1977). Secondly, although most of the urea formed 

is excreted into the medium where it accumulates, a significant 

steady state pool is held in the mycelium which will of course 

constitute an exponentially increasing total amount with time 

(Punt, 1977). 

We can now turn specifically to the comparison of the OTh 

to ABG pool relation between the "run up" and "run down" condition, 

bearing in mind the interpretation of the system's behaviour from 



Figure 53: The "runup" relation between ARG and ORN 

in arg-12ure. 

Data from TabLel6, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 54; The "rundown" relation between ARG and FxORN 

n arg-12 ure. 

Data from Experiments X  (o)and b(•),Tab1es14 and l5,AppedixIll. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 55: The "runup" relation between ARG and FxORN 

in arg-12 ure. 

Data from Table 16, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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the ARG to CIT pool relation just discussed. We have already 

d.teousaod in some detail the probable and possible mechanisms 

underlying the OBN to AEG pool relationship described both by 

the "run down" and the "steady state" condition (Section 3.3). 

There are two intuitive reasons for expecting the "run up" 

condition to alter this relationship. Firstly, we expect a 

hysteresis in the response of ORN to the increasing level of 

ARG as effector since OW acoumulated at the outset of 

xperiment XI must be diluted out by growth and metabolism. 

Secondly, we inferred that the arginase flux was substantial 

even at low levels of total extractable ARG under the "run up" 

condition. In addition, the auboellular distribution of 

accumulated ON will determine in part its own fate following 

the increase in AEG pool. The actual form of the "run up" 

relation should reveal information aboutthis distribution and 

the relative contributions to ORN of ARG, firstly, as effector 

on the "proximal" part of the pathway and ,aeoondiy, a 

catabolic substrate. 

The OHN to ARG pool plot for the data from Experiment XI 

is shown in Figure 53 with the "run down" relationship from 

Figure 36 superimposed. The figure shows that there is indeed 

a substantial hysteresis in the OBN pool decay wider the "run up" 

condition. However, again the more appropriate plot for 

comparison is the ORbi expansion flux as a function of the ARG 

pool. This function is shown in Figure 54 for the data from 

Experiments Xa and b and in Figure 55 for the data from 

librperini.nt XI with the "run down" relationship superimposed.. 
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In fact the hysteresis observed is fax less thanLo cpected  

if the disparity in the ABG to CIT relations between the two 

conditions is to be explained by differences in the arginase flux. 

This is so even if it is assumed that on expansion the cytosolic 

£RG pool completely inhibits OBJi biosynthesis (Mavis 21 SJO 1978&  

and b). 

In addition to finding a rapid and complete cessation in 

ORN biosynthesis following the transfer of M from Nfl to AJG 

supplemented medium, Davis et Jai  (1978a and b) also report that 

pre-existing ORN is very rapidly catabolised.. They infer that 

cytosolic ARG inhibits the uptake of cytosolic OEN mb the 

mitochondria and vesicle and may also promote the egress of ORN 

from the vesicle. The results from the present work are 

certainly compatible with this notion. ABC derived ORN has been 

shown to be predominantly catabolised further by OTAsse (Kerlin 

al, 1976; Bowman and Davis 1978a and. b). Prom a visual 

inspection of Table 16 there is certainly no indication in the PRO 

pool of such an elevated flux in R3tperiment XI. This may simply 

mean that under these conditions GSA is predominantly oxidised 

to GLU, as suggested also to be the case under the "run down" 

condition (Section 4-3-3)- 

In conclusion, it is clear that the ORN to ARC pool 

relation is a complex integration of the metabolic and effector 

contributions of ABC and the consequences of the compartition 

of the ORN pool on the entry and exit fluxes. 

In the final analysis the actual movement of ORN pool 

wl1 depend upon the contemporaneous interplay of all these 

factors. In the absence of detailed tracer studies or the further 
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metabolic dissection of the system their relative contributions 

cannot be judged. 

In eux!mlaVy, it is clear from the ARG to CIT and OI?N to AM 

relations and the lag in adjustment of enz'me activities to 

changing effector levels that we are not at steady state under the 

"run up" condition particular to Experiment XI, but are observing 

a transient state and slow adjustment to a new steady state. 

Comparison of the "run up" with the "run down" demonstrates 

the complexity of the system response to a change in metabolic 

influx. The change from one steady state to another is an 

integrated systemic response to contemporaneous and continuous 

changes in the levels of enzymes, their substrates and effectors 

and their auboellular distribution. The differences observed 

between the two conditions described in the responses of "controlled" 

components demonstrates clearly the dependence not o3y upon the 

magnitude and rate of change of each "controlling" component, but 

also upon the direction of that change. The discussion of the 

relative contributions to each response of the different factors 

believed to be involved has been limited by nature of the 

experimental system and the number and type of experimental 

analyses perforaed. However, the further dissection of the system 

by the Introduction of mutational blocks to specific fluxes 

should largely obviate such problems without necessitating 'the 

resort to a more complex analytical approach. Experiments 

designed to this end are described in the following 

section. 
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The "run cio1in" conáitio in arg-12 ota am 

In the preceding experiments with the ar-12 ure strain 

the interpretation of pool responses to modulation of the system 

influx was limited by the inability to quantify the relative contri-

butions of anabolic and catabolic fluxes. In particular, the effect 

of the "distal" moiety on the "proi'-i" through the effector role of 

ARG was complicated by the unkno'van catabolic contribution of ARG to 

ORN and the dubiety attached to the estimation of the OTAaae flux 

from the accumulation of PRO. Detailed radioisotope label equilibrium 

and pulse label studies of the type conducted by Flint (1977)  and by 

Davis and colleagues (Karlin &t al, 1976, and Bowman and Davies, 1977a 

and b) can go a long way to overcoming such difficulties. However, 

such an approach is by nature laborious, particularly where suboeliular 

distributions of metabolites change with changes of metabolic state. 

An alternative and such simpler approach to the problem was outlined 

in the experimental strategy (Section 3.2) 9  namely to dissociate 

completely the "proximal" and "distal" moieties by introducinng the 

mutation in place of the ure mutation (Figure 7). Thus the 

flux to .ARG reduces to the sum of the ARG pool expansion flux and the 

flux of AIG to protein. Now the only contribution of ARG to the 

"proril" flux is the indirect effect through the operation of 

feedback inhibition and derepression. By also introducing the 211 

mutation the flux to OBN reduces to the sum of the flux to 

expansion of ORN poel itself and the ODGase flux (Figure 7). We 

can now quantify the indirect effect of ARG on the biosynthetic 

flux by conducting the "run down" experiments of the same type as 

described for the arg-12 ue. In addition, by comparison with the 

arp-12 ure poe1 data the OTAaae and arginase fluxes in the 
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ax,-12 ure strain can be estimated. 

Three "run down" experiments, XII, XIII, XIV employing 

the ma.-12 otg aa strain were conducted. The general method is by 

now well described and need not be repeated here. Any significant 

differences, however, will be mentioned. The results from the 

three experiments can be conveniently discussed together. 

The complete experimental details for Experiments XII, 

XIII and XIV are given in Tables 17,  18 and 19, respectively, in 

Appendix III to the thesis. The only common difference in method 

from the arg.-12 nra 11run down"  experiments (Tables 14 and is)  is 

that the arg-12 ota_qa oonidia were inoculated into medium 

supplemented with only 0.04 mM CIT (as opposed to 0.L0 mM CIT). 

More CIT (0.36 mM) was added at the time of HIS addition. It will 

be shown (Section 4'.3-7.1)  that CIT uptake is concentration dependent 

at this initial level of supplementation. Consequently the mycelial 

CIT pool is much lower than the corresponding starting level in 

the am-12 nrc "run down" experiments where 'the rate of CIT uptake 

was nearly saturated. This meant that lower CIT pools (and., 

consequently, .ARG pools) could be reached more rapidly than if 

0.!j) mM CIT had been added at inoculation. 

In Experiment )II a-2:1 HIS: CIT was employed. In this 

experiment ,because of the low conidial inoouluni used ,the mycelial 

contents of more than one growth flask were pooled for analysis at 

early time points. In Experiment XIII the HISsCIT ratio was 

increased to 3:1, In Experiment XIV first a 2:1 HIS: CIT ratio was 

established and then, some 10 h later, the ratio was increased to 

4:1 • The salient features of the three experiments can be 

simnn-rised briefly as follows: 
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(i) Growth rate 

The growth rates in Experiments Xii, XIII and XIV are shown 

in Figures 56, 57 and 58 respectively. In each experiment the growth 

was exponential although the rates varied between experiments in 

relation to the time of HIS addition and ratio of MOM In 

Experiment XIV the rate fell substantially about one mycelial 

doubling after the increase in medium HISiCIT ratio from 2:1 to W1. 

Growth effects of this type have been discussed in Section 4.1.6. 

They do not interfere with the interpretation of the experimental 

results. However, the differences in growth rates iuu.st  be taken 

into account when comparing pool data from different experiments. 

(ii) 1&ceiiai aminoacij Pooia 

The time course of changes in the HIS, CIT, ARG and 0B1 

pools in Experiments XII, XIII and XIV are shown in Figures 59, 60 

and 61 respectively. The following general points can be made 

concerning the variation in pools: 

The rate of CIT uptake is not saturated at the initial 

level of supplementation. This conclusion follows from the low level 

of niycelial. CIT observed in the 01,2,3 harvest from Experiment XII 

compared With that characteristic of ar-12 ure cultures supplemented 

with 0.3 mM CIT or more (Tables 7 and 9). The low myoelial. CIT 

pool observed in harvest 01,2,3 cannot be explained by the exhaustion 

from the medium of exogenously supplied CIT. 

This point will be developed later in the text. 

The rate of fall of .ARG relative to the rate of fall of CIT 

is less than in ari&12 ure. This must be due to the absence from er-12 

ota na of the flux out of AM via arginase. This strain difference is 
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Figure 56: Experiment XII: growth rate. 

Data from Table 17, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 57: Experiment XIII: growth rate. 

Data from Table 18, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 58: Experiment XIV: growth rate. 

Data from Tab[e19, Appendix I. See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 59: Experiment X11: the 2:1 HIS:CIT changes in mycelia[ amino acid pools. 
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Figure 60: Experiment XIII: the 3:1 HIS:CIT changes in mycelial amino acid poo(s. 
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Figure 61: Experiment XIV: the 4:1 HIS:CIT changes in mycelial amino acid pools. 
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seen most clearly by comparison of Experiment XILI with arg-12 ota age. 

(Figure 60) with Experiment VIII using arp-1 2 ure (Figure 20). 

Identical conditions of RISi CIT supplementation were used in the two 

experiments but the ARG pool 	down" differed significantly between 

the two; with ax -12 uro a time invariant ARG pool of about 5 ismol. 
100 	d.wt. was reached within 6 Ii after the addition of HIS whereas 

with gi12 pta am the .ARG pool was still falling and had only reached 

about 9 4mol. 100 mg d.wt. at 10 Ii post-BIS addition. The arginase 

flux in ar-12 ure can be calculated from this difference in ARG pool 

response. This will be shown later in the text (Section 4.3.7.3). 
a) The range of ARG pools generated in each experiment overlap 

with the next. The overall range is essentially the sane as that 

generated in ar-12 .. Notably, ARG pools within the "derepression 

range" were reached in hxperiment XIV (Table 19,  Figure 61). 

d) The OBN pool shows a marked and sustained increase as 

the ARG pool falls to below about 13 tmol. 100 mg 1  d.wt. (Figure 61). 

This contrasts with the lack of 02N response in ari-12 ure until the 

ARG pool falls to oiow about Simol. 100 	d.wt. (Figure 36). 
lilt 

Presumably, part ofjinoireot effect of ARG through deinhibition of 

the "proximal" part was masked in ar-12 ure by the direct and 

"opposite" metabolic contribution of ARG between 13 and 5 umol. 100ng 
d.wt. since no ORN pool response was observed in Experiments Xa or b 

over this range • A very dramatic and continuing increase in the OBN 

pool is seen in arg-12 ota aa as the ARG pool falls below S Rmol. 

100 mg d.wt. This strain difference in OEN pool response to 

ARG must mean that in 9r12 ure there is a varying but substantial 

flux through OTAaee over the range of ARG and ORN pools generated. 



Data from TabLel9, Appendix 111. 

See accompanying text for detaiIs. 
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This conclusion confthiis the supposition that the accumulation of 1B.Q 

in arg-12 ure only gives a qualitative indication of the OTAaae 

flux. With a knowledge of the arginase contribution ,from the 

difference in ARG poo]. reaponae,the OTAaae flux in ax-12 ure can 

be calculated from the difference in the ORN pool response between 

ax-12 ota aa and ar-12 ure. This will be demonstrated in 

Section .3.7.3. Because the metabolic connections between the 

"proximal" and "distal" mooities are completely severed and the 

OTAase flux is blocked in ME-12 ota aa, the biosynthetic flux to 

ORN can be quantified and, from the relation with the ARG pool, 

the kinetics of deinhibition can be determined. This will also 

be shown in Section 4-3-7-3- 
e) The total lack of movement in the PRO pool despite the 

dramatic variation in the OB1 pool oonfinns the absence of OTAaae 

activity in the ai.-12 ota aa strain. 

(ii) 1znne specific activities 

The specific activities of AOGa.ee and of ASAaee were 

determined in myoelial extracts of cultures CH + H I to 12 

from Experiment XIV and are plotted against the time elapsed since 

HIS-2 addition in Figure 62. The two specific activities are 

modulated in a closely coordinated manner increasing approximately 

two-fold over the experimental time course. 

- Both specific activities appear to increase significantly 

before the AEG pool falls to within the "normal" derepression 

range (Figure 3). This apparent "shift" in the derepression curve 

will be discussed in Section 1.3.7.2. 



Data from Table 17, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 63: Experiment XU: the 2:1 HIS:CIT rate of medium CIT and HIS depletion. 
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Figure 64: Experiment XIV: the 4:1 HIS:CIT rate of medium 
CIT and HIS depletion. 

Data from Table19, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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(iii) Mediwn depletion rates 

The concentration of HIS and of CIT present in medium samples 

taken Immediately before the harvest of cultures from Experiments 

XII and X were detenimed by the automated oolorimetrto methods 

described in Sections 2.2.8.1 and 2.2.8.2. Figure 63 shows 

that both HIS and CIT were depleted at constant rates over the 

entire time course of Experiment XII and, moreover, that under the 

supplementation regime particular to that experiment, HIS and. CIT 

were depleted at about the same rate of 25 umoL per 100 mg. d.wt. 

increase, equivalent to 5.78 %mol. 100 mg d.wt. h. With this 

value for the metabolic influx we can calculate at what point 

the new metabolic steady state has been reached by summation of 

the fluxes beyond CIT uptake. This calculation will be described 

along with others of the same nature in Section 4-3-7-1- 

CIT is only taken up by the "general" amino acid transport 

system (System II) in Neurosra (Thwattes and. Pendysla, 1969). 

The equal rates of depletion at a 2:1 ratio of BISiCIT demonstrates 

that the affinity of CIT for this uptake system is higher than the 

affinity of HIS. The difference in affinities must be more than 

2-fold since HIS is also taken up by systems other than the "general" 

(Pall, 1970). 

The relative rates of HIS and CIT depletion by -12 ota a 

at a 4:1  ratio of medium BISiCIT are shown in Figure 64. The data 

come from cultures CH + H to I to 12 from Experiment XIV. In 

contrast to the same analysis in Experiment XII (Figure 63) these 

data do not describe smooth, linear depletions. This is believed 

to be due largely to experimental error; considerable difficulties 

were encountered in the mechanics of these determinations • The 
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rates are estimated to be 90 and 16 Rmols. per 100 mg d.wt. increase 

for HIS and CIT respectively. 

In eiznary, the range of ARG pools generated in these 

three "run down" experiments with ar-12 pta aRe closely matches 

the range established in Experiments Xs, and b with a-12 ui's 

The differences in relative ARG and ORN pool movements between 

arg-12 ui's and ark--12 eta am indicate the arginase and. 0Tfaae 

fluxes in the former strain. The determination of these fluxes 

will be shown in the following and final sub-section to the 

Results and Discussion. The effector role of AIM is clearly 

shown in the dramatic increase in the ORN pool as the ARG pool 

falls to below 13 Rmol. 100 mg d.wt. By removing the 

proportion of this flux increase which is attributable to 

derepression the kinetics of deinhibitiori can be determined 

directly from the ARG and ORN pool data. This will also be shown 

in the following comparison of the ar&!-iaure and a-12 ota am 

data. 

3.7 	A comparison of the a-12 pta 51Re and ar-12 ui's systems; the 

analysis of the control of flux. 

The contents of this sub-section, which concludes the 

"Results and Discussion" divides conveniently into three 

principal topics. Firstly, we will show that, like the ar,.12 ure 

system, the ox  g-12 ota aa "rundown" condition presents a quasi-

steady state and we will also see what conclusions with regard 

to the steady statenesa of our system and to "unknown" fluxes 



may bo dia'a from a "balance :thcet E Lym. of both the a-12 ota 

and the egQ ure data. Secondly, we will oontmie thc 

discussion, started in Section 4.3.6 of the derepreesion of AOGaso 

and JtSMee in arg-12 ota am. Finally we will &tsouae the pool to 

pool and poel to enzyme correlations generated by the arp-12 ota aga 

data and compare them with those already established with the arK42 

ure system. From such comparisons we shall be able to calculate 

several of the fluxes through the A1G pathway. In addition, we 

Will r able to interpret, more clearly than permitted by consider-

atiou/,.the r&.-12 i=p data alone, the factors of importance in the 

control of those fluxes. 

4.3.7.1 	The quasi-steady state of the 	gt a:a Itrandamet 

itiop anc the "balance sheet" 

a) 	The gusi-steady state of the 	-i 2 

condition. 

Before proceeding with a comparative analysis of the a-12 

QtII  go  and s.jpre data we must establish that the çi47-12, ot aa 

system is at a quasi-steady state under the "rundown" condition. 

ie established this to be essentially true for the 	-12 u 

"rundown" condition by showing that the ABG to CIT and OFN to ARG 

relations generated were essentially the same as those described 

by the "steady state" condition (Section 1.3,3.1).  We cannot use 

this method with arp-12 ota aga since we have no "steady state" 

data for this strain with which to compare the "run dawn" behaviour. 

However, a quasi-steady state can be shown to prevail throughout the 

post-BIB addition pool adjustments by an alternative analysis, as 

follows: 
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Figure65: ExperimentXll: the 2:1 HIS:CIT rate of increase 

in total mycel.iat CITandARG. 

Data from Table 17, Appendix HI. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 66: Experiment XMl: the 3:1 HIS:CIT rate of increase 
in total myceliat CITandARG. 

Data from Table 18, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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amount of any metabolic will be directly proportional to the weight, 

with the slope through the zero coordinates being equal to the 

steady state concentration of that metabolite. Following a change in 

metabolic influx there will, be a transient adjustment (during which 

time the system is not at steady state) before a new loer (or 

higher) rate oi' increase, i.e. steady state concentration, is 

reached. Therefore, by plotting the total amount of CIT and AM 

(the product of the mycelial pool and yield) against the harvest 

yield for the data from Experiments XII, XIII and XIV we can 

estimate to what extent a steady state is approached in the ar-12 

ota aa "n down" condition. 

Figure 65 shows the total amounts of CIT and AG in 

cultures CE 1,t@ to CH 19 from Experiment XII plotted against 

the Aarvest yields. Although there is some variation about the 

slopes, the slopes (i.e. concentration) for both CIT and AlG 

are essentially constant. We may, therefore, conclude that in this 

experiment the system was at a quasi-steady state throughout the 

post-HIS addition pool adjustments. We will show by the 

"liblanoe sheet" analysis (Part (b) to this sub-section, Examp].e 3) 

that the pool regime reached at the end of this experiment 

must approximate closely to a final steady state. 

Pigu.re 66 shows the same plot for the data from 

Experiment XIII. Again, the rates of increase in total amounts 

of CIT and .ARG' are essentially constant. Again, we may conclude 

that the system was at a quasi-steady state throughout the post 

HIS addition period analysed. 



Figure 67: Experiment XIV: the 4:1 HIS:CIT rate of increase 
in total mycetial CITand ARG . 

Data from Tabte19, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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dinally, the same plot for the oata from 	eriment 114 is 

shown in Figure 67. here the picture is more complex. The data for 

the four cultures, (iI1 to 4, 	rate of increase in amount 

of CIT end AEG per unit weight & .ba 20 BISiCIT oomctttion. 

Although the data is limited, & 	ulturea appear to be at a quasi- 

steady state. This is expected since, under the same conditions of 

B19*CIT auppleentation, a quasi-steady state was clearly established 

in I xperiment xii (Figure 65). 

In those cultures where the BIDs CIT ratio was increased to 

41 (CH + Rt to 12) the rate of increase in the amount of CIT fell 

almost immediately to a significantly lower rate. The data suggest 

that the rate may fall again at a later point in the exper.menta1 

time course. This apparent second fall coincides apoximately 

with the derepression of ACIaao (and AOGTaae) (Piure 62) and 

therefore probably reflects the resultant increase in flux out of 

CIT rather thafl a fall in rate of upta.:c. Lc ;:anh at 	1. t point may 

it be "real" but "rjal" due 	loi' t& Of 	uptake com- 

pared with the otheL cultures, since the corresponding concentration of 

CIT remaining in the me&tuin was U 	ecteQJy low (Figure 6i) 

The transition of 4G to a now steady state following the 

addition of more HIS takes place slowly, with a new rate of increase 

in amount per unit wiht, probably established towards the end of 

the experimental time course. The CIT and 	pool data from 

Jizperiniant .III, which has been shown aovc 14 be at steady state, 

overlap with the upper range of values in the transitional phase 

in lperiment XXV. We will see that the 4RG to CIT relation for 

both sets of data are essentially the same (Figure 70). 1e can 
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infer that despite the departure frca true steady state behaviour over 

this range of CIT and ARG concentrations in Experiment XIV the system 

must nevertheless approach a quasi-steady state. We can also infer 

from a "balanc, sheet' analysis (part (b) to this sub-section, 

F'implo i) that a quasi-steady state also prevail, over the lower end 

of the ABG pool range in Experiment XIV. 

b) Th. "balance sheet" analieis 

By definition when the rate of fonnetion of each metabolite 

Is balanced by its rat* of oonaaption the system is at steady state. 

In an exponentially growing system the flux to expansion (Px) of the 

intemuediste pool must be added to the trsnaforaational flux to the 

next metabolite in the pathway to obtain the consumption flux. 

Therefore in our system at steady state the concentration of exogen-

ously supplied CIT falls and the muoimt of protein AItG and, in the ase 

of er,12 ure urea increases with time, while the concentration of all 
Ck 

of the Intermediates raemlLp atoharactaristiq time invariant, 

concentration. In fact we have seen that a quasi-steady state is 

approached even when the levels of int.rm.diat.s axe not time invariant, 

but whem the relaxation times of the connecting steps are faster 

than the rate of thrge  in metabolic influx. We can dete'mine 

whether or not a system is at steady state by the "balance sheet" 

analysis. Oonatder the sequence of trenaformatione from exog.nonsly 

supplied CIT to protein-ARG in an ax&-12 ea strains 

__ __4=aga 
II 	'-CITint 	'-ASA 	4B.G 	4 	'-PROTEIN 

erg12 	
4, 	

STNaae 	AAe 	pxoein 
penmee 

CIT ext 
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At steady state we haves 	Flux In - Flux out 

Th.reforei 

Rate of CIT ext uptake = Bate of CIT mt consiption 

= P x CIT mt + p SUmac 

7  CIT Int 4 7 nSA PASMee 

= P x CIT mt + P x ABA + P x A + P protein 

Therefore if the sum of the intermediate pool expansion fluxes plus 

the flux to protein ARG balance the rate of medium CIT depletion 

then the system is by definition at metabolic steady state. The  

flux to protein AEG can be considered a constant. Since the flux 

to expansion of each intermediat, in equal to the produot of the growth, 

rat, constant, k and its no.lial concentration it follows that 

all fluxes ar, potentially calculable if the growth rate and metabolic 

pools are known. Furthermore, if by another criterion a system can 

be judged to be at metabolic steady state than the value of an 

unknown flux can be calculated from the balance remaining after 

smim4'g all the other component flux... This type of analysis 

is intrinsic to the calculation of fluxes from a comparison of 

the a.ra-12 pta am,  with the sr-12 ure pool data, to be described 

in Section 1.3.7.3. Pour examples of the method as applied to 

particular experimental data and specific questions about the 

system will be given here. 

Taking the data from Experiment VIIm (Table 9) we can 

calculate the argina.. flux In am-12 ure at saturating CIT 

supplamlntation, as followas 
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We established that the two pairs of cultures supplemented 

with 0.5 mK and 0.3 d( CIT alone, respectively, grew at the same 

rate (k - 0.289 h 1), depleted CIT from the medium at the sasiq time 

invariant, rate (56 awl. 100 xCl  &wt. increase) and, consequently, 

vex, at the same metabolio steady state, mowing *bat the system 

consumption flux must have been we can calcul*te the arginsae flux 

as the balance remaining after the aumwtion of the nun CIT and 

A3G pools observed, plus the estimated AU pool and, flux of ARG to 

protein (we have a reliable estimate of the Plux to ABG protein 
under those conditions from the dete''itions of Tateson (1971) and 

YUnt (1977). W. do not have values for the AU pools in the cultures 

concerned but for the purposes of the "balance sheet" analysis this 

pool can be reliably estimated from the extensive data of Barthelmess 

st .1 (1974)). Therefore, we haves 

Flux in 	= Plux out 

i.e. Rate of CIT depletion = Px CIT +PxASL+FxABG+P 

protein AM + P arginase 

0*0 	 P arginas. 	k. (56..06.0 + 1.4 + 17.1 + 13.0)) 
= k. 8.5 imol. 100 	d.wt. b 1  

= 2.146 pad. 100 	.Lwt. b 

This value is only about 2/3 of that oalculated directly by 

Punt (1977)  from urea accumulations. The reason for this discrepancy 

is not known. 

eml. 2 - 

In Rnwriusat XII (Table 17) with the W=12ot 	strain 

we observed a CIT pool of only 268 pad. 100 	d.wt. in the pooled 

cultures Cl, 29  3  from which we concluded that the rate of CIT 
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uptake was unsaturated at the low level of supplementation prevailing. 

Ting again the value, for the ABA pool, and the flux of AEG to 

protein used in Example I vs can osloulate the actual rate as follow: 

flux in 	= flux out 

Rat. of CIT uptake = P x CIT + P x ABA + P x 41G + P protein LEG 

= (2.68 + 1.4 + 20.1 + 13.0) P03. 100 MC1  d.wt. 

increase 

37.18 paol. 100 mg71  d.wt. increase 

As concluded from the mycelial CIT pool this calculated rate is 

e4g,'4 f4 oantly lover than the saturated rate observed in Jkxperin.nt VXIb 

(see iple 1 above). This calculated rate is equivalent to the 

consumption between inoculation and harvesting of 1.6 p moles of CIT 

per 400 ml culture, only one-tenth of that added. Thin proves that 

the CIT pool observed in a reflection of on u'idursted rate at CIT 

uptake rather than the exhaustion of CIT from the medium. (Even if a 

saturated rate of CIT uptake and a maximally expanded CIT pool of 

20 pad. 100 eg d.wt. were invoked prior to the harvesting of these 

culturex this could only account for the consumption of an additional 

0.7 smol.. of CIT)- 

-Followin g an experimentally imposed change in the rate of CIT 

uptake the component fluxes comprising the rate of CIT consumption 

adjust to balance the new rate and reestablish the steady state 

equality between "Flux in" and "Flux out", Ths response is qsteaio 

because the steady state is a systemic property. The levels of 

pools will continua to obmige  until the rate at fomatton of each 

pool is balanced by its rate of romoval and the stas of the tranafora-

stional and expension flues equals the new flux into the system. 
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The  time taken for the new final steady state to be attained will 

depend upon the time taken to dilute and consume pr..eziating 

pools through growth and metabolism. 

In Eoerimmnt XII  the rate of CIT depletion fell from an 

estimated 37.18 iimol. 100 mg d.wt. increase (Exinpie 2 above) to 

$ measured 25 pmol. 100 mg dwt. increase (Pigure 63) following 

the addition of BIB and more CIT to the medium. As ezpeoted, the 

my-celia]. CIT and ABC pools fe]l with time eubseaueflt to the 

imposition of this new, lower rate, of CIT uptake (Figure 59). 

We have shown in part (a) above (y-igux. 65) that the system is at 

a ussi-steady state througut the poe4419 addition pool adjust-

mts • We can conclude, using the balance sheet approach, that 

the aminoacid pool regime established by the end of the experimental 

time oauree must represent the new f(n1 steady state in response to 

the change in rate of CIT uptake. The proof in as followes 

flux out = P z CIT + iF  x ABA + P x ABC + P protein ABC 

= (O.LiS + 1.14 + 11.14 + 13) pmol. 100 mj d.wt. increase 

= 26.25 mol • 100 mg d.wt • increase 

Rate of CIT depletion (25 pmol. 100 mCl  d.wt. increase) 

Therefore Plux in z  flux out 

In the above awmution the values used for CIT and ABC pool are 

the average for the  last two .iaalt.neouBly harvested cultures. The 

estimate of the flux of ABC to protein is the same as used before. 

In this case, however, the AM pool is certainly overestimated. 

This pool is more likely to be of the order of 0.14 irnol. 100 me 

d.wt. given the surrounding CIT and ABC pools (Barthelmess It a]., 
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1974). Thus the agreement between the measured "flux in" and. the 

estimated "Flux out" is very close. 

Rxipie Li 

By the urns calculation shown in Px=Ple 3 above, we can 

demonstrate that the pool regime established at the and of ex-12 ur. 

"run down" experiment, Xb, represents the final steady state. 

From the concentration of CIT remaining in the medium at each 

harvest we estimated the post-HIS addition rate of CIT depletion 

to be constant at about 15 prnoles per 100 mg d.wt. increase 

(Figure 33). We will show that the argtnaae flux in arg-12 urs is 

negligible at total erraotable AM concentrations below 3 pmol. 

100 mg d.wt. (Section 4- 3#7-3)- If the essentially constant CIT 

and AM pools in cultures Cli 15 to 19 (Table i) represent the ftnj 

steady state values then their sum (of the mean values for the five 

culture.) plus the estimated AS.& pool (from Barthelmese et Al 

1974) and protein .ABG flux (from Tateson, 1971) will equal the rate 

of CIT depletion. The s'm.etion below shown this to be essentially 

true. 

We haves 

Flux: in = Flux out 

= 	P x CIT + P x ASA + P x ARG + P protein ABG 

(0.31 + 0.13 + 0.89 + 13.0) iaol 100 mg 

d.wt. increase 

= 	14.33 itmol. 100 mg d.wt. increase 

Rate of CIT depletion ( 15 urnol. 100 

&wt. increase). 
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A-10000 ws cor Interpret with a* confidonse the plot of 

totsi CX? and .UG aj*thmt weit for the data tree beriaeet ZXV 

as oambw a nov at.4 state sstablisbd torarde the end 'it tho 

oxpezinsatsi tino oeer.. (so. part (a) abo,s and ?ije 67) It 

soeld be r.sssurj to estabUsh this to be true by or lndepordort 
aotbod. %i. oar., In fast rae the "b.3.noo sb..t0  approsob to 

osoartain idiethor or not the AMU ALAWS qatee is at stas 

stat. at least for * bL*jnthet1.e flux to OIN era1 to that 

characteristic of otniaaily arm JU, The osioulatia. is as 
toUoiiss 

W* kmw tree the work at ethers (%ts*os, ml) sad i411 show in 

$eotioa 4.3.7.3 to this thesis that the axEias*e flux in JRL or 

XXI nodino or AMIZ 	or equivalent 1*C pool, is no1I4b1.. 
The OThss. flux in Mor XXI nedtor has 41*0 bose shown to be 
or(Ugiblo (ZarUn * j& 1976), 

aaia the 'alas, tar? ODCas. from larUn A AL (1976) aM 

J pest ARC from 2*t.eou (1971) so 2.2 end 13.0 uool.100 

Lacrosse, respectively, we therefore hay, for JEL on $11 aMino, 

iLospnthotje flux to Dill = TAVX to expansion of Dill peal 

?bio011l *?xO+PODtsae+pCTss 

pmt A 
0.67 + 2.2 + 0.20 + 0.13 + 2.49 + 13.0 
18.69 NMI. 100 * cwt. increase 

ae CM on AM pag 'amos *sed shave on the aeon 'aires tree 

sriasnta ,Ifl on U (.bls. 11 and 13, rospootively). The MA 

joel 'airs is $"m tree rthe1ass.ALAI# (1974). 
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Since the biosynthetic flux to orni in 

r.&icaa to the sm of the flux to expansion of OR9 and the ODOsa* 

flux, the ORN pool corresponding to a M 14Th flux (18.69-2.2) is 

16.49 mmol. 100 ag (I.wt. Extrapolating from Figure 70 7 thia ORN  

pool corresponds to an ARG pool of 1.6 jun01. 100 mg7l  d,wt This 

is somewhat lower than the expected ARG pool of 2.49 imol. 100mg 

d.vt. on the assumption that the system was at steady state, i.e. 

the "Proximal" flux had adjusted instantaneously to the "distal", 

falling ARG In Experiment XIV. This disparity is probably partly 

experimental; on the one band, the ORN to AEG relation is very 

steep at the values of ARC concerned and., on the other, there is a 

large standard deviation (0.41) attached to the mean of the AEG 

P001 values in uxe on )IIN medium. (me vslue for the ARG pool given 

by Barthelmeas ot S.10  (1974), based on a greater number of determinu.. 

ationa than her, is 2.08 owl. 100 mj1  d.wL) We will see in 

Section 4.3.7.2 that the tall in cytosolic ARG, i.e. the signal 

Pool, appears to lead the decay in the total extractable ARG pool 

in arR-12 pta age. On this basis, the 01N pool at a total 

extractable ARG pool of 2.49 jimol. 100 -1 d.wt. would be higher 

than the 16.49 êimol. 100 mg7l  & wt. expected from the M 14Th 

calculation. That, if anything, the opposite is observed may be due 

to experimental error, or, if real, might be due to a degree of 

reversibility in the "pror1TnL1"  moiety at high concentrations of OBI. 

On balance, the evidence from the ARG to OJT relation 

(Figure 70), the change in rate of increase in total ARG (Figure 

67 and pert (a) above) and the comparison with M  14Th suggests 

that while not at a final steady state a quasi-steady state is 

approached in the tail end of Experiment XIV. 
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Extending the comparison of AM MIN to the *r-12 ie data 

from the "run down" experiments Xe and b we can show that the OT.Lase 

flux is substantially underestimated by the accumulation of PRO. 

Because the argl-naae flux is known to be negligible (Teteson, 

1971 and see Section 4.3.7.3), we have for ar.'32 u, at an ARG 

pool of 2.49  pmol. 100 mg 4 wt 

Biosynthetic flux to ORN = Flux to .zpension of ORE pool + ODCaae 

flux + OAas. flux. 

PbioORE=PlzORbT+PODCaEe+FOTAase 

cPX OEM +P0DCaee+(PiPU0e12ur.Px PRO ,) 

= 1.30 + 2.2 + (0.9 - 0.31) 

= 4.14 Mmcl • 100 mg 4. wt • increase 

The azg-12 ure data are extrapolated from Figures 36 and 37. The 

value for P x PRO 3M is the mean from Rxperimente YtIb and TX 

(Tables 11 and 13 respectively)- 

The "deficit" of 14.5 pad. 100 ag d.wt. increase in the 

above calculation of the biosynthetic flux to OliN in Jr-12 ure 

can 01317 be accounted for by the increase in PRO over the MI 

value seriously underestimating the OI!Asse flux, In fact, we can 

estimate that in axe-42 uxe under these pool oonditions the OTAss 

flux comprises about 80% of the total flux to ORE of which only 

about 46 is seen as an increase in the PRO pool. The bulk of this 

flux must be lost in GLU fozaation. 

Two oonolusione follow from the demonstration above, that, 

whereaa in M on )IIN the OTAaae flux is negligible, the 

corresponding flux in aça-12 uxe at an equivalent ARG pool is 

very large. Firstly, the origin and suboellular distribution of ORE 
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Is a decisive factor in dete1nfng the subsequent metabolic fate of 

01*1. Recalling from Section 1.3.2.1, it has been shown that in wil& 
type on winimmi medium over 90% of the total extractable 01*1 is 

sequestered to  to the metabolically inert vesiole with lees than held 

in the mitochonja and lees than 1% in the cytoso]. (Weiss, 1973 
and Karlin 	

, 1976), Under thee, conditions the concentration 
Of oytoiouc 01*1 is probably lees than the Exa for OYAaee which 

accounts for the negligible OTAaae flux despite a large total 

extractabi, ORiq concentration (Weiss and Davis, 1973).
In wild-type 

bioaynthetjoiy derived 01*1 formed in the mitoohonrja  is  
predominantly channeled by mitoohondzjall7 looaliaej OTCeae to lEG 

biosynthesis (Bowman and Davis, 1977a and b). The 	imitation 

prevents the flux of biosnthetily derived ORN to ARG. 

Consequently the concentration of ORN in the mitochondria will 

Increase and will pass (actively or by diffusion) into the cytosol 

where it will accumulate  and peas (probably actively) into the 

veaiol. The net effect will be an increase in the total extractabie 

concentration of 0.R9 and, in particular, the cytosoijo concentrations, 

conpared with that characteristic of mfi1n$Uyown wild--type 
culture,. In tact, most of the (oytoaoljo) 01*1 is shown above to b 

oataboljeed by cytosoijo 0PAae. The second conclusion, therefore, 

is that the OTAa.a flux is largely date=tned by mass action; the 

slightly higher epecitj activity of 0i!Aase in ar-12 NO under the 

"MM down  condition" compared with at on minimal medium at 
equivalent lEG pools (iguro 45) can only account for a nsll 
proportion of the informed increase In flux. 
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Figure 68: Experiment XIV: the relation between ARG and 

the specific activity of AOGTase and 

ASAase. 

Data from Table19, Appendix III. 

See accompanying text for detaits. 
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The conclusion that the origin and sub cellular locality of 

ORN largely dete{nes its subsequent metabolic fate is also ab.own 

by the DEW to ARG relation in Sr-12 ur. (Figure 36). We will 

show that there is no significant increase in the bioenthetio flux 

to OEW for a fell in ARG from about 20 to 13 PWl- 100 mg7
1 
 d.wt. 

(Section 14.3.7.3). However, there is a significant drop in the 

arginaae flux to O0 over this range (Flint, 1977).  That no 

significant drop in the total extractable OB! pool in sx-12 ure 

in observed over this range nnat mean that ARG-derived OB! formed 

in the cytosol is predominantly channelled by oytoaolio OTiase 

to GSA and not sequestered to the vesicle or mitochondria. This 

interpretation is in complete accord with the tracer studies by 

Karlin Al &1 (1976)  and Bowman and Davis (1978a and b) of the fate 

of biosynthetioally derived, egenous].y derived and ARG derived 

ORN. 

4. 3-7.2 	 The der.pression of AOGTaee and ASAase in &=12 otamum 

The specific ac±±vity of AOGTase and ASAase in ar-12 ots aa 

were determined only in cultures from Experiment XIV since only 

there were .ARG pools within the "derepreesion" range established. 

We have already seen from the time course of events (Figure 62) 

that thee, two specific activities increased substantially and 

coordinately with their rise coinciding with the fall in ARG 

pool to the "expected" range (Figure 61). The relation between the 

specific activities and the ARG pool is shown in Figure 68. (The 

specific activities have ben 'exprassd as the ratio over the now 
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Figure 69: The effect of the HIS:CIT"run down" condition on derepression in arg-12 oth aga. 
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See accompanying text for details. 
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for cultures CH + HI and 2 to show the degree of der.pr.ssion). The 

date describe a typical drepr.asicn curve. However, as for the 

'zin down' experiment with the arg,-12 ur. strain (Experiment m) 

the d.rsprsssion appear, to start at AEG pools higher than observed 

either under "steady state" HISs CIT conditions or in minimally grown 

bradytropio strains (Figure 40). he before, this is seen more 

clearly when the specific activity ratios are plotted against the 

log of the ARG pool With the der.prssaion curve of Perthelmess 

it £ (1974) superimposed, as shown in Figure 69. 

In diacuaai the shift observed under the axe,12 u'e 

"run down condition" (Section 4.3.3.2)  we discarded the possibility 

that the lag in arginaso specific activity is the cause sine., as 

will be shown in Section 4.3.7.39 no arginase flux is detectable in 

the "dorepression range" (Figure 72). This is confinned by the 

observation that a shift is also seen in the srg-12 otaaa "run 

down condition", where no arginase activity is present. As before, 

we emit conclude that the rate of removal of oytoeolio AEG is 

greater than the rat, of equilibration of ARG between the vesicular 

and cytoaolio oo*partm.nts. The fact that the shift in sr12 

is greater than observed in erR-12 nra suggests that ON (and, 

presumably HIS also) do.s effect the rate of equilibration of ADD 

between the oonpsrtmsnts • This follows frcm the tact that, if 

anything, the flux into AEG is higher in srI2 eta 	(4*1 BZSsCIT 

ratio) than in arw-12 ia (0 BISsOIT). However, the total 

extractable concentration of OW is suoh higher in the KV.12 9A 9A 

than the srs12 we strain before and after the "dar.pr.ssion range" 

Is reached. 
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The derepression of AOGTaae must result in a proportional 

increase in the biosynthetic flux to ORN if, as is reasonably assumed, 

derepreesion is coordinate throughout the "proximal" as well as 

"distal" enzymes. Any flux increase over and above that attributable 

to dereprossion must be chie to defrihibition. The dissociation of the 

derepreasion and dei-nhibition effects of ARG will be described and 

discussed in the following and final section. 

4-3-7-3 	 arintne pathwv; 

calculations and conclusions. 

ide have already discussed in some depth the relationships 

between pools and between enzymes and pools described by the ar-12 

under both the "run down" and "run up" condition (Sections 

4.3.3 and 14.3.5 respectively). Many of the conclusions drawn from those 
relations were, of necessity, tentative because of the uncertainties 

attached to the detemmination of the arginaae and OTAaae fluxes and 

their relative contributions to the accumulation of OEN. Nov that 

we have data for the arg-12 ota am,  strain complementary to the 

a3-1 2 ure "run down" condition many of these interpretative 

difficulties can be overcome. Both the arginase and the OTAaae flux 

in the arg-12 uxe can be estimated from a comparison of the ARG to 

CIT and ORN to ARG pool relations already described for ar,&12 ure 

(Figures 25 and 36) with those generated by the ax-12 otaaa "run 

down" data. The complete metabolic dissociation of the "proximal',  

and. "distal" moieties of the pathway in the axg-12 eta aga pe3zite 

a direct assessment to be made of the ARG effect on the biosynthetic 

flux to ORN through deinh(bition and derepreaaion. The relative 



Figure 70: The "rundown" relation between CIT and ARtI3 

in ara-12otaaoa. 

Data from Experiments XH( v) ,XUI () and XIV( v ) ,Tab[esl7,18 and 19, 

Appendixifi. See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 71: The "rundown" relation between CiTand FxARG 

in arg.-12 oth aga. 
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Appendix UI. 	See accompanying text for details. 
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Not constructed from the data shown in Figures7l and 35 

See accompanying text for details. 
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kinetics of deni 	 . cf the 

prevailing degree of AOGTase clerepression. 

a) Comparison of the ARG to CIT relation between the AE&12 

all aga and arc712 ure strains. 

The £FIG to CIT pool relation generated by the ih. it 

Experiments XII to XIV employing the ai-12 ota aa 

Figure 70 with the ax-12 ure relation, taken from Figure 22, super-

imposed. The figure shows that in arg712 pta aa the ARG response to 

CIT is greater than in therg-12 Mal  strain, but that the form of the 

relationship is essentially the same, showing the now familiar satux'-

ation at quite low CIT values. 

There is no evidence for either S!Naae or ASAaae being 

subject to inhibition or activation (Davis 	1978a), only 

derepressiou at low ARG pools (Figure 3). Since both ar-12 tire and 

the a-12 pta aa systems have been shown to be at a quasi-steady 

state under the "run down condition", the flux to ARG at identical CIT 

pools can be assumed to be the same in both strains. The difference in 

flux to expansion of .ARG (F x ARG) between ax-12 ota aa and ag-12 ure 

at a given CIT concentration must equal the arginase flux in =-- 12 tire 

at the value the ARC. pool has. The F x ARG to CIT relation described 

by the ag.-12 ota aga data is shown in Figure 71, with the IFg-.12 ure 

relation from Figure 50 superimposed. We can now construct the 

relationship between the arginase flux and the corresponding AEG pool 

in the erg?-1 2 tire (extrapolated from Figure 35), as described 

above • The result is shown in Figure 72 • The figure shows that at 

ARC concentrations less than 3.5 t1mol. 100 ing d.wt. the arginase 

flux is a very small proportion of the ARG expansion flux and 

therefore a negligible flux out of ARG. At ARG concentrations 
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between 3.5 and 5.0 irnol. 100 mg 1  d.wt. there is an appro4nately 

proportional increase in arginase flux. This estimation of the 

arginase flux agrees fairly closely with the direct determination 

of the flux by Flint (1977) from the rates of urea accumulations at 

different steady state .ARG pools. (Flint (1977) determined an 

arginase flux of 1 unol. 100 mg-1  d.wt.b 1  at an ARG pool of about 

10 4mo1.100 mj d.wt. In the present case the same flux was 

estimated at an ARG pool of 8 imol. 100 mj d.wt.) 

The flux to pool relation will be clue in part to (de)- 

induction of arginase enzyme and feedback inhibition by ORS. 

However, for a fall in ARG from 7.5 to .0 imol. 100 mg7l  d.wt. the 

specific activity of arginase falls by only 101/06  (Figure L2) 

whereas the arginase flux falls by 50%. Furthemmoret  there is a 

substantial arginase specific activity at ARG concentrations where 

no arginase flux is detectable. Although feedback inhibition of ORN 

on arginase will also tend to reduce the arginase flux as the ARG 

pool falls most of the change in arginase flux occurs in the absence 

of significant changes in the OBN pool (Figure 36). 

It follows that the dominant effect on the arginase 

flux must be mass action. The same conclusion was drawn from the 

ARG to CIT relation under the "run up" condition (Section 4.3.5.29  

Figure 49). This OOflOiUSjOfl is in accord with the finding that the 

Km for ARG of arginase determined In vitro is less than the 

estirnaLed cytosolic concentration of ARG available in miri1ms31y 

grown wild-type (ubrimm-(an ot Al, 1973; Weiss and Davis, 1973); 

the arginase flux will therefore be dependent on the citosolio 

G concentration over a considerable range above and below the 

wild-type level. However, this finding cannot explain the fact that 
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no arginaae flux is detectable in minimally grown wild-type (Davis 

et, a 1978a)  the concentration of available .ABG would have to 

be effectively zero and certainly considerably smaller than the 

estimated cytosolic concentration for there to be no detectable 

catalysis purely on kinetic grounds. Assuming that the estimates of 

the oytosolio AIZG concentration are of the right order of magnitude 

so far as the concentration which the enzyme "sees" is concerned 

this apparent inconsistency can only be explained by the kinetic 

behaviour of arginase in vivo being radically different from the 

activated enzyme used for the Km detel!nination tn W. This is 

almost certainly true since "native" arginase has a substantially 

different kinetic behaviour, with much lower activity and greater 

susceptibility to feedback inhibition by OB, than the 	activated 

enzyme (Davis, et aj, 1978a,  see also 2.2-7-3)- 

There 

2.7.3).

There appears from Figure  72 to be a saturation of the 

arginase flux at ARG values above about 8.0 mol • 100 mg-1  dwt. 

This contrasts with the findings of Flint (1977) which showed the 

arginase flux to increE;c :; 	:ry with 1RG pool expansion. The 
c) 

apparent approach to . a. .ci;c. oerved here may not be real, 

being based only on a single datum point. Obviously, it would be 

desirable to generate a large number of points covering the range of 

CIT values above 1 ol. 100 m 1  d,wt, in the U&12ota la strain 

and thus resolve (or confirm) this disparity between the present 

work and that of Flint (1977). 

b) ompaxisou of the ORN to 4RC. relation between -the  

ar-12 ota aga and V&12 ga 

The ORN to ARG relation generated by the data from 

Experiments XII to XIV employing the ar-12 ota am strain, is shown 
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Figure 73: The "run down" relation between ARG and URN 

in arg-12 ota aga. 

Data from Experiments XiI(v) lxiii () and XIV (v) ,Tab(es 17,18 and 19, 

Appendixili. See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 74: The "run down" relation between ARG and FxORN 

in arg-12 0t2 aga. 

Data from Experiments X I I (v) 1 X111 () and XIV(v),Tablesl7,18 and 19, 

Append ixlU. 	See accompanying text for details. 
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Figure 75; The relalion between URN and the OTAase 

flux in arg-12 ure. 

Plot constructed from the data shown in Figures 36,37 and 74. 

See accompanying text for details. 
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in Figure 73 with the ax-12 ure relation taken from Figure 36 

superimposed. Umt was described as a dramatic response of OBN to 

,ARG in IX=12 ure is almost completely over-shadowed by the response 

observed in the arg-12 Qta a1ga strain. Uncomplicated, by the 

oontribtion of the arginase (positive) and OAaae (negative) fluxes 

present in arg-12 ure, this ORN response in ax -.12 ota a reflects 

cUrect].y the effector role of ARG on the biosynthetic flux through 

the "proximal" moiety. The dissection and quantitation of the AEG 

effect through the mechanisms of deirthibition and derepression will 

be dealt with shortly. First of all we can see how, from a 

comparison of the ORN pool responses between the two strains, the 

OTAase flux in arp-12 u=e can be estimated. 

If we make the reasonable assumptions that i) the 

biosynthetic flux to OBN is the sane in both strains at equal ABG 

pools, and ii) the ODCase flux to polyamine synthesis is a 

universal constant, as assumed in all previous calculations, then 

the difference between the two strains in the F x OBN at equal ARG  

pools must equal the difference between the w= of the OP.Aase and 

arginase fluxes in ar-12 We. The relationship between the F x 

ORN and the ARG pool for the ax'-12 ota gga data is shown in Figure 

74, with the are-12 ure relation from Figure 54 superimposed. We 

know 'what the arginase component of the F x ORN difference is from 

the comparison of the two AEG to CIT relations. 

By subtraction we can obtain an estimate for the 

OTAaee flux. This is shown plotted against the corTespondiflg 

ax,-12 ure ORN pool in Figure 75. 
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Also shown in the figure is the relationship between 

the strain difference in P x OBN and the corresponding ar&-12. nra 

ORN pool. The contribution of ARG to ORN via arginase is only 

detectable at ARG pools greater than 3.5 Pmol,  100 ing d.wt. 
(Figure 72). Therefore, the P x ORN and P OTAase relationships only 

diverge at ORN pools less than 1 imol. 100 mg d.wt. (Figure 36). 

Ts P x PRO to OITh1 relationship for Experiments 7A and 

b (from Fjgure 37' 	 - 	with 

	

VtX1AA 	t oe dZçer&i aeLS.UAWIS 	k1L Otat 

the above methoa of 	 n of the 

OTAase flux from the differenccT 	:2N between the ijr12 ota a 

and arg-1 2 ure strains involves extrapolation from several different 

pool to pool relations this method is believed to yield a fairly 

reliable estimate since the intrinsic assumptions made in the 

calculation are well founded. In contrast, there is good reason to 

expect the accumulation of PRO in 9r.-1 2 ure to underestimate the 

OTAase flux. This has already been discussed in Sections 4-3-3-3  and. 

.3.7.1. The comparison of the two methods strongly suggests that 

the majority of the OTAase flux is not seen as accumulated PRO but 

is "lost" presumably in GLU formation. We may presume therefore 

that under our condition the majority of biosyzithoticauly derived 

cytosolic ORN which is catabolised by OTAase is then oxidised to 

GLU rather than reduced to PRO. The ezact opposite is found to 

occur in wild-type Naurospora at low levels of cytosolic OBN (Davis 

, 1978a). The reason for this change in the relative rates of 

GLU and PRO formation with ORN concentration is not known but may 

be formally explained if the "Bm" for GLU formation is much higher 

than for PRO formation; the rate of GSA formation we know to be 

largely determined by mass action (Section 4.3.3.3). Certainly 
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Figure 76: The relation between ARE and the biosynthetic 

flux to URN. 

Data from Experiments XI  (v)  ,Xfl () and XJV(v), Tab 1es1718 and 19, 

Appendixill. See accompanying text for details. 
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the PRO to CIT relation under the "run down" oondition in WMIZ  ure 

(Figure 37) does suggest that the GSA to PRO flux saturates at 

relatively low ORN concentrations. 

Finally, we can now consider what the relative 

contributions of daiiikibition and derepreesion are to the control of 

flux through the pathway. The analysis of the control of biosynthetic 

flux to OHM in the S=12-u" strain was severely resteicted by the 

lirnown effect of the arginase and OTAaae fluxes on the level of 0N 

accumulated.. In the erR-i 2 eta laS strain the biosynthetic flux to 

OB1 reduces to the swa of only two components. Firstly, there is 

the flux to expansion of the  ORN pool itself and., secondly, there 

is the flux to poly(ie synthesis via OI)Csae. We know from the work 

of Kerlin xt a (1976) that the study state pool of polys!!ttr'es 
zmains substantially constant with a value of 22 imol. 100 sg d.wt. 

under varying conditions of ARG and ORN pools. We can therefore 

express the biosynthetic flux to ORN (P bin ORS) in j-12 0-t1h aaa 

as k(ORN + 2.2)0  where k is the growth rate constant and ORI the 

observed quasi-steady state pool • The flux is than in terms of 

psiol. 100 .,j1d.wt. h 1. 

The ralationaKip between the ABG pool and F bio ORN for 

the FR-I2  eta eas data Is shown in Figure 76. Jom this figure we 

can calculate the fold increase in  bio ORN with falling ARG pool, 

taking the value of 0.7 as the fully inhibited and repressed flux. 

If we make the reasonable assumption of co-ordinate derepression in 

the "prov{nl" moiety the fold increase in P bin ORN attributable to 

derepression will equal the specific activity ratio (SAR) at the 

corresponding ARG pool (Figure 68). Extrapolating from Figures 68 
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Hgure 77: The relation between ARG and the fold increase 
in the biosynthetic flux to URN;  the kinetics 

of deinhibition. 

Plot constructed from the data shown in Figures 76 and 68 

See accompanying text for details. 
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and 76, we can now determine the kinetics of deinhibition with 

falling ARG pool as the ratio of the fold increase in F bi. o O'iN over 

the BAR of the biosynthetic enzymes. This calculation yields the plot 

shown in Figure 77. Also indicated in the figure are the fold 

increase in F bio ORN and the kinetics of derepression. 

The figure shows that the mechanisms of deinhihition and 

derepression operate over substantially different ranges of ARG pool. 

The kinetics of deinbibition describe a sigmoidal function, indicative 

of an a.losteric transition, with the mechanism affecting a flux 

response almost as soon as the ARG pool starts to fall from CIT 

ru values, reaching a maximum slope at an ARG pool of about 4 

inol. 100 	d.wt. and beginning to plateau as the ARG pool 

falls into the derepression range. As seen previously (Figures LO and 

69) and shown by this graph, the derepression mechanism operates at 

a much lower range of ARG pools. 

It will be noticed that at all levels of ARG pool generated 

in ar-12 eta Em the fold increase in flux attributable to deirthibition 

is greater tha. that accounted for y derepression. Towever, the data 

indicate that daLnhibiion ea aoc at most abouJ iS-fold flux 

increase whereas 5-fold coordinate derepression of the biosynthetic 

enzymes is reported (see Figure 3 ). We have seen, though, that the 

"controlling" ranges for the two mechanisms barely overlap and 

therefore comparison of their miudmial  contributions to flux increase 

is largely irrelevant • However, an Important and highly 

comparison is of their relative effectiveness at reaponciri: toch:pj 

in ARG with a cbane in flux, i.e. their slopes at particular 

concentrations of ARG. In this regard, derepression, with clearly the 

steeper response curve, is the more efficacious mechanism. 



In the a12 emtante the sifoot of 1à4Ii 1bitien La oaly 

*felt*  by the ONOXbor pert of the pat!nie, whereasdrepzessS0on 

also sot* directly upon the flux thzouh the "distal" part. Tbo 

offeotiveas.s of the d.r.pxsasion meabooLso is showa by the toot that 

the lowest, quaai..st.a4 state ABC pool achieved warn in the "siddle" 

of the "osottllizi*" re"..,  i.e. the  point of steepest slop* em the 

response our,. (fl'ures 160  39 su* 68)1 the dmpxsutou soohasion 

.ff*otti.iy hatters the ABC pool .th*t ftrthar chen. in system 

influx. 

The dresatic response in? bia w to aotbal*tion of the 

ABC pool (Figure 76) argues stronaly  that both dthth.tbiticn aM 

d.reprsaiion are 1*portant and effective seohsMa for the control of 

flux through the ABC pmtyo BOWVWo  by extesaton of the argmiemt 

developed byBsrtbslmss. at (1971k), "if derepreeston ai 

were the principal iwabouLan for "ocatxo111ig" the level of the 

pathway and product, andnJn Uw vild'4yp level would be found in 

the "siddi." o4 the XMLUU control 	a. Tbs level is in toot 

between the two cçtrol xrne. and therefore, th* feedback loop of 

sigual co ensyse 	 is not operating ctolf1mantly 

wild-type is gx'owa on Vogel's ULUUMI a.diun. 

Tb. steady state level which orginin settles to is, 

therefore sore * function of the setabolie Latematiow inherent in 

the pathway then tbe .tfotor rel. 	20% 	It Li, therefore, 

not exclusively "controlled" (Kaoser and Bnves, 1973)  by  AUkWjA 

the 	r'1 	that sight be thbt to have been evolved tar that 

purpose". 

This argunent ii, of course, United to the stendy stats 

characteristic of a partiouler, albeit 	 defined a.diwa. 
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It does not preclude the effective operation of both mechanisms 

in the maintenance of balanced growth wider conditions of a 

possibly, highly variable environment in the wild particularly with 

respect to the availability of carbon, nitrogen and sulphur sources. 

In the final analysis, we can see that the behaviour of 

our experimental system closely matches the certainties which arise 

from an algebraic analysis of steady state behaviour (ICacser and 

Burns, 1973 and 1979).  We have seen that the metabolic steady 

state and the fluxes which generate it are systemic properties 

which can only be analysed and understood by the method of 

modulation. 

The kinetic properties of enzymes, their suboeflular 

distribution and that of their substrates, products and other effectors, 

pool expansion, mass action and saturation, derepreaeion, deinduction 

and deinhibition; all these system components have been shown to 

cot, to varying degrees at different metabolic steady states, the 

control of flux through the argin{ne pathway in Neurospora orsasa. 



ZLIO SYSTS OP METiBOLIC REULATI0N IN PUN(I 

In this appendix some of the regulatory genetic systems in 

fungi of particular interest to the author are described for 

comparison with the organisation and regulation of the arginine pathway 

in Naurospora as outlined, in Section 1.3.2 and analysed in the 

experiments described in the Results and. Discussion. 

(a) The regulation of arginine metabolism in Saccharomyces cereviaiae 

The regulation of arginine metabolism in the yeast, 

Saoobaromycps cerevisipe, has been dxtenaively investigated by Wiame 

and co-workers (see Wiame, 1971 for a review of early work and ideas 

and this text for specific references). It is of particular interest 

to compare the regulatory mechanisms demonstrable in this fungus with 

those described for lelLrospora orasea (see Section 1.3.2). 

As in Neurospora, synthesis of several of the enzymes 

associated with ax'glnine metabolism in Saccbaron,vcs is repressible 

by arginine; but, unlike the situation in Neurospora. syuthesia of 

the Sacc.harorayoes enzymes is not fully repressed during growth in 

minimal medium; repression occurs upon addition of arginine to the 

growth medium. The range of enzyme activities in the arginine 

a:theeie athway of 2jMghgM=es is an order of magnitude higher 

than in NeurosDora (Wiame, 1971). Three separate regulatory circuits 

are involved in repression of synthesis of these enzymes in 

agoharomyces, one general and two specific to the enzymes involved 

201. 
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in arginine synthesis. The "general" regulatory system affects 

synthesis of enzymes involved in arginine synthesis and in mstabOligm  

of several other "n4oaoida (Delforge , , 1975; Woiffler  A All, 

197). One of the "specific" regulatory syste controls the 

sjntheeis of oarbeayl phosphate synthetase specific to the szginin. 

pathway (Thurlaux 	, 1972). S. cerevisiae, like N. orassa, has 

pathway specific CAP synthetase, coded by two unlinked 

genes, opal and opall. Unlike N.orassa, CAP formed by theee two 

enzymes is not ehexmellett in S.oereviaiae; the CAP fonued by each 

synthetase is available to both arginine and pyrlaidine biosynthesis 

(Lacroute et a, 196). The synthesis of the CAP synthetase,  specific 

to the arginine pathway is regulated by a negative typo of control. 

The ocalO mutations, closely linked to the structural gene ciaI, are 

2io-dominant and have the properties of 'operator' imitations. The 

otaR mutations are unlinked to the structural genes; their phenotypic 

effects are consistent with their forming an inactive 'repressor' of 

CM' synthetase (Thurisux &t as, 1972). The second "specific" circuit 

controls the synthesis of most of the other anabolic enzymes. A 

specific aporerepreseor for this circuit has be. .0 identified by its 

deficiency in erg-R mutant strains. The products of three unlinked loci, 

argBI. argJTI and axgRIII, are necessary for the formation of an active 

aporepressor (Boohet 	,, 1970). This aporepreseor is distinct from 

that identified for CAP synthetase synthesis (Thuriaux AlA10 1972). 

A negative mode of control has again been defined thui the 

isolation of an 'operator' type mutation. These mutants, tightly 

linked to the structural gene for OTCase, are oLe 	4nnt and 

result in the specific constitutive synthesis of OTCase (Messenguy, 

1976). 
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At least as far as ornithine tranncar1,my1aae (OTcase) 

activity is concerned, both "specific" and "general" control circuits 

appear to act at the level of transcription (Neaseny and Cooper, 

1977). 

A recent study (r17inet 	, in press) provides evidence 

for the co-ordinate expression, probably determined at the level of 

transcription, of two sequentially functioning enzymes in the 

argirdne synthetic pathway, acetylgiutamate kIniae (AGiCase) and 

acotylg1uty1pha 	reductase (AGP reduotase), Evidence from 

fine structure mapping, complementation  tests and the isolation 

of nonsense mutants exhibiting polar effects, suggests that the 

cluster is transcribed as a single unit and translated, starting 

at a single initiation site, as a single polypeptide which is 

subsequently out into two enzymes; alternatively, transcription may 

initiate at one or both of two initiation sites, occurring at the 

beginning of each gene. 

The control of the synthesis of the catabolic enzymein 

$.oerevieja is complex. Arginase and OTAase activity are Induced 

by arginine and glutamate and repressed by ammonia (Wiame, 1971; 

?tdd1ehoyen, 1964). (Arginase activity is also competitively 

inhibited by omtthine in vit&o and possibly repressed by urea ____ 

and Coasins, 1972)). Control of enzyme synthesis is mediated 

through at least three different regulatory circuits.  The ar.R 

mutants previously described as leading to derepreasion of the 

anabolic enzymes also result in the non-induction of argina and 

OTAao by arginhie; consequently arR mutants are unable to grow 

on ORN, CIT or ARG as sole N source (Wiame, 1971). Taking advantage 

Of this fact, 'operator' like mutants for both the OTAaae (arB) 
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and arginase (carRAO)structural genes were selected from argR mutants 

by their ability to grow on ORS, for example, as sole N source 

(Wiame, 1971). As expected, the selection technique also revealed 

mutants, designated crpR, unlinked to the structural genes which 

lead to the constitutive snthesis of hfeI levels of argiriase and 

OTAaae, presumably through the fomation of an inactive repressor 

protein (Wiame, 1971). krginase is also one of the catabolic 

enzymes subject to ammonia repression in S.cerevisias (Dubois et al, 

1973 and. 1974) (see following section). 

In addition to these three mechanisms for the control of 

arginaso syntholis can be added a. possible control of activity in vivo 

through competitive inhibition by OIN, as demonstrated in vitro by 

Chan and Cossins (1972). 

As well as being subject to a complex hierarchy of regulatory 

mechanisms, arginase itself is a regulatory protein (Wiame, 1971),  

Beohet and Wiame (196) observed that omithine trensoarbamylas. 

(OTcase) activity decayed on addition of arginine to cultures of 

growing on minimal medium. The decrease in activity was 

shown to be due to the reversible inactivation of 0ase activity 

through the reversible binding of the OTCaso enzyme with another 

protein. The binding protein was later shown to be arginase 

(Nessenguy and Wiame, 1969). The experimental evidence suggests the 

following mechanism for the arginase-OTCase activities. 

In S.cereviajae OTCase has two binding sites for ORN, 

one oatalytio, the other regulatory. When present in high 

concentration ORN binds to the regulatory site causing a oonfcrnnational 

change in the 0iYCase protein which unmasks a. binding site to the 
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erginass protein. In the absence of al!gl 4ne the binding between 

OTCase and arginaaa is weak and the reducing effect of the induced 

oonfoi,national change on OTCase catalytic activity is low. In the 

presence of arginine the binding is strong and the Imbibition 

of OTCase catalytic activity is high. The binding of arginase to 

OTOase has no effect on the foraer enzyme's catalytic activity 

(Meeaenguy, 1971;  Wiame, 1971). 

A further level of control may be exerted through the 

observed ooapartition of arginine pathway metabolites (Wiemb4r' and 

Thixr, 1974)  and enzymes (Jauniaux 	, 1978). These observations 

are of particular interest given the previously demonstrated 

regulatory interactions between arginsae and oroithina transcarbamyl.. 

me mentioned above. In several yeasts (Urrostarazu 	, 1977) 

and in NeuroaDora erases (Weiss and Davis, 1973;  Cybie and. Davis, 1975) 

arginase is found in the cytosol while OTCase is confined to the 

mitochondria (lPig.2); in Sac 	cpevisiae, however, both 

enzymes occur in the cytosol so pennitting the regulatory inter-

action of the arginase with OTCase. There appears to be a correlation 

between this regulatory interaction and the kind of tam(n*1 oxidant 

used for growth; obligate "robes do not show the OTCese-arginase 

interaction whereas preferential anserobes do (Urreetarazu Al all  
1977). 

In 	• cereviaie all enzymes of the aoetylat.d intennediats 

oyc3e, including ACaae, are found in the mitoohondria whereas those 

converting OHM to ARG are oytoaolio, as are the catabolic enzymes 

OTAze0 and arginase (Jauniaux A jQt 1978). 
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The mitoohondrial location of all the aoetyl-oyole enzymes 

is of interest since, as in Lorassa. A(sse is subject to inhibition 

by sxg4"4 e in vitro (D. D.ksn, 1962). A second initoohondrial 

enzyme, ao.ty]glutamate synthase, is also 1rihbitable  by arginine 

in vitro (Jeinii4irr  11 AL 1978). Again, as in Lorseas. the infn 

regulatory iienel for the pathway is believed to be the argtnino 

oytosolio pool and the experimental evidence supports the 

contention that a feud-back inhibition loop of arg 4 e on at least 

ACaae activity is operative in vivo (Huger, jet Ajo 1973 and 

Jp4 mix  al jailt 1978). It has therefore to be presumed that an 

erginine mitoohondrial pool exists in q toor.. aLas (and 1iexoePora 

orassa?) and assumed that this pool size is a reflection of the 

cytoaolio pool size (Jnin4aux 11 AL 1978). 

The oytosolio location of OTCase and oaxberphosphaie 

syntbsse is the exception rather than the rule in eukaryotee. It is 

interesting to note that cerbamyiphoephate is not detectable in 

8.oerevisiae (Lacroute Al AL 1965). 

In Neurosuora the aitoohcndrial location of the anabolic 

enzymes producing and utilising OliN together with the  oytosolio 

location of the enzymes oat&bolieing oiithins has been considered to 

be a powerful madhanism for MLnimiging 'otentielly w teful" cycling 

of endogenously zynthesised OliN (see 1.3.2.1).  In S.oerevisiae 

the OTCaa-arginsse interaction has been interpreted as an 

efficient mechanism for the prevention of the "potentially wasteful" 

cycling of OliN premed to otherwise follow fron the colocation in 

the cytoplasm of these two enzymes (Jauniaux Al jav 1978). 

As in Neoo (see 1-3.2,2.2) (and also AM "  uti]ie 



Figure78: 	Galactose Utilization in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 
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(Wienkin and Nurse, 1973)),  the vast majority of the argfnine 

and ornithine Poole in $ • oerevisiae are sequestered from their 

oytoeolio pools in & membrane bound subo.Uulaz organsfle, the 

vacuole (Wi.niri.n and  Durr, 1974). The conclusions drawn from 

analysis of NurosDora as to the regulatory effect of metabolic 

ounartition are probably applicable to S.ggK 	(Davis, 

1975). 

In eumnary, the overall similarities in the atruoture, 

organization and regulation of arginlne metabolism in the two 

rlatvely closely related eukaryotea, Neurosnor orwa and 

$acohsxoitvoee oereviaiee, are perhaps not surprising. The specific 

dissimilarities are however particularly interesting in that they 

illustrate the scope for variation in the solution to a problem 

of metabolic oontrol. The studies of Rilger jj j (1973) in 

and Barthelmesa jLt &1 (1974) in Neurostora, for 

example, show that although specific regulatory phenomena may differ 

in detail between the two systems the control of flux is & consequence 

of the same universal systemic properties. 

(b) Galaotose utilization in Sacobaromypes oerevisiae 

In the introduction to this thesis the lack of sucess in 

the search for the "operon" in eukaryotee was ooiented upon. 'While 

not strictly conforming to the lactose-utilization system of 

E.00Lt 112, the genetic system for galactoae utilization in 

bazymes  embodies several features of the bacterial operon (see 

Figure 78). 

The ML region in $.eereiviaiae consists of three,probably 

distinct but tightly linked ,loci (, 	and 	(Douglas and 

P.lroy, 1963);  expression of this region of the genom. is 



Figure 79: 	Aromatic amino acid biosynthesis and quinate-sh<imate catabolism in Neurospora crassa. 
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Legend to Figure 79: 

PEP Phoephoeno1pyrivate 

EP Ery1throse-L.-phosphate 
LBP Deoxyheptuloson.ic acid phosphate 
DUQ Dehydroquinic acid 

DES Dehydroehikimic acid 

SA Shikixnio acid 

SAP $hiJcimio acid phosphate 

EPSP I~notpyntvylshikimjc acid. phosphate 
CA Chorismjc acid 

TYR Tyrosine 

TRP Tryptophaxi 
PEE Phenylalarilne 
ABA p-eininobenzoic acid 

QA Quinic acid 
PCA Protocatecliijjc acid 
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positively regulated by the product of the unlinked JM4locus 

(Douglas and. EawthozLe, 196L). The  AL4 locus in turn is negatively 

controlled by the product of another unlinked locus, 

(Douglas and Peiroy, 1963); the & gene product is prssWMbly a 

repressor protein which binds to the operator site (identified by 

mutation) closely linked to jMk4  (Douglas and BrAboxne, 19 6). 

PIT 

in NeurosDora orasaa. 

These metabolic pathways, their intermediates, euzmes and 

genetic eteimi1nts, are illustrated in Figure 79. The essential 

features are $ 

a multienzyme aggregate coded for by a gene cluster (arom); 

the multienzyne aggregate "mnIinzea the escape of intennediates" 

from the biosynthetic pathway into catabolic pathways, 

a degradative pathway from qjth'io and ,h4dmic acid; seen 

only when synthesis of the constituent enzymes of the pathway is 

induced by the accumulation of a sufficiently high concentration of 

uinio acid or one of the intermediates of the degradative Pathway-

Although the anabolic and catabolic pathways have two 

intermediates in common (dehydro&41rimto and dhydroquiTte, see 

Pigure 79) the above features effectively prevent competition 

between the two pathways for coon interaediatae. 

The IM  mutants affect the biosynthesis of ohorismate, the 

coomon precursor of the aromatic aminoacids tyrosine, phenylal*rthw, 

tryptophan and p-aminobenzoio acid. Seven enzymeoata1t2ed steps 

are involved in the synthesis of ohorismate from PP and EP. The 

first step is oatalyswcl by the product of three different genes 
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(axcm-6. 7, 8) each gene coding for a different alloeteric .azme; 

the activity of the iso-enzymes is regulated by the different 

aromatic end-product e subsequently formed from ohorismate (Hal sail 

and Doy, 1969). The last enzyme involved in the synthesis of 

choriemate, ohorismate aynthetasa, is deficient in arom-3 mutants. 

The structural gene(s) coding for the other five enzymes involved 

in choriamate synthesis all map in a tight cluster a few map unite 

away from axom3 on linkage group II, (Giles A &v 1967). This 

gene cluster (eroa-1. 2, Li., 5 and. 9) was thought originally to be 

a good candidate for a fungal operen; the tight linkage, results of 

complementation studies, and existence of plaiotropio mutants were 

taken as evidence. However, neither regulator nor operator type 

mutants have yet been isolated. Although mutations affecting each of 

the individual enzymes are Imon, the five gene products are 

dependent upon each other for activity. All five enzymes activities 

are associated with a single protein or with an aggregate of several 

proteins (Burgoyne pI alt  1969). Prom the genetic data the five 

gene-five polypeptide hypothesis was favoured but recent work 

(Lurnaden and. Coggins, 1977;  Gaertner and Cole, 1977) suggests that 

the axci-gne cluster codes for a single polypeptide with five 

enzyme activities. If correct, this would explain ooniplem.ntation 

data hard to reconcile with the five gene-five polypeptide hypothesis. 

Of considerable importance for an understanding of control 

of flux through alternative pathways is the observation that the 

enzyme aggregate effectively sequesters intermediates in the 

biosynthetic pathway to choxienzate. Intermediates derived from 

DBP are used more effectively than the Bane intermediates added 

directly to the isolated enzyme aegats (Gaertner 	, 1970). 
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The qnte_h(k4ite  degradative pathway is specified 

by a gene cluster coding for three inducible, non-aggregated 

enzymes (aheleff, 19714a,b). These three enzyme activities are 

strictly coordinately expressed., implying control of expression 

at the level of transcription with the possible existence of a 

polycistronie messenger and an operon-type system for regulating 

flux through the degadative pathway (Chaleff, 197La & b). 

A regulatory gene, qnw-1, has been defined by the induction 

and selection of negative and oonetitutive mutations having 

pleiotropio effects on the synthesis of the catabolic enzymes. 

This gene (mapping at one and of the gene cluster) codes for a 

mutated protein which acts positively to turn on the transcription 

of the structural genes, aua-2, 2ua.3 and us-4 (Talon. S1 Alp 1971 

and Partridge ot Al, 1972). Genetic analysis suggests the 

existence of contiguous but non-overlapping ]A segments coding 

for the inducer and. the ]1A-binding regions of the regulatory 

protein (Case  and Giles, 197S) 

Synthesis of the catabolic enzymes is induced by (in 

addition to qn{ntte itself) the internadiatee d.hydroshikmate and 

dehydroquinate, intermediates which are coimnon to the anabolic 

and deg.vadative pathways (Chaleff, 1974b) (Figure 79). That the 

catabolic enzymes are present at only very low activities in 

'jnoed wild-type  strains  Of  Neurospora orasea implies that 

the anabolic enzyme "aggregate" sequesters enough of its 

intezediates to keep the concentrations of the free solutes 

sufficiently low to prevent induction of the synthesis of the 

enzymes of the catabolic pathway. This sequestration of 
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substrates may also mean that the enzyme concentration 

approfmatee to the free substrate concentration - the consequence 

of which has already been discussed previously with respect to CAP 

channelling in Neuro$Dora. 

Investigation of the regulation of nitr**e reduction in 

£naans, initiated by Pateman and Cove, has revealed a system 

of considerable interest which appears to increase in complexity 

with each new publication. To do justice to this topic would 

require a complete thesis but an outline account will be useful. 

Nitrate is reduced to ammonium by the sequential action 

of nitrate reductase, nitrite redaotaae and hydroxylrnine 

reduotase. Synthesis of each of these enzymes is induced by 

nitrate and repressed by aumonium. Expression of the 	-D 

(nitrate reduotaae) and 	(nitrite reductase) genes is 

regulated by the product of the 	-A (synonymous with -B) 

locus (P&tman and Cove, 1967; Cove and Patemen, 1969).  The 

product was thought to be an inducer which is stabilised by 

nitrate recluotase when the latter is complexed with nitrate but 

which acts as a repressor in the presence of mnmonia. Further 

evidence which showed that the level of nitrite and nitrate 

reduotase activity in ir.4C/zth 	beterokaryona is intermediate 

between that in the two homokaryons is however consistent with 

the hypothesis that nir.-A gene product acts only as an inducer 

but is formed in limiting emounts (Cove, 1969). That enzymaticafly 

active nitrate reduotase is required for induction was deduced 

from tha analysis of another type of mutation symboliuett 
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(Cove and Pateman, 1963; Pateman sl &L 1964). The cga genes, 
mapping at five different loci, are all required for the synthesis 

of a moly'bdanwu cofactor of both nitrate reduotase and ranthine 

reduotase activity. The nia-D gene codes for a protein with 

oyoohrome o reduotase activity and, in conjunction With 
functional jqM gene products, nitrate reduotase activity (Pateman 

Al , 1964). ihen inactive nitrate reduotase is formed (in 

either.91or 	-D mutants) nitrite reduotase and (in Ma mutants) 

oytoohrome o reduotaae are produced constitutively in the absence 

Of nitrate although  they are still repressible by ammonium 

(Pateman 2, 1964). 

An additional level of control of protein synthesis is 

imposed by the &U gene protiot (4rst and Cove, 1969). mutations 

d*aiatedAm (selected as resistant to the growth inhibitory 

ammonium analogue metbylsinine) contain a nitrate reduotase, synthesis 

Of which is not repressed by ammonium; the same is true in these 

mutants for other enzymes which have ammonium as an end-product. 

As suested above, many catabolic enzymes are sensitive 

to Nitrogen (or ammonia) repression. In 2LqSMVjsj4e the 

primary route for ananoniuiu assimilation is through NAflP-.linked 

glutamate deliydrogenase (NAP-T1.) and, like nitrate reduotase, 

this protein has both a catalytic and regulatory function; 

structural gene mutants (R41-A) (Grenson 	, 1974) lead to a 

lose of ammonia repressibility of (i) the synthesis of enzymes 

involved in the catabolism of 0074tei4g compounds (Grenson, j 
1974; Duboiaet, 1973 and 1974) and (ii) the assimilation/trans.. 

location of anzinoaoid.e (Greneon and Kou, 1972), (a.. precdding 
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section for ammonium repression of arginaae synthesis in 

S.cereyjsj.ae). The data suggests that when NADP-GflEaee is 

complexed with both its substrates (anonium and cz-kotoglutarate) 

it acts as a repressor or negative regulator of the synthesis of 

enzymes in ammonia-yielding pathways. 

A similar regulatory role for ISIADP-GDRase in Aduisns 

has been proposed on the basis that, as in 3ac2haromyoes, 

structural gene mutations 	A) lead to the loss of ammonia 

repressibility of many catabolic enzymes (Pateman et al, 1973 and 

Kiughoru and Pateman, 1973).  Ammonia-repressibility is also 

affected by the product of a second gene, are A.; since these 

mutations are opistatic to A& A mutations it has been proposed 

that the areA gene product mediates the action of the W4DP-GDEaae 

ammonia regulatory complex (Arat and Cove, 1973). 

ISIADP-GDIIase is by no means the only enzyme whose activity 

is regulated by the areA gene product. Indeed, the areA gene 

product appears to define a general level of control, acting 

positively on the expression of all known ammonium repressible 

enzymes and peeases (Aret and. Cove, 1973).  Purtheraore, there 

appears to be an absolute requirement for a functional areA gene 

Product (either wild-type or mutant, with altered specificity) for 

the expression of each of the respective structural genes (Arat and. 

Scazzoobio, 1975).  The several different areA mutants studied 

exhibit a varied spectrum of phenotypes with respect to the 

expression or otherwise of these activities (Arat and Cove, 1973), 

an observation which suggests that the (presumed) receptor sites 

for the areA gene product, i.e. "initiator" genes, may be different 
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for different (sets of) structural genes (Arst and. Soazzoohio, 1975). 

The absence of structural gene expression in the absence of functional 

areA gene product provides a potential means for identifying such 

"initiator regions by selecting for cis-acting mutations which 

permit the expression of the adjacent structural gene through 

facilitating the binding of the mutant areA gene product (Arat 

and Scazzochio, 1975). However, this approach is not generally 

applicable since in AmerpjLa the structural genes for sequentially 

acting, ammonium repressible enzymes are frequently unlinked and 

therefore reversion would require the highly unlik&ty, simultaneous 

mutation of several different cis-acting regulatory loci. In the 

particular case, though, the method has met with success. 

Jxst and Scaazocbio (1975) successfully exploited the 

particular properties of one mutant, ax-OA-102, to select for 

initiator mutations. The ae.-102 mutant, although affecting 

additional activities, is most notably characterised by the almost 

total lack of uric acid or xanthine transport activity, while the 

catabolism of these compounds once inside the cell is quite 

unaffected (Arst and Cove, 1973), They therefore selected, after 

TG nnitagenesia thereA1O2 strain, for conidiospores able to grow 

on medium with uric acid as the sole nitrogen source. All but one 

of the revertants were presumed by their phenotypes to be second-

site areA mutations but the last revertant, desiguated u&p-100, was 

found to have exclusively regained the ability to utilise uric acid 

(and xanithine) but otherwise retaining the characteristics of the 

x±e102 strain. The uaDlOQ mutation was found to result in strongly 

constitutive uric acid-xa.thne pennease activity being some 16-. 
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fold higher than wildtype in the absence of inducer and having a 

nir4mst1 level of Inalction  2.5 fold higher than wild-type. A 

similar "up-.promoter" effect has been observed for many initiator 

constitutive mutations in E.coli. 

The presumptive structural gene for the pezneaae, uaiA, 

was shown to be very tightly linked to the iia-100 mutation. 

Furthermore the expression of the foamier was only effected by the 

latter when boated in the cis-oonfigi.uatjon.  The genetic and bin- 

chemical data are most consistent With the hypothesis that the iaD-100 

mutation defines a cia-acting control region adjacent to the peneaae 

structural gene and that the ua-100 suppression of the aMA102 

mutation is due to the former accommodating the binding of the 

mutationally altered product of the latter (Scazzochio and Sealy-
Lewis, 1978). 

As well as being subject to areA mediated repression by 

ammonium, the induction of uricacid-zan thine pomease (by its 

substrate, uricacid, or the gratuitous inducer 2-thiouricaojd) is 

mediated by a second positive control gene,UgI (Scazzochjo 

1973). As with the are4 gene, a functional 	gene product had 

been shown to be essential for uapA expression, a requirement not 

alleviated by the w01 00 mutation (Soazzoc,lijo and .Amt, 1978). 

Thus, the evidence strongly suggests that, as for the areA gene 

Product, there must be a receptor site for itay gene product adjacent 

to the aap.4 structural gene. 

The effect of the uaplOO mutation is at least three-fold. 

Firstly, it permits the binding of the mutant AMA!--102 gene product, 

secondly, it permits the binding of the UAY gene product in the 
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absence of coinducer (thus leaning to constitutively induced enzyme 

synthesis) and, thirdly, it affects the (presumed) promoter region 

such that the maximal level of induction is 2.5-fold  higher than in 

wild-type. The implication is that at least a functional overlap 

must exist between the receptor sites for the qa and AaM& gene 

products respectively and the promoter site. 

The nature of the u 11 gene product has been characterized 

further. The activity of the ushows unclear limitation 

(Scazzothio and Darlington, 1967; Scazzochio 	, 1973); uao1 

gene expression is only observed when a functional Wa gene is 

present in the same nucleus, either in the cis-configuration in 

heterokaryons or in both the ole-. and trans-configurations in 

diploids (Scazzoohio and Arat, 1978). Recently the protein product 

of the 	gene has been tentatively identified (Pt.tllippides and 

Scazzoohio, 1978), the first time that this has been achieved for a 

formally defined regulatory gene in a eukaryote. The preliminary 

characterization of this protein suggests that it may exist in 

alternative confoiiations, a property consistent with its proposed 

regulatory role (Thilippides and Soazzoohio, 1978; Seazzoehio and. 

Arat, 1978). 

Finally, mention must be ide of the wo± of Arat and 

NaoDonald. (197) on the regulation of proline catabolism in 

.spergillus nidulana. They isolated mutants deficient in the 

structural components of the system, namely proline transport 

(22B) and the two enzymes proline oxidase and pyroline-5-oarboxyl-

ate dehydrogenaae defined by mutations at a single locus, omC. 

IYhltatiofle at these two loci, all recessive, complemented one 
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another in both betarokazyons and diploids, and were shown to be 

tightly linked to each other, defining a fwsotionally related gene 

cluster (Aret and MwDonaldt  197). 

The two catabolic enzyme (but not proline transport) are 

noniun repressible and tinis the  sxroaeion of the nL (but not 

the 2A& locus) is under areA control (Ant and NeoDonald, 197). 

Nutatione, designated 	can partially suppress the effect of 

areA zaitationa, and uniquely poreit the utiliestion of proline 

a a nitrogen source. This ability is probably effected through 

the riie -  of carbon catabolite repression since proline 

transport is denepreased despite being natwith areA control 

(.Axet and NeoDonald, i97). 
The most drasatie finding of this study, however, was that 

not only are the two structural genes, DInL end iB, tightly 

linked but that the regulatory autatian, Md, saps between the 

two, All the genetic evidence frcn aeiotio analysis, epistatic 

relationships and ocmple.ntatiofl tests consistently identified 

the Mad mutation as being autwith but between the IWB and nL 

loci. That the regulatory function of jM was active only In 

the oia..00ntiguration, together with the other aspects of the 

qetena behaviour was eoniøtent with the JM mutation d.fh'4'e 

an operator-type region for the negatively controlled carbon 

catabolite repression system (Ant and NacDonald. 197). This was, 

in the words of the authors, "the first definitive denonstration 

of an operoitype structure (as oppoeed to simple tight linkage of 

functionally related genes) in an eukeryotio orani&. The 

authors did speculate that the observed gone arrangenect would 
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permit the co-ordinate control by carbon catabolito repression of 

both 2XnA and prrB with the independent control of DrnL (but not Mrg) 

by ammonium repression; however, such an arrangement is by no 

means prerequisite for such a variety of control to be mediated. 

In summary, the control of general nitrogen metabolism is 

of paramount importance to cellular economy- and survival and as 

such the complexities and hierarchies of regulatory mechanisms are 

of particul interest to the geneticist. More than a cursory-

exoursion0Lti. ramifications of this topic, as illustrated by genetic 

analysis of the fungip has been beyond the scope of this thesis. 

Nevertheless the preceding description illustrates again the 

importance of proteins with both catalytic and regulatory functions 

and in particular the potential of a single enzyme-substrate inter-

action to mediate control over an extensive area of metabolism. 

The observation that different metabolic activities 

frequently occur at distinct but closely co-ordinated time within 

the cell cycle has lead to suggestions of still more general levels 

of genetic control and metabolic integration (Hartwell, 197h 

Nitchison, 1971). An example of "general" control of particular 

relevance to the present work is the "cross-pathway" regulation of 

minoaoid biosynthesis in NeurosDora crassa. 

Neurosira csea 

Carsiots and Lacy (196) reported tb.t in b& aaxotrophs 

grown on limiting hiatidine the level of tryptophan synthetase 

activity, in addition to the derepression of biatid.tne pathway ens-

bolio enzymes, was elevated 2- to 3-fold over that observed in 
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wild-type mn1ml1y grown cultures. Under the same experimental 

conditions of limiting histidine the levels of four other trypto-

phan pathway enzymes were shown to be similarly derepressed 

(Carsiotis 	, 1970). 

cellular 

I- 	 iL1ssupply of 

trtopha , 	otis Ot a,  1970). Iierepression was not due 

to the acouileiono some histidine pathway intermediate(s) 

since it was observed to occur in a-2 mutants which are blocked 

at the first step in the bistid.ino biosynthetic pathway (Caxsiotis 

Pt all ,  1970). It was subsequently shown that wider these 

starvation conditions the enzymes of the arginine biosynthetic 

pathway were also derepressed and that this was not reversed by 

arginine supplementation (Carsiotis et al, 1974). In a3sciprocal 

mariner a 2- to 3.-fold derepression of the tryptophan, histidine and 

arginine biosynthetic enzymes is observed in the trrp auxotropha 

grown on limiting tryptopi2an (Caralotis and Jones, 1974). 

On the -basis of these observations and the similar effects 

consequent upon the inhibition of aminoacid ti*tA synthetase 

activities (Turner and Natchett 1968; Nazario, 1967) Lester (1971) 

proposed a polycorepresor model to account for cress-pathway 

eguiation. The essence of the model is that the active polyrepressor 

for arginine, histidine and tryptophan biosynthesis requires the 

presence of the amino acyl-tflWts fozmed by each pathway; an 

inuiTicienoy in any one loads to the derepreasion of the enzymes of 

each of the pathways and can only be reversed by the subsequent 

addition of the originally limiting amino acyl tRNJi. In fact 
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there is no direct evidence for the existence of a poiyoorepres$0r 

the model is simply a formtl explanation for the experimental 

observations. It must be assumed that, as in S.oerei,iei, there 

re at least two types of re&uiatory oirou.ttu, one "general" to 

several different biosynthetic pathways (i.e. the tt 2Q55 pathway" 

circuit) and another "øpeoffio" to paicuiar pathwars since there 

is evidence for dereprs$iOfl of enzxnea in, for example, the 

arginine pathway  without concomitant derepression of the histidine, 

lysine or tryptophan pathwan (BaXthelmOGGMI. 111 1974,  and 

3)r. I.B. l3axthelniess, personal commzunicatiou). 
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In IOuXOSDQa oraae.a several aminoacid transporting systems 

have been detected, their ontogeny studied, their partial composition 

ernined and their kinetic characteristics defined (for a concise 

review, see SoarboroLgh, 1973),  At least five different *m{noaoid 

transporting systems have been identified in germinated oonicuta and 

mycelia. These systems have been defined kinetically by Pall 

(19690 1970a, b,  1971)  and his nomenclature will be used to 

identify,!ftifferent  systems. 

System I. ("The neutral") is specific for most aromatic and neutral 
aminoacida, including L-tryptopban, L-.phenylalanine, glycine, 

I,-a1n4ne and L-Leuoine (Wiley and Natoheti, 1966; Pall, 1969). The 

system also has moderate affinity for other aminoacids including 

L-.hiatidine, Ir-aerine and L-methionine (Pall, 1970..,  b). System I 

activity is present m*T{msily in young rapidly growing cultures and 

decreases markedly with age (e.g. in 3 day mycelial pads) (Pall, 

1969). Natants specifically deficient in this transport system 

(desiated) have been selected by their resistance to inhibition 

of growth in the presence of the 1,-tryptophan analogue, Lmethyl-L-

tryptophan (44P) (Lester, 1966; Stadler, 1966). Suppressors of 

the = mutations have also been selected. These suppressors may be 

(a) allele specific (due to reversion at the first mutational site 

or, if the first mutational eveutwas a frameshift mutation, either 

a second intra-locus framesbift mutation or an unlinked frameahift 

suppressor mutation (Brink, 1972)  or (b) non-specific (Stadler, 
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1965, 1967) due to a mutation in a different transport system 

(probably system II or III) resulting in an altered substrate 

specificity. 

avstem XI ("The general") (Pau, 1969) has a broad range of 

specificities for neutral, acidic and basic nmfn acids Neill, 
, 1973). This activity is virtually absent from young 

rapidly growing cultures, only appearing in old 0 da) niyoelial 

pads apparently starved of a carbon source. A "scavenger" role 

has been proposed for this transport system (Pall, 1969). 

The Ae mutant described by Nagill al ja (1972) is 
probably "Cifioally deficient in System II activity.  

Syst iii ("The basic") (Pall, 1970a,b) is specific for the 

transport of the basic amino acids L-erginin, and L-lyaine; 

I-omithine, L-canayanine and, to a lesser ertent, L-.histidine are 

also transported (Pall, 1970a, b; Bauerle and Qazner, 1964). 

System III activity is mi1ini in rapidly growing cells and decreases 

with the age of the culture and its synthesis appears to be regulated 

in parallel with gross protein synthesis (Pall, 1970a). A mutant, 

designated bat, specifically deficient in System III activity, has 

been selected (Thwaites, 1967; Thwaites and Pendysla, 1968, 1969). 

Satem IV ("The acidic) (Pall, 1970b) is specific for the acidic 

nirip acids Lrn-oy4c acid, L- and D-aspartio acid and Ir-glutamic 

acid. There is little System IV activity in gerInhiLted oonidia or 

in rapidly growing cells. A "scavenger" function has been proposed 

for this transport system since mrfin1 activity is seen under 

conditions of carbon, sulphur or nitrogen starvation in ageing 

mycelial pads. System IV  is, however, distinct from System II; 
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the latter has a much lower affinity for acidic si!n4noaoids. 

Syteu V (Pall, 1971)  is specific for L-methionine and 1-ethionine. 

It is again thought to be a "scavenger" system since its activity is 

only observable in sulphur-starved inycelia]. pads (Pall, 1971). The 

activity of this system is absent in oya-3 mutants (Pail, 1971),  but 

this is not thought to be the structural gene for a component of the 

transport system ME.M. It seems rather that the wil&-typ* gene 

specifies a regulatory product; in the mutant, several enzyme 

activities nonnally present under suip r-stsvat10 conditions are 

also absent (Z.larzluf and Metzenberg, 1968). 

Mutants affected in the transport of aminacids are 

readily selected by the ability to confer resistance to the growth 

inhibitory effects of mn{noacid  analogues. Mutants deficient in 

specific transport system activities have been described. Mutants 

with more general peimeation effects include the mutants un-t 

(Kappy and t'tetzenberg, 1965) and AM (Jacobson and Metzenberg, 1968) 

which are deficient in acidic (but not basic) aminomoid transport 

systems as well as neutral uwinoaoid transport systems. The 

temperature sensitive lethal v 2-t mutant may be a generalised 

membrane deficiency since potassium transport is also impaired and 

protoplasta are osmotically fragile (Kappy and Metsenberg, 1967). 

Couidia]. tiansport systems have been investigated by 

DeBusk and oo-woi4cera; they have similar properties to those 

already summarised above, as described. by Pail, for genninated 

oonidia and growing zuyc.lial cultures. The absolute rates of 

uptake of amin acids in ungerininatad oonidia. are in general 

considerably lower than in actively growing cells (Scarborough, 1973). 
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Competitive uptake studies have suested the presence of a variety 

of aainoaoid transport systems in ungerminated oonidie (Roese and 

De8uek, 196).  Selection for resistance to inhibition  of growth by 

inoaoid analogues has peimitted the selection of mutants () 

deficient in the transport of basic aminraoids (Roses and DeBuak, 

1968) or () deficient in the transport of aromatic and neutral 

mnt,aoids (Wolfinbaiger and. DeBuak, 1971a).  Transport studies 

with the double mutants (5) revealed a general system for the 

uptake of a wide range of aniinoaoide (wolfinbarger and DeBuak, 

1971b). A mutant () deficient in this last uptake system 

has been isolated (Rao A Alp 1975; Eec and DeBuak, 1975). There 

appears to be no system specific for the transport of acidic amino-

acids in ungeminated conidia; they are apparently transported 

both by the neutral aminoaoid system (with relatively high affinity 

but low transport capacity) and by the general qinoaoid transport 

system (with relatively low affinity but high transport capacity) 

(WoLfinburger and DeBusk, 1972). 

Regulation of azninoaoid traneortsy, 

It is clear from these descriptions of the various transport 

Systems that their activities change with the development of the 

organism; that is, their activities are modulated, pres bly as 

part of the co-ordinated process of development. In addition, 

there may be a more iranediate response to changes in the external 

environment- Railey  and Kinsey  (1976) made a detailed study of the 

ontogeny of aminoacid uptake activities in Neuxoopora. 

]zring germination and growth of NeurcsDora oonid.ta, System 

I and System II activities Increased, while System III activity 
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decreased, with the onset of gexct4natiOn. System I showed two 

definite peaks of activity during logarithmic growth; the first, at 

about six hours, correlated with the completion of gem 
tube 

formation in conidia, the second, at about twelve hours, with the compl-

etion of primary hyphal branching. That both peaks of activity 

had the same Km for L..ph.nylal5Z1ifle and both peaks were abolished in 

jLtr mutants  suggested that the same ,binding protein/POmeaaae" 

species was responsible for System I activity throughout the life 

cycle. 

System II activity increased continually up to twelve hours 

growth after 'which it declined rapidly. In fact the activity of 

this system decreased almost in parallel with the decrease in 

ammonium ion concentration in the medium, an observation bard to 

reconcile with the proposed "scavenger" role for System II proposed 

by Pall (1969). 

System III activity was high in ungeinina.ted conidia but 

decreased rapidly with the onset of gemination. A constant 

specific  activity was maintained during log phase growth up until 

12 hours after 'which, like System II activity, it declined to a 

very low level. 

The competitive uptake studies and analyses of aminoa.oid 

analogue-resistant strains suggest that the different aminoacid 

transport systems share, and most probably compete for, common 

cellular components (Sanchez, 	, 1972). Regulation of the 

synthesis of components of the aminoacid transport system may be 

00-ordinated with regulation of the synthesis of intracellular 

enzymes involved in the metabolism of the transported aminoacid; 
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the analogy with the established, situation in bacteria (Cohen 

and Nonod, 1957;  Jacob and Nonod, 1961) is obvious. The 

possibility that the same holds true for Neurornora is suggested 

by a) the oys-3 phenotype, affecting both enzymes activity and 

the induction of System V activity (Narzluf and Netzenberg, 1968). 

and b) the regulation of System II (and possibly also System III) 

transport by ammonia (Tisdale and DeBusk, 1970; Bailey and 

iney, 1976). Transport activity is also regulated by the 

internal nnthoaoid. pool. Wiley and Natchett (1968) observed a 

decrease in the rate of tryptophan uptake when the internal 

tryptophan pool ooueentration was high; exogenously and4 endogenously 

derived pools were equally effective. Prom the kinetics of 

inhibition and requirement for protein synthesis they assumed that 

the phenomenon  was enzyme mediated. Pall (1971)  coined the teii 

transinhibition to describe the observation that preincmbation 

(with subsequent removal from the medium) with a particularamino-

acid reduced the rate of uptake of the same and other aminoacids. 

The higher the affinity of an win acid for a particular transport 

system the greater was its ability to transinhibit the uptake of 

aminoacids by that system (Pall and Kelly, 1971  and Pall, 1971). 

To explain this phenomenon Pall (1971) suggested that either (a.) 

the protein(s) involved in transport had two binding sites - one to 

bind an aminoaoid present in the medium prior to its transport into 

the cell and a second to which an intai sminoacid could bind and, 

in so doing, prevent the transport in of external aminoaoida, or 

(b) a "carrier protein" with a single binding site was in 

equilibrium between a "free carrier" state (able to bind and 
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transport in external emincacida) and "carrier arnir,oaoid complex" 

state (formed with internal am' osaid a) with the point of equi-

librium detezmined by the concentration of Internal n,nftwaoid and 

its affinity for the "carrier protein" binding site. 

A further regulatory phenomenon is Substrata Repression 

(Nell and usDusk, 1974); uptake activity is repressed in the 

presence of aminoacid(s) in the medium and derepreased on its 

(their) removal. Although the extent of "repression" is related 

to the affinity of the p'ntnoacid for the transport system the 

phenomenon is diatint from simple competitive inhibition or 

transinhibition in that it is dependent on new protein synthesis. 

The structure of trsnsport a7stas. 

Precise infoation on the structural oompoente of the 

transport systems is lacking but several observations suggest that 

glycoproteina are part of thee, systems. Wiley (1970) showed that 

osmotic shook treatment of oouidia reduced trtophan transport 

by 90% without appreciable loss of cell viability; tryptophan 

binding proteins were released into the medium during such treat-

ment of conidia. Stuart and DeBuak (1971) showed that ICO1 

extraction of oonidia reduced I-arginie transport and released two 

glycoproteins with relatively ktg*i affinity for t-arginine. Both 

of these proteins were absent from mutants () deficient in basic 

minoaoid transport; one of the glycoproteine is absent from 

mutants () of the neutral ewthosoid transport system. Stuart 

and &Buak (1973) have also shown that L-arginine transport is 
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enhanced by addition of these glyooproteiiw to a crude lipid 

film in vitro. 

Io difference was observable under the scanning electron 
ZCqL 

microscope after water extraction of wild-type and4(fo or 

or double CE1n) mutant conidia. After ICC1 ext.,-action however, 

the double mutants (but not the single mutants or wild-typo) 

had visibly disrupted cell membranes (Travis 21 JQ, 1972). 

To sum up, several atereospecifio systems for im4noacid 

transport have been identified in Neuroora orassa. Their activity 

is dependent upon the develonontal stage of the organism, on 

the intracellular and on the extracellular milieu. Different 

systems may share or compete for common cellular components. The 

activities of the transport systems are dependent, at least in part, 

on glycoproteins. Genetic loci affecting the synthesis of aminoacid 

metabolising enzymes may also affect the synthesis of components 

of the aminoacid transport systems. There is, in principle, no 

reason why these transport systems should not be subject to allo-

steno regulation of their activity in the same way that 

certain intracellular enzyme activities are regulated; this is 

true whether the transport systems are themselves enzymes or 

enzymatically inactive "carriers" or "tranalocators" • The activity 

of smfrioaoid transport systems are thus likely to be, and indeed 

appear to be, subject to induotion/repTeaSiOn and inhibition/ 

activation meehnf ems. The transport systems described in this 

section have all been cell-surface transport systems (or assumed to 

be such). Similar systems have been described in isolated mitochondria 



and isolated vesicles (Boiler Al A&, 1975); they are likely 

to be eubjeot to the same kinds of regulatory devioee 

229. 



APPENDIX III 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The complete experimental details and results of analyses performed 

are given in the following tables: 

(Abbreviations used in addition to those in Figures 1 and 2 are shown at the 

foot of the relevant table). 

TABLE 1 

Experiment I: the germination effect of HIS on arg-12 strains 

Strain 	 HIS:CIT Mycelial Harvest Mycelial Aminoacid Pools 
ratio Time elapsed since Yield -1 
(MM) (h:nin) (mg) (imol. 100 mg 	d.w-t.) 

Inocul
n  HIS d.wt. ARG CIT ORE HIS 

add n  

2:1 214:00 214:00 192 6.95 0.81 1.93  21.2 

2:1 214:00 214:00 169 5.16 0.149 2.31 21.0 

2.5:1 214:00 214:00 60 2.55 0.36 9.22 27.14 
arg-12 ure 	2.5:1 214:00 214:00 18 2.10 0.30 8.68 16.14 

3:1 	to 7.5:1 214:00 214:00 ND - - - - 
3:1 	to 7.5:1 142:00 142:00 ND - - - 

	

2:1 to 7.5:1 	142:00 
	

142:00 	ND 	- 	- 	- 	- 

	

arg-12 otaaga 2:1 to 7.5:1 
	142:00 
	

142:00 N]) 	- 	- 	- 	- 

1') 

Abbreviation used:- ND, not detectable. 



TABLE 2 

Experiment II: the post-germination effect of HIS on arg-12 ure 

Strain: 	 arg-12 ure 

Conidial inoculum (x 106  per flask) 	 3.2 

Initial CIT concentration (mm): 	 0.4 

Concentration of HIS added (mm): 	 0.8 to 2.8 

HIS:CIT Mycelial Harvest Mycelial Aminoacid Pools 
ratio Time elapsed since Yield - 1  

(mm) (h:min) (mg) (Rmol. 100 mg 	d.wt.) 

Inocul" HIS d.wt. ARG CIT ORN HIS 
n add 

2:1 22:55 14:55 128 6.01 0.59  0.31 22.9 

2.5:1 23:00 15:00 128 5.09 0.75 0.88 24.3 
3:1 23:05 15:05 72 2.01 0.28 3.148 19.7 

3.5:1 23:10 15:10 39 0.72 0.19 13.3 17.5 

4:1 25:00  17:00 32 0.1i2 0.32 20.9 14.1 

4.5:1 25:05 17:05 23 0.31 0.24 18.9 9.18 

5:1 30:25 22:25 22 0.24 0.19 16.5 5.19 

5.5:1 30:30 22:30 18 0.13 0.15 23.2 4.61 

6:1 30:140 22:40 16 0.15 0.25 17.0 3.76 

6.5:1 30:50 22:50 8 0.18 0.11 20.2 3.24 

70 31:10 23:10 4 0.20 0.36 19.2 2.69 



TABLE 3 

Experiment III: the reversibility of HIS-mediated growth inhibition 

Strain: 	 arg-12 ure 
Conidial inoculum (x 106  per flask): 	 15 
Initial CIT concentration (mm): 	 0.4 
Concentration of HIS added (Mm): 	 2.0 
Concentration of CIT-2 added (mm): 	 2.0 

Sample 	 Mycelial Harvest 
Time elapsed since 	Yield 

(h:min) 	 (mg) 

	

Inocuin HIS CIT-2 	d.wt. 

add
n 
 addn  

CH 1 17:15 10:00 NA 22 
CE 2 17:50 10:35 NA 25 
CE 3 19:00 11:45 NA 26 

CE + C 1 19:30 12:15 0:15 24 
CE + C 2 19:45 12:30 0:30 27 
CH + C 3 20:15 13:00 1:00 27 
CE + C I 20:45 13:30 1:30 29 
CH -' C 5 21:15 14:00 2:00 27 
CH + C 6 22:00 14:115 2:145 31 
CH + C 7 22:145 15:30 3:30 37 
CE + C 8 23:30 16:15 14:15 37 
CE + C 9 21:30 1705 5:15 53 
CH + C 10 25:15 18:00 6:00 614 
CE + C 11 25:50 18:35 6:35 73 

Abbreviation used: NA, not applicable 



TABLE 14 

Experiment IV : the post-germination effect of HIS on arg-1 2 eta age, 

Strain: 	

6 	
arg-12 ota aga 

Conidial inoculuin (x 10 per flask): 	 9 	 12 
Initial CIT concentration (mm): 	 0.014 	 0 .014 
Concentration of CIT-2 added (MM): 	 0.36 	 0.36 
Concentration of HIS added (mm): 	 0.8 to 1.2 	1.14 to 3.0 

HIS:CIT Mycelial Harvest Mycelial iuminoacid Pools 
ratio 
(MM) 

Time elapsed 
(h:min) 

since Yield 
(mg) (moi. 	100 -1 

mg 	d.w-t.) 
HIS d.srt. ARG CIT OHN HIS 

II 
add 

2:1 21:10 10:55 65 9.08 0.53 0.145 214.2 
2 .5:1 21:15 11:00 814  8.87 0.76 1.77 26.1 

3:1 21:20 11:05 814 14.27 0.145 5.142 25.2 

3.5:1 21:25 11:10 108 3.28 0.38 7.77 26.0 
14:1 21:30 11:15 112 2 .614 0.147 9.89 22.8 

14.5:1 21:35 11:20 90 1.10 0.32 12.7 21.1 
5:1 21:45 11:30 86 1.18 0.38 15.3 22.4 

5.5:1 21:50 11:35 85 0.52 0.38 19.9 17.5 
6:1 21:55 11:140 80 0.146 0.27 18.9 19.2 

6.5:1 22:00 11:145 79 0.35 0.26 22.0 17.9 
7:1 22:05 11:50 63 0.38 0.140 21.9 15.5 

7.5:1 22:10 11:55 50 0.36 0.32 21.3 17.6 

L CIT-2 added at same time as HIS 



TABLE 5 

Experiment V: the effect of PUT on growth inhibition 

Strain: 

Conidial 
arg-.12 ure g-12 ota aa 

inoculum (x 10 	per flask): io 4 	6 
Initial CIT concentration (mm): 0.04 0.04 	0.04 
Initial PUT concentration (mM), where added: 0.0125 0.0125 	0.0125 
Concentration of CIT-2 added (mm): 0.36 0.36 	0.36 
Concentration of HIS added (mm): 0.8 to 2.4 0.8 	1.6 or 2.4 

Strain 	PUT 	HIS:CIT Mycelial Harvest Mycelial Aminoacid Pools + or - 	ratio Time elapsed since 	Yield 
(MM) (h:min) (mg) -1 (inol. 	100 mg 	d.wt.) 

Inocuin HIS 	d.wt. ARC 	CIT 	URN 	HIS 
add n  

+ 	2:1 19:45 8:45 107 
- 	2:1 19:50 8:50 92 7.32 	0.56 	0.82 	36.8 
+ 	4:1 20:05 9:05 69 

ar12 ure 	
- 	4:1 20:10 9:10 62 1. W 	0.11 	18.2 	36.1 
+ 	6:1 20:25 9:25 43 
- 	6:1 20:30 9:30 43 0.50 	0.17 	23.2 	25.2 

+ 	2:1 19:55 8:55 80 
- 	2:1 20:00 9:00 83 5.86 	0.49 	0.34 	52.6 
+ 	4:1 20:15 9:15 94 arg-12 ota 	
- 	4:1 20:20 9:20 87 0.86 	0.52 	3.82 	33.4 
+ 	6:1 20:35 9:35 63 
- 	6:1 20:40 9:40 62 0.146 	0.12 	13.7 	26.3 

CIT-2 added at same time as HIS 



TABLE 6 

The effect of the post-inoculation delay in HIS addition on the growth rate and the 
mycelial HIS pool 

The effect is illustrated by way of the data shown below from all growth experiments 

where a 5:1 ratio of medium HIS:CIT was employed. Where applicable, the highest 

mycelial HIS pool attained is shown. 

Exper- 	Strain Table Postinocuii'  Mycelial Mycelial Growth rate 
iment delay HIS pool -1 doubling time constant (k) 

(h:min) (Rmol.100 mg (h:min) (h-i) 
d.wt.) 

I arg-12 ure 1 00:00 NA 00 0 
I arg-12 ota aga 1 00:00 NA DO 0 
II arg-12 ure 2 08:00 5.19 

* 
21 h 

* 
0.033 

IV arg-12 ota aga 14 10:15 22.14 ND ND 
Vila arg-12 ure 9 12:00 37.5 14 h 36 nun 0.165 
VIa arg-12 ure 7 13:00 143.5 3 h 145 min 0.185 
Xb arg-12 ure 15 15:00 32.3 3 h 	5 min 0.225 
Xa arg-12 ure 114 17:00 145.1 2 h 15 min 0.308 

*Estimated from harvest yield assuming a doubling time of 2 h 15 min between 
inoculation and HIS addition. 

13 Abbreviation used: NA, not applicable; ND, not determinable. 



TABLE 7 

Experiment VIa : mycelial harvest yields and aminoacid pools in arg-12 ure 

Strain: arg-12 ure 

Condition : (a) (b) 	(c) (d) 

Conidial inoculum (x 106  per flask) : 6.6 6.6 	13.2 13.2 

Initial CIT concentration (mm): 0.5 0.5 	0.5 0.5 

Concentration of HIS added (mm): 1.5 2.0 	2.25 2.5 

Flask Mycelial Harvest Medium Mycelial Aminoacid Pools Flask 
Number 

Number Time elapsed 
(h:min) 

since Yield 
(mg) 

BUN 
(i520) (pmol. 	100 

-1 
mg 	d.wt.) 

Inocul HIS d.wt. ARG CIT ORN GLU PRO GLY LYS HIS 

n add 

(a) 	1 20:05 7:05 86 2.07 3.82 0.56 1.05 8.63 ND 1.20 0.58 39.0 (a) 	1 

(a) 2 21:145 8:145 138 1.98 2.31 0.44 2.28 8.80 0.85 1.26 0.61 37.6 (a) 2 

(a) 3 22:55 9:55 175 1.81 3.51 0.1.9 1.35 10.014 0.72 1.84 0.57 142.9 (a) 3 

(a) 	It 23:55 10:55 265 1.63 3.514 0.514 1.05 8.73 0.145 1.28 0.50 314.8 (a) 	L 

(b) 	1 19:10 6:10 75 2.12 2.82 0.141 2.26 9.26 0.66 1.50  0.53 143.9 (b) 	1 

(b) 2 20:30 7:30 96 2.06 1.214 0.30 14.99 9.26 0.95 1.148 0.87 36.0 (b) 2 

(b) 3 22:20 9:20 132 1.85 1.75 0.33 3.11 10.1 1.05 1.97 0.72 39.2 (b) 3 

(b) 	14 23:35 10:35 188 1.81 2.22 0.35 2.814 9.15 1.19 1.60 0.67 38.0 (b) 	14 

(c) 	1 19:20 6:20 125 2.06 2.71 0.142 1.78 8.142 0.63 1.14 0.514 141.1 (c) 	1 

(c) 2 20:35 7:35 170 1.914 2.18 0.141 2.65 9.93 1.50 2.01 0.81 44.7 (c) 2 

(c) 	3 22:05 9:05 232 1.76 2.06 0.30 2.29 9.31 1.15 2.02 0.68 141.3 (c) 3 

(c) 	It 23:20 10:20 288 ND 2.03 0.26 2.914 9.23 0.85 2.12 0.68 140.0 (c) 	It 

(d) 	1 19:25 6:25 125 2.014 2.19 0.32 2.77 8.05 0.80 1.15 0.60 143.5 (d) 	1 

(d) 2 20:145 7:145 172 1.98 1.149 0.27 14.07 8.11 1.214 1.50 0.86 38.2 (d) 2 	 1\) 

(a) 3 22:15 9:15 209 1.89 1.28 0.22 14.66 7.76 1.10 1.67 0.95 38.2 (d) 3 	 CN 

(a) 4 23:30 10:30 2214 1.73 1.72 0.27 2.60 9.01 1.314 2.68 0.75 38.7 (a) 4 



TABLE 8 

Experiment VIb: mycelial harvest yields and amino acid pools in ure 

Strain: ure 
Condition: (a) (b) (c) (d) 
Conidial inoculum (x106  per flask): 7.0 7.0 114.0 114.0 
Initial CIT concentration (mm): 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 
Concentration of HIS added (mm): 0.0 2.0 2.5 2.5 

Flask Mycelial Harvest Mycelial Aminoacjd Pools Flask 
Number Time elapsed 

(h:min) 
since Yield 

(mg) 
-1 

(tnsol.loomg d.wt.) 
Number 

InoculTl HIS d.wt. AHG CIT ORN GLU PRO CLV LYS HIS 
add n  

(a) 	1 19:15 NA 61 15.7 19.14 0.62 11.0 0.18 3.12 2.114 0.75 (a) 	1 
(a) 2 22:20 NA 153 13.3 22.0 0.514 10.8 0.33 6.71 1.314 1.12 (a) 2 

(b) 	1 19:25 6:55 58 5.02 0.32 1.21 10.8 0.19 3.72 2.59 36.3 (b) 	1 
(b) 2 22:15 9:45 133 6.214 0.214 2.16 11.7 0.314 7.143 5.76 33.3 (b) 2 

(c) 	1 19:10 6:140 139 3.73 0.32 1.514 8.82 0.12 5.147 1.148 37.6 (c) 	1 
(c) 	2 22:05 9:35 299 5.145 0.23 1.18 10.8 0.23 14.80 14.314 30.3 (c) 2 

(d) 	1 19:00 6:30 11414 3.76 0.07 1.37 11.14 0.31 5.58 3.114 38.0 (d) 	1 
(a) 2 22:00 9:30 267 14.35 0.014 1.19 11.14 0.36 7.143 5.78 35.0 (a) 2 

Abbreviation used: NA, not applicable. 

S 



TABLE 9 

Experiment Vila: myceltal harvest yields, aminoacld pools and enzyme specific activities in arg-12 tire 

Strains 	 arg-.12 ore 
Condition: 	 (a) 	(b) 	(c) 	(a) 	(e) 	(r) 	() 
Conidial inoculum 	per flask): 	8.0 	8.0 	8.0 	8.0 	8.0 	8.0 	8.0 
Initial CIT concentration (raM): 	0.50 	0.30 	0.50 	0.145 	0.L 	0.35 	0.30 
Concentration of HIS added (mM): 	0.0 	0.0 	2.0 	2.0 	2.0 	2.0 	2.0 

Flask 	Nycelial Harvest 
Number Time elapsed since Yield 

(h:min) (rag) 
Inoouf HIS d.wi. 

add 0. 

(a) 1 17:25 NA 62 
2 21:15 NA 176 

1 17:30 NA 62 
(b) 2 20:145 NA 162 

(o) 	1 17: W 5:12 51 
(a) 2 18t1so 6shO 62 
(c) 3 20:10 8:10 91 
(c) 	14 21:20 9:20 107 

(a) i 17:145 5:145 53 
(d) 2 26:25 9:25 101 

(e) 	1 17:50  5:50 53 
(e) 2 18:15 6:145 60 
(a) 3 20:15 8:15 76 
(e) 	II 22:00 10:00 81 

(f) 	1 18:00 6r00 149 
(r) 2 18:50 6:50 56 
(f) 3 20:25 8:25 70 
(f) 	14 22:05 10:05 68 

(g) 1 18:05 6:05 147 
(g) 2 18;55 6:55 52 
(g) 3 20:30 8:30 58 
(g) 	14 22:10 10:10 58 

Medium Enzyme Specific Activity Mycellal Aminoacid Pools Flask CIT 
(mM) -1 (nmol.mg 	protein.min 	) (4Imol. -1 100mg 	d.wt.) 

Number 

OTAase Arginase AOGTase AR0 CIT 0154 GLU PRO CIT ITS HIS 

0.33 141.9 1146 810 18.8 19.8 0.16 8.314 0.36 1.30 0.15 0.23 (a) 	1 
0.18 141.6 219 838 15.9 17.1 0.21 7.27 0.514  1.26 0.20 0.25 2 

0.33 142.3 242 760 17.9 15.8 0.15 8.149 0.42 1 .314 0.17 0.19 1 
0.06 143.14 191 663 15.8  11.14 0.26 8.75 0.50 1.90 0.22 0.20 (b) 2 

0.141 22.7 1914 663 3.65 0.51 0.90 8.87 0.87 1.20 0.69 42.4 (o) 	1 
0.442 25.3 137 773 2.63 0.141 1.23 8.30 0.79 1.4.) 0.65 37.14 (c) 2 
0.28 21.8 87 837 1.98 0.35 2.17 8.36 0.83 1.50 0.61 38.7 (c) 3 
0.31 20.7 77 779 1.92 0.21 2.15 8.58 0.92 1.50 0.59 36.0 (c) 	Ii 

0.36 18.9 11 756 2.149 0.314 1.4 7.76 0.69 1.19 0.63 38.0 (a) 1 
0.37 19.6 74 1025 1.17 0.21 3.08 7.07 0.91 1.55 0.77 29.7 (a) 2 

0.36 19.5 101 763 1.78 0.26 2.21 8.05 1.21 1.68 0.66 37.5 (e) 	1 
0.36 15.3 73 895 1.16 0.18 2.71 6.58 1.114 1.71 0.73 31.5 (e) 2 
0.35 17.14 58 1120 0.65 0.17 5.67 7.22 1.61 1.149 1.08 29.5 (e) 3 
0.33 10.9 61 11459 0.35 0.12 12.6 7.29 1.05 2.00 1.06 17.7 Iv 

0.33 19.3 744 9141 1.07 0.28 3.87 8.65 2.28 1.56 1.05 36.14 1 
0.29 17.8 70 22149 0.51 0.21 6.53 6.145 1.89 1.68 1.16 28.1 (f) 2 
0.29 18.2 55 1259 0.314 0.11 7.92 5.32 1.50 1.60 1.19 20.8 (r) 3 
0.30 17.0 51 1622 0.38 0.11 12.1 5.91 1.51 2.27 1.20 20.6 (f) 	I 
0.26 17.0 65 1210 0.51 0.16 5.89 6.03 1.814 1.60 1.17 27.0 (g) 1 
0.22 15.0 99 1198 0.37 0.12 9.50 6.13 2.16 1.96 1.4414 25.14 (g) 2 
0.25 15.7 58 1367 0.35 0.10 11.6 6.03 1.56 2.114 1.146 21.8 (9) 3 
0.27 20.14 514 13142 0.29 0.06 12.1 3.81 1.21 2.10 1.21 12.7 (g) lv 

Abbreviation used: NA, not applicable. 



TABLE 10 

Experiment.VIIa: the rate of medium CIT depletion 

Medium samples were taken with time, as shown below, from the CIT-only 

grown cultures (a) 2 and (b) 2 (see Table 9) and the concentration of 

CIT remaining was determined using BUN reagents after chromatographic 

separation of CIT from urea (Section 2.2.81). The "harvest yields" 

corresponding to each medium sampling are extrapolated from the growth 

rate for cultures (a) 1 and 2 and (b) 1 and 2 shown in Figure 13. The 

rate of medium CIT depletion determined by this analysis is shown in 

Figure 17. The results of the analysis are as follows: 

Medium Sample "Harvest Medium 

Time 	elapsed 	since Yield" CIT 
(h:nin) (mg) (MM) 

inocuf'  d.wt. (a) 2 (b) 2 

12:30 15 0.142 0.27 

14:30 27 0.35 0.20 

16:30 148 0.31 0.22 

18:15 82 0.36 0.17 

19:05 99 0.32 0.13 

20:140 153 0.22 NA 

20:145 162 NA 0.06 

21:15 176 0.18 NA 

Abbreviation used: NA, not applicable. 



TABLE 11 

Experiment VITh: enzyme specific activities in ure 

Strain: ure 

Condition: N C CE 	H 

Conidial inoculum (x 10 per flask): 	7.0 7.0 7.0 	7.0 
Initial CIT concentration (mm): 0.0 0.5 0.5 	0.0 
Concentration of HIS added (mm): 0.0 0.0 2.0 	2.0 

Flask My-celial Harvest Enzyme Specific Activity Mycelial Amirioacid Pools Flask 
Number Time elapsed since Yield -1 -1 

Number 

(h:min) I' (mg) ' (nmol.mg protein.min 	) (iimol.lOOmg 	d.wt.) 

Inoculj' HIS d.wt. OTAase Arginase 	AOGTase 	ABA ase ARG CIT ORN GLU PRO GLY LYS HIS 
addm 

N 	1 21:25 NA 233 25.1 75 5514 12.9 2.11 0.114 0.68 7.71 0.16 0.73 0.28 0.21 N 1 

N 	2 21:50 NA 260 ND 72 830 8.7 2.23 0.13 0.58  8.27 ND 0.88 0.30 0.30 M 2 
N 	3 23:00 NA 3114 27.6 78 853 ND 2.11 0.17 0.514  8.11 0.31 1.08 0.36 0.26 N 3 

C 	1 21:30 NA 179 80.6 5314 903 10.14 17.3 18.3 0.25 8.23 0.146 2.14 0.18 0.27 C 1 
C 	2 21:55 NA 197 88.0 588 ND ND 15.3 15.5 0.214 7.01 0.27 1.62 0.23 0.26 C 2 
C 	3 23:05 NA 288 79.3 581 653 ND 13.6 10.0 0.37 8.03 0.143  1.114 0.214 0.23 C 3 

CH 1 21.140 6;25 1145 143.5 150 755 11.0 14.70 0.143 0.20 8.09 0.16 1.19 0.52 36.14 CH 1 

OH 2 22:05 6:50 155 50.0 107 ND ND 14.149 0.143 0.16 9.17 ND 1.32 0.51 35.7 CH 2 
CH 3 23:15 8:00 1149 140.6 136 758 MD 14.66 0.143 0.23 8.39 0.17 1.26 0.52 36.14 CH 3 

H 	1 21:35 6:20 1142 29.3 81 718 11.2 2.35 0.19 0.60 7.145 0.12 1.11 0.145 314.3 II 1 
H 	2 22:00 6:145 151 33.7 95 ND ND 2.60 0.214  0.62 8.142 ND 1.214 0.51 36.8 H 2 
II 	3 23:10 7:55 200 32.8 90 836 ND 2.57 0.36 0.149 8.20 0.32 1.614 0.140 35.6 H 3 

U!" 
Abbreviations used: NA, not applicable; ND, not determined. 



TABLE 12 

Experiment VIII : the stability of the steady state 

Strain: 

Conidial inoculum (x 106  per flask): 

Initial concentration of CIT (mm): 

Concentration of 2nd CIT added (mm): 

Concentration of HIS added (mm): 

Flask 	Nycelial Harvest 
Number 

	

Time elapsed since 	Yield 
(h:min) 	(mg) 

	

HIS 	d.wt. 
oAci'  

ar-12 ure 

18 

0.014 
0.36 

1.20 

	

Enzyme Specific Activity 	 Mycelial Aininoacid Pools 	 Flask 
Number 

	

(nmol.mg_1  protein.mixi) 	 (Rmol.100 mg-1  d.w-t.) 

OTAase Arginase 	ARG CIT OBN GLU PRO GLY LYS HIS 

127 27.14 1514 7.12 0.57  0.141 8.80 ND 1.05 0.149 314.9 CH 1 

152 25.8 175 5.12 0.36 0.38 7.11 ND 0.93 0.53  31.5 CH 2 

210 21.5 176 5.52 0.146 0.144 8.142 0.21 1.26 0.60 36.9 CH 3 

268 25.2 156 14.83 0.142 0.142  7.69 0.68 1.52  0.52 314.0 CH 14 

251 214.14 1143 5.146 0.146 0.60 7.88 0.37 1.55  0.60 314.7 CH 5 

3149 23.0 181 5.29 0.38 0.146 9.13 0.314  2.25 0.58 37.2 CH  

Abbreviation used: ND, not determined 

CH 1 
	

16:05 
	

4:35 

CH 2 
	

17:05 
	

5:35 
CH 3 
	

18:35 
	

7:05 

CH 
	

19:35 
	

8:05 

CH 5 
	

20:35 
	

9:05 

CH 6 
	

21:40 
	

10:10 



TABLE 13 

Experiment IX: the effect of medium ARG and OBN on mycelial aininoacid pools, enzyme specific activities and fluxes in ure 

Strain: ure 
Condition: N A A0 
Conidial inoculum (x 106  per flask): 12.0 12.0 12.0 
Initial ARG concentration (MM); 0.0 1.0 1.0 
Initial OBN concentration (mm): 0.0 0.0 1.0 

Flask 	Mycelial Harvest 	 Enzyme Specific Activity 
Number 

	

Time elapsed since Yield 	
-1 	 -1 (h:min) 	(mg) 	(nmol.mg protein.min ) 

	

d.wt. 	OTAase Arginase AOGTase ASAase  

Mycelial Aminoacid Pools 	 Flask 
Number 

(imol.100mg d.wt.) 

ARC CIT ORN GLU PRO GLY LYS HIS 

N 	1 19:145 230 17.3 31 853 10.9 3.12 0.30 0.96 9.33 0.140 0.86 0.50 0.31 M 	1 
N 	2 20:00 221 20.6 214 813 10.5 2.81 0.26 0.70 8.61 0.22 0.99 0.140 0.30 M 	2 
N 	3 21:15 3514 22.8 20 893 9.2 2.56 0.19 0.55 8.141 0.145 1.08 0.141 0.30 N 	3 

A 	1 19:50 219 58.6 127 788 10.5 10.6 4 0.79 8.148 2.63 1.07 0.27 0.22 A 	1 
A 	2 20:00 2114 60.3 161 687 15.14 ND ND ND N]) ND N]) ND N]) A 	2 
A 	3 21:20 298 68.1 162 722 12.7 ND ND ND ND ND ND ND ND A 	3 

A0 1 19:55 225 59.14 1214 729 10.1 10.1 /4 1.70 980 3.21 1.014 0.29 0.214  AO 1 
AO 2 20:05 2148 59.7 99 666 11.0 10.1 /. 1.72 9.36 3.11 1.014 0.214 0.214 AO 2 
AO 3 21:25 327 66.0 123 698 10.9 7.89 t 1.69 8.77 2.75 1.08 0.19 0.19 A0 3 

Abbreviations use: ND, not determined; 4 , too small to quantify (less than 0.1 4tmol.100 mg d.wt.) 

t\) 
S 



TABLE 1 4 

Experiment Xa: the post-HIS addition changes in mycelial aminoacid pools and enzyme specific activities I 

Strain: 	 -12 ure 
Conidial inoculum (x 106 per flask): 	 12.6 
Initial CIT concentration (mm): 	 0.4 
Concentration of HIS added (mm): 	 2.0 

Flask Nycelial Harvest Enzyme Specific Activity 
Number 

Time elapsed since Yield 
(h:min) (mg) 1 (nmol.mg 	protein.min-1  ) 

HIS d.wt. OTAase Arginase AOGTase 

C 	1 16:50 NA 37 79.3 372 865 
C 	2 22:20 NA 190 82.5 281 631 

CH 	1 17:10 0:10 L0 72.14 400 837 
CE 	2 17:30 0:30 145 80.14 260 927 
CH 	3 18:00 1:00 51 66.1 2214 818 
CE 	14 18:30 1:30 63 75.3 206 861 
CE 	5 19:00 2:00 76 65.9 177 937 
CH 	6 19:30 2:30 87 65.14 181 786 
CH 	7 20:00 3:00 96 56.7 156 7149 
CE 	8 20:30 3.30 112 58.5 113 761 
CE 	9 21:00 14:00 1114 53.8 92 765 
CE 10 21:30 14:30 137 57.7 120 836 
CE 11 22:00 5:00 1614 56.14 112 907 
CH 12 22:30 5:30 173 514.5 102 872 

Nycelial Aniinoacid Pools Flask 
Number 

(41m01.100mg d.w-t.) 
ARG CIT ORN GLU PRO GLY LYS HIS 

18.7 16.9 0.33 7.57 0.37 0.70 0.19 0.214  C 1 
114.7 12.7 0.114 7.014 0.38 0.86 0.15 0.19 C 2 

17.2 12.5 0.26 6.97 0.33 ND 0.18 7.85 CE 1 
15.14 7.145 0.514 7.06 0.35 ND 0.15 16.7 CE 2 
15.9 6.1414 0.39 7.140 0.39 ND 0.12 17.14 CE 3 
10.0 0.90 0.146 7.91 0.36 ND 0.23 214.6 CE 14  

9.14 0.83 0.142 10.5 0.36 N]) 0.145 314.0 CH 5 
6.7 0.146 0.27 7.99 0.31 0.52 0.143 33.2 CH 6 
14.8 0.514 0.38 10.0 0.142 0.99 0.52 ND CH 7 
14.6 0.28 0.38 6.83 0.33 0.63 0.142 38.8 CE 8 
14.7 0.38 0.76 5.36 0.68 1.20 0.62 ND CE 9 
14.14 0.28 0.92 8.147 0.67 1.114 0.142 145.1 CE 10 
2.14 0.26 1.15 8.72 0.98 1.014 0.141 143.3 CH 11 
2.0 0.29 1.146 9.38 1.140 1.66 0.514 143.3 CE 12 

Abbreviation used: NA, not applicable; ND, not determined. 



TABLE 15 

Experiment Xb: further post-HIS addition changes in mycelial aminoacid pools and enzyme specific activities in arg-12 ure 

Strain: 	 arg-12 ure 

Conidial inoculuin (x 106  per flask): 	20 

Initial CIT concentration (mm): 	 0.14 
Concentration of HIS added (mm): 	 2.0 

Flask 	Mycelial Harvest 
Number 

Time elapsed since 
(h:min) 

Inocul II 	HIS 
n 

add 

Enzyme Specific Activity Medium 	 Mycelial Aminoacid Pools 	 Flask 

	

Yield 	CIT 	 Number 

	

(mg) 	(MM) 	(nmol.mg protein.min) 	 (timo1.100mg d.wt.) 

	

d.wt. 	 OTAase Arginase AOGTase ASAase 	ARC 	CIT 	ORN 	CLII 	PRO 	GLY 	LYS 	HIS 

NA 38 ND 58.9 3147 902 18.6 20.2 15.2 0.144 6.55 0.149 0.91 0.20 0.31 C 	1 

0:10 51 0.271 56.1 380 952 16.14 17.3 12.14 0.28 6.83 ND. 0.65 0.13 8.140 CE 	1 
0:30 54 0.301 55.9 306 711 114.9 15.2 9.74 0.142 7.92 ND 0.88 0.16 15.5 CE 	2 
1:00 614  ND 50.3 290 580 14.2 15.6 3.35 0.60 9.05 0.73 0.65 0.15 23.8 CE 	3 
1:30 67 0.277 146.8 2141 627 15.1 10.14 1.25 0.64 7.11 0.73 0.62 0.15 22.9 CE 	L 
2:00 88 0.229 39.2 186 707 15.0 8.87 0.77 0.142 7.33 ND 0.73 0.314 25.3 OH 	5 
2:30 92 0.281 33.9 1714 690 13.8 7.30 0.68 0.141 8.10 ND 0.90 0.143 25.1 CE 	6 
3:00 92 0.312 41.9 208 520 114.14 6.00 0.65 0.140 8.70 ND 1.08 0.144 29.6 CE 	7 
3:30 112 0.295 142.2 233 746 13.5 14.145 0.1414 0.147 ND 0.12 1.00 0.38 28.14 CE 	8 
14:00 152 0.236 35.14 145 793 12.9 3.87 O.1U 0.78 ND 0.69 1.33 0.39 31.1 CE 	9 
14:30 136 0.2614 32.5 1)46 798 12.2 3.13 0.37 0.81 ND 0.59 1.20 0.38 31.8 CE 10 
5:00 1714 0.271 ND 138 811 13.14 2.92 0.38 1.23 ND ND 1.23 0.141 32.3 CE 11 
5:30 161 0.267 314.0 118 712 114.1 3.06 0.27 1.58 ND 1.01 1.23 0.143 26.3 CE 12 
6:00 2014 0.2)40 29.8 115 851 16.14 1.66 0.28 1.79 ND 1.01 1.11 0.142 28.2 CH 13 
6:30 215 0.188 32.1 100 834 19.3 1.31 0.27 2.50 ND 1.20 1.77 0.50 25.3 CE 11 
7:00 174 0.291 30.7 117 928 20.8 0.98 0.36 3.82 7.56 1.149 2.014 0.63 23.8 CE 15 
7:30 266 0.226 32.9 37 1059 19.6 1.01 0.27 2.914 5.61 1.146  2.01 0.56 214.6 CE 16 
8:00 319 0.199 31.5 96 1095 25.3 0.62 0.20 4.19 5.78 1.55 1.93 0.70 21.7 CE 17 
8:30 322 0.205 32.1 ND 1378 30.5 0.83 0.30 4.21 5.96 1.99 2.80 0.79 23.8 CE 18 
9:00 306 0.202 ND 50 11430 31.5 1.02 0.140 4.22 5.71 1.92 2.62 0.83 26.14 CE 19 

C 1 

CH 1 
	

15:10 
CE 2 
	

15:30 
CH 3 
	

16:00 

CH [4 
	

16:30 

CE 5 
	

17:00 

CE 6 
	

17:30 

CH 7 
	

18:00 

CH 8 
	

18:30 

CH 9 
	

19:00 

CE 10 
	

19:30 
CE 11 
	

20:00 

CE 12 
	

20:30 

CH 13 
	

21:00 

CE 14 
	

21:30 

CE 15 
	

22:00 

CE 16 
	

22:30 

CE 17 
	

23:00 

CH 18 
	

23:30 

CE 19 
	

2L:00 

Abbreviations used: NA, not applicable; ND, not determined. 



TABLE 16 

Experiment XI: the "rim up" condition in 2rg-.-12 ure 

Strain: 	 arg-12 ure 

Conidial inoculuni (x 10 per flask): 	 9.9 

Initial CIT concentration (MM): 	 0.14 

Concentration of HIS added (mm): 	 2.0 

Concentration of 2nd CIT added (mm): 	 2.0 

Flask Mycelial Harvest Medium Enzyme Specific Activity Mycelial Aminoacid Pools Flask 
Number Time elapsed 

(h:min) 
since Yield 

(mg) 
Urea 
(MM) 

1 (nmol.mg protein.min ) 
11 

(4lmol.100mg 	d.wt.) 
Number 

Inocul"  HIS CIT 2 d.wt. OTAase Arginase AOGTase ASAase ARC CIT ORN GLU PRO GLY LYS HIS 

add
n  add

n 
 

CH 1 20:00 	7120 NA 714 0.560 52.2 71 1151 19.5 0.86 0.33 14.09 6.21 1.147 1.142 0.91 21.2 CH 1 

CH 2 20:30 	7:50  NA 72 0.1426 149.8 149 1538 21.3 0.88 0.33 14.39 6.58 1.36 1.50 0.96 214.2 CH 2 

CH 3 21:30 	8:50 NA 86 0.1416 51.3 77 12714 21.7 0.90 0.146 5.83 7.12 1.146 1.76 1.13 23.14 CH  3 

CH 14 22:30 	9:50 NA 914 0.520 52.1 ND 11463 22.9 0.93 0.142 5.72 6.91 1.15 1.85 1.02 20.5 CH 14 

OH + Cl 20:50 	8:10 0:10 85 0.610 50.5 68 1269 21.2 1.06 1.52 5.60 7.13 1.36 1.72 1.01 25.3 CH + Cl 

CE + 02 21:10 	8:30 0:30 814 0.1426 149.2 115 11314 18.3 2.140 2.10 3.60 5.89 0.65 1.33 0.714 21.2 CH + 02 

CH + C3 21:140 	9:00 1.00 90 0.600 52.8 102 1170 18.9 14.146 3.08 1.86 6.148 0.147 1.29 0.70 19.5 CH + 03 

CH + C14 22:10 	9:30 1:30 99 0.6148 56.0 176 12143 19.6 6.17 3.97 1.70 7.30 0.35 1.18 0.71 22.6 CH + 014 

CH + 05 22:140 10:00 2:00 111 1.32 514.1 126 1133 19.3 7.96 5.64 0.96 6.93 0.140 1.10 0.514 23.2 CH + 05 

CH + C6 23:10 10:30 2:30 1214 1.35 514.7 138 12143 18.5 10.14 7.68 0.68 7.27 0.141 1.37 0.53 21.5 CH + 06 

CH + C7 23:50 11:10 3:10 127 ND 56.6 218 1067 17.6 114.5 8.03 0.67 8.92 ND 1.21 0.52 214.6 CH + C7 

CH + 08 214:30 11:50 3:50 165 1.73 62.0 210 1075 18.2 13.9 7.61 0.58 7.57 0.39 1.08 0.143 21.6 CH + C8 

CH + 09 25:30 12:50 14:50  198 1.16 70.3 309 1213 17.5 12.9 8.18 1.25 8.143 0.95 2.51 0.91 18.0 OH + 09 

Abbreviations used: NA, not applicable; ND, not determined. 	
;fl 



TABLE 17 

Experiment XII: the 2:1 RIS:CIT "rundown" condition in 21g-12 ota aga 

Strain: 	 arg-12 ota aga 

Conidial inoculum (x 106  per flask): 	11.5 
Initial CIT concentration (mm): 	 0.014 

Concentration of 2nd CIT added (MM); 	 0.36 

Concentration of HIS added (mm): 	 0.80 

Flask Nycelial Harvest Medium Nycelial Aniinoacid Pools Flask 
Number 

Time elapsed since Yield CIT HIS -1 
Number 

(h:min) (mg) (MM) (MM) (itmol.lOOmg d.wt.) 
Inoculr HIS d.wt. ARG CIT ORN GLU PRO GLY LYS HIS 

add
n 
 

C 1,2,3 9:00 MA 13 ND ND 20.1 2.68 1.09 8.014 0.140 1.02 0.55 0.55  C 	1,2,3 

CH 1,2 12:00 2:00 29 0.376 0.608 17.14 1.27 0.96 9.91 ND 0.87 0.60 ND CH 1,2 

CH 3,14 114:00 14:00 143 ND ND 17.5 0.78 0.71  11.2 0.25 0.86 0.72 36.9 CH 3,14 

CH 5,6 15:30 5:30 68 0.3148 0.520 16.2 0.814  0.76 11.14 ND 1.27 0.86 37.9 CH 5,6 

CM 7 17:30 7:30 50 0.320 0.565 114.8 0.85 1.09 11.2 ND 0.99 1.00 38.3 CH 7 

Cli 8 18:30 8:30 68 ND ND 12.8 0.61 1.20 9.97 0.30 0.98 0.88 ND CH 8 

CH  19:30 9:30 814 0.297 0.523 13.7 0.78 0.60 9.97 0.39 1.01 0.91 33.6 CH  

CH 10 20:30 10:30 105 ND ND 13.7 0.67 0.67 9.66 0.30 1.23 0.89 35.7 CH 10 

CH 11 21:30 11:30 121 0.291 0.519 13.8 0.99 0.75 10.14 ND 1.58 0.76 37.6 CH 11 

CH 12 22:30 12:30 162 ND ND 13.1 0.67 1.00 9.75 0.28 .1.28 0.78 33.9 CE 12 

CH 13 23:30 13:30 213 0.253 0.1432 12.7 0.144 1.148 11.3 ND 1.22 1.03 33.3 CH 13 

CH 114 214:30 114:30 250 ND ND 12.7 0.65 1.66 9.85 0.32 1.57 0.99 31.7 CH 114 

CH 15 25:30 15:30 333 0.160 0.393 10.1 0.63 1.314 10.14 ND 1.38 0.62 29.6 CH 15 

CE 16 26:30 16:30 269 0.193 0.1437 13.1 0.714 1.146 9.10 0.33 1.79  0.86 27.0 CH 16 

CH 17 26:30 16:30 313 ND ND 114.14 0.52 1.79 8.32 0.19 1.75 0.82 27.3 CH  17 

CH 18 27:30 17:30 1435 0.090 0.293 11.5 0.146 1.61 9.16 0.18 1.147  0.81 26.14 CII 18 

CH 19 27:30 17:30 275 ND ND 11.3 0.143 1.79 14.72 ND 1.52 1.20 214.1 CH 19 

Abbreviations used: NA, not applicable; ND, not determined. 

,L Added at same time as HIS 



TABLE 18 

Experiment XIII the 3:1 IIIS:CIT "rundown" condition in 21g- 12 ota aga 

Strain : 	 arg-12 ota aga 
Conidial inoculum (x 106  per flask) 	 15 
Initial CIT concentration (mm): 	 0.014 

/Concentration of 2nd CIT added (mm): 	 0.36 
Concentration of HIS added (mm): 	 1.20 

Flask Nycelial Harvest Ircelial Aminoacid Pools Flask 
Number 

Time elapsed since Yield Number 
(h:min) (me) -1 (imol.100 mg 	d.wt.) 

Inocul HIS d.wt. ARG CIT OHM GLTJ PRO GLY LYS HIS 
add   

CH 1 15:00 14:30 149 12.7 0.53 1.31 11.3 0.73 0.97 0.68 141.3 CH 1 
CH 2 17:00 5:30 63 10.9 0.142  1.29 9.148 0.23 0.79 0.80 37.14 CH 2 
CH 3 1 7:50 6:20 76 10.7 0.148 1.63 9.39 0.214 0.89 0.93 142.3 CH 3 
CE 14 19:30 8:00 98 9.68 0.51 2.18 ND ND 1.114 0.99 14.1 CH 14 
CH 5 20:30 9:00 112 8.71 0.141 2.141 9.39 0.114 1.014 0.56 37.3 CH 5 
CH 6 21:35 10:05 158 9.08 0.148  2.23 9.29 0.22 1.33 0.88 37.5 CH  

Abbreviation used: ND, not determined 

Added at same time as HIS. 



TABLE 19 Epvvet X1 	t Ls- 	I HIS CII con 	in a%- 12 ota 

Strain: ar-12 ota aga 

Conidial inoculum (x 106 per flask): 2.14 

Initial CIT concentration (mm): 0.014 

Concentration of 2nd CIT added (mm): 0.36 

Concentration of 1st HIS added (mm): 0.80 

Concentration of 2nd HIS added (mm): 0.80 

Flask Nycelial Harvest Medium Enzyme Specific Activity Mycelial Aminoacid Poole Flask 
Number Time elapsed since Yield CIT HIS 1 

Number 
(h:niin) (mg) (MM) (mM) -1 (nmol.mg protein.m.in 	) (4lmol.lOOmg-1  d.wt.) 

Inocuf' 	HIS 1 HIS 2 d.wt. AOGTase ASAase ABG CIT OHM GLU PRO GLY LYS HIS 

addn  n 
add 

CE 1 20:30 	9:30 NA 21 ND ND ND MD 11.8 0.66 2.07 11.5 0.15 1.143 1.22 36.2 CH 1 
CH 2 21:30 	10:30 NA 27 ND ND ND ND 11.5 0.78 2.36 14.3 0.36 1.147 1.22 39.8 CH 2 
CH 3 22:30 	11:30 NA 37 ND ND ND ND 6.72 0.1.49 14.03 9.69 0.10 1.145 0.83 31.8 CH 3 
CH 14 23:30 	12:30  NA 142 ND ND ND ND 9.91 0.71 1.26 10.1 0.19 1.140  0.95 32.1 CH 14 

CH+H 1 22:00 	11:00 1:00 33 0.368 1.39 881.4 10.2 7.77 0.36 2.22 9.12 ND 1.21 0.90 35.5 CH+H 1 
CH+H 2 23:00 	12:00 2:00 43 0.358 1.28 922 9.8 14.72 0.142 5.35 9.77 0.15  1.53  0.89 314.5 CH+H 2 
CH+H 3 214:00 	13:00 3:00 50 0.3142 1.147 861 13.14 3.22 0.39 7.19 7.87 0.12 1.1.40 0.86 31.14 CH+H 3 
CH+H 14 25:00 	114:00 14:00 65 0.361 1.142 1061 114.5 2.28 0.30 10.9 8.63 ND 1.68 0.85 30.0 CII+II 14 
CH+H 5 26:00 	15:00  5:00 72 0.358 1.148 1088 16.7 1.56 0.33 12.0 7.19 0.23 1.83 0.82 214.14 CE-s-H 5 
CE-s-H 6 27:00 	16:00 6:00 81 0.358 1.143 1181 15.9 1.149 0.30 17.0 7.8 0.27 1.96 0.81 25.7 CH+H 6 
CE-s-H 7 28:00 	17:00 700 86 0.336 1.33 11145 114.7 2.16 0.39 114.0 6.97 0.26 1.89 0.97  27.6 CH+H 7 
CH+H 8 29:00 	18:00 8:00 101 0.333 1.35 12714 20.5 1.63 0.35 17.6 7.03 ND 2.16 1.01 214.9 CH+H 8 
CH+H 9 30:00 	19:00  9:00 115 0.3147 1.39 1583 21.3 1.23 0.28 21.7 6.53 0.13 2.148  0.85 22.0 CH+H 9 
CH+H10 31:00 	20:00 10:00 125 0.339 1.37 1625 22.1 1.11 0.23 20.6 6.11 ND 2.32 0.89 19.14 CH+H10 
CH+H11 32:00 	21:00 11:00 126 0.311 1.32 1582 27.3 0.80 0.27 27.9 5.93 0.19 2.86 0.68 15.9 CH+H11 
CH-s-H12 33:00 	22:00 12:00 1147 0.265 1.22 ND 22.5 0.73 0.09 27.9 6.83 ND 2.93 0.71 16.3 CH-s-H12 

Abbreviations used: NA, applicable; ND, not determined 

Added at same time as HIS-1 
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